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Zusammenfassung
Wenn wir all das Wissen kombinieren, welches wir bisher über Ursprung, Entwicklung und
heutigen Zustand des Universum gesammelt haben, kommen wir unweigerlich zu dem Schluss,
dass 95% der Materiedichte des Universums aus unbekannten Substanzen besteht, die man dun-
kle Materie und dunkle Energie nennt. Diese Dissertation beschäftigt sich mit verschiedenen
Aspekten der Entstehung der größten Strukturen im Universum und entwickelt neue Methoden
diese Strukturen, bestehend aus dem kosmischen Netz, Galaxienhaufen und Galaxien zu mod-
ellieren. Diese Strukturen hängen sehr sensibel von den Eigenschaften der dunklen Materie
und dunklen Energie ab, insbesondere von ihren relativen und absoluten Mengen, sowie der
Zustandsgleichung der dunklen Energie und einer eventuell von ihr vermittelten neuen Wechsel-
wirkung. Aktuell durchgeführte und zukünftige Vermessungen der größten Strukturen kartogra-
phieren diese mit zunehmender Präzision und in immer größeren Volumen. Um die kosmologis-
chen Parameter bestmöglich aus den Daten zu extrahieren, benötigen wir akkurate Modelle der
Strukturbildung und der Prozesse, die das Licht auf seinem Weg zum Beobachter beeinflussen.
Nur so können wir zuverlässig die kosmologischen Parameter rekonstruieren und die Modelle für
dunkle Materie und dunkle Energie identifizieren die von den Daten bevorzugt werden. Somit
trägt die Dissertation zu den Bemühungen bei, die Natur der dunklen Materie und dunklen En-
ergie zu enthüllen.
Kapitel 2 untersucht ein Modell für dunkle Energie, welche eine “fünfte Kraft” vermittelt, die
jedoch die Newtonsche Gravitationskraft auf Grund des Chamäleon-Mechanismus lediglich auf
großen Skalen verstärkt und eine Expansionsgeschichte verursacht, die nicht vom einfachsten
Fall zu unterscheiden ist, bei dem die dunkle Energie eine kosmologische Konstante ist. Deswe-
gen stehen die einzigen Beobachtungsgrößen, welche die Modelle zu unterscheiden vermögen
im Zusammenhang mit Strukturbildung. Wir untersuchen mit semi-analytischen Methoden die
Häufigkeit von dunkle-Materie-Halos pro Halo-Masse und erhalten für diese eine Fitfunktion,
die vom Wert des neuen Modellparameters abhängt, welcher die Reichweite und Stärke der fün-
ften Kraft bestimmt. Wir finden eine gute Übereinstimmung der auf diese Weise bestimmten
theoretischen Massenfunktion mit denjenigen bestimmt aus Monte-Carlo und N-Teilchen Sim-
ulationen. Die von uns gefundene Fitfunktion vermag das Modell durch Beobachtungen von
Galaxienhaufen zu testen und kann dazu dienen nach den charakteristischen Signaturen des
Chamäleon-Mechanismus in den Beobachtungsdaten zu suchen.
In Kapitel 3 und 4 zeigen wir, dass die Newtonsche Gravitationstheorie anstelle der All-
gemeinen Relativitätstheorie auf allen Längenskalen verwendet werden kann, um akkurat die
Entstehung der größten Strukturen zu beschreiben, sofern das Universum von kalter dunkler Ma-
terie und einer kosmologischen Konstante dominiert wird.
In Kapitel 5 zeigen wir, dass ein komplexes Skalarfeld, welches die Schrödinger-Poisson-
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Gleichung erfüllt, in der Lage ist kollisionsfreie selbstgravitierende dunkle Materie mit der sel-
ben Zahl an Freiheitsgraden zu beschreiben wie das weitverbreitete Staubmodell. Im Gegensatz
zum Staubmodell ist das Skalarfeldmodell frei von Singularitäten, weswegen es analytische und
numerische Studien von komplett nichtlinearen Prozessen wie Halo-Entstehung erlaubt.
In Kapitel 6 untersuchen wir die Clusterung von Halos, oder die Halo-Korrelationsfunktion,
wie sie im Rotverschiebungsraum beobachtet wird. Dazu entwickeln wir ein verbessertes Modell
für die Dynamik von Halos, welches auf einer Körnung des Staubmodells und einer Verallge-
meinerung des Gaussian-Streaming-Modells auf beliebige Phasenraumfunktionen beruht. Wir
vergleichen unsere Resultate mit Messgrößen aus einer N-Teilchen-Simulation und finden, dass
das granulierte Modell die Genauigkeit der vorhergesagten Korrelationsfunkionen im Rotver-
schiebungsraum wesentlich verbessert.
Summary
Combining all knowledge we have gathered about the origin, evolution and current state of the
universe it appears indisputable that 95% of the mass-energy density in today’s universe is com-
prised of unknown substances called dark matter and dark energy. This thesis explores different
aspects of and develops models for the formation of the largest structures we observe in the uni-
verse, because these structures – the cosmic web made of dark matter halos, clusters of galaxies
and galaxies – sensitively depend on properties of dark matter and dark energy, in particular on
their abundances, the equation of state of and possible new interactions mediated by dark energy.
Current and upcoming surveys map the large scale structure (LSS) with increasingly higher pre-
cision and in larger volumes. In order to optimally extract cosmological parameters we need to
build accurate models for LSS formation that also describe how LSS is perceived by real ob-
servers trough processes affecting light propagation. Only then can we reliably reconstruct the
cosmological parameters and identify the models for dark matter and dark energy preferred by
the data. Therefore this thesis contributes to the endeavor to ultimately uncover the nature of
dark matter and dark energy.
Chapter 2 studies a dark energy model which mediates a “fifth force” enhancing Newtonian
gravity only on large scales due to the chameleon mechanism, but leads to an expansion history
indistinguishable from the case where dark energy is a cosmological constant. Hence the only
observables that can discriminate them are related to structure formation. We study the abun-
dance of dark matter halos per halo mass with semi-analytical techniques to find a fit function
depending on the model parameter responsible for the range and strength of the fifth force. We
find good agreement with Monte-Carlo and N-body simulations of the mass function. Our result
is a fit function for the halo mass function that can be used to constrain this model and to look
for signatures of the chameleon effect in observations of galaxy of clusters.
In Chapters 3 and 4 we show why it is justified to use Newtonian gravity instead of Gen-
eral Relativity on all scales to accurately describe LSS formation in a universe governed by a
cosmological constant and cold dark matter.
In Chapter 5 we show that a complex scalar field solving the Schrödinger-Poisson equation is
able describe collisionless selfgravitating dark matter with the same number of degrees of free-
dom as the popular dust fluid. In contrast to the dust model it does not suffer from singularities
and thus allows the analytical and numerical study of fully nonlinear effects like halo formation.
In Chapter 6 we study the clustering of halos as observed in redshift space, by developing an
improved model for the halo dynamics based on a coarse grained dust model and by extending the
so called Gaussian streaming model to general phase space distribution functions. We compare
our results to a N-body simulation halo catalog and find that the coarse grained dust model
significantly improves the accuracy of theoretical redshift space correlation functions.
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Notation
Here we list some conventions and the meaning of some symbols that are shared between differ-
ent quantities.
 The metric of spacetime is chosen to be “mostly plus” . 1;C1;C1;C1/ such that its spatial
part would reduce to a flat positive definite euclidean metric in the absence of curvature.
 Euclidean 3d vectors are denoted by bold, italic letters like Eulerian position x, Lagrangian
position q or Fourier-space wave vectors p; k.
 The middle Roman letters i; j; : : : are used for indices of 3d quantities like xi , ıij , ij . The
3d partial derivative is denoted by a comma V;i D @iV or as a Euclidean vector rV .
 Greek letters ; ; : : : are used as indices for 4d-components of spacetime tensors. The 4d
covariant derivative is denoted by a semicolon: TI%.
 Symmetrization brackets . / of indices are defined by T./ D T C T .
 C is used for the cumulants of the phase space distribution f , and for the connected n-point
correlation functions of density ı and displacement fields Ψ .
 f is used for the phase space distribution function f .x; p/ and for the multiplicity function
f ./ that defines the halo mass function as well as for the f .R/ function entering the modified
gravity model. It is also for the linear growth function f .z/.
 j denotes the components j i of the normalised momentum field j, which in Chapter 4 is
defined as j D .1C ı/v but in Chapter 5 is defined as j D .1C ı/u.
 ˚ is used as metric perturbation in Poisson gauge. The upright version ˆ is used as gauge
invariant metric perturbation.
  is used as metric perturbation and as phase of the wavefunction  and as velocity potential.
' is the f .R/-scalar field.
 	 is used as metric perturbation in Poisson gauge and as component 	i of the displacement
vector Ψ . The upright version ‰ is used as gauge invariant metric perturbation.
  is used as metric perturbation and as wave function.
xvi Contents
  is used as the variance of density perturbations and is used for the velocity dispersion ij ,
the pairwise velocity dispersion 12 and as phase space smoothing scales x and p.
 V is used as Newtonian potential. The upright V is used as gauge invariant scalar velocity
perturbation.
 v is the peculiar velocities with components vi . The spatial component of the 4D velocity u
are denoted by ui and are also used as a 3D vector u in the Newtonian limit, where it is related
to v D u=a.
 w is a scalar metric perturbation and denotes the components wi of the vorticity vector w D
r  v, it is also used as general relativistic  -factor.
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“Φύσις κρύpiτεσθαι φιλεί”
Heraklitus
“Die Natur der Dinge ist in der Gewohnheit
sich selbst zu verbergen!”
Eugen Egner, Der Notfall erfordert alles
1
Introduction
In this chapter we set the stage for the topics of this thesis by giving a brief summary of the status
of cosmology. We intersperse this overview with references to important articles, introductions
and textbooks, as well as to chapters of this thesis.
1.1 The big picture
Physics without astrophysical and cosmological observations would be quite boring. Because
without those observations we could pretend that all natural phenomena within the solar system
neatly fit into the following “effective theory of everything” [Car13]
Z
k<kcut-off
quantum mechanics½
ŒDgŒDAŒD DŒ˚ exp
(
i
„
Z
d4x
gravityº
p g
h R
16G
electro-weak and strong forcesº
  1
4
F aF
a C
Ci N iD=  i C
 N iLVij jR˚ C h.c‘
quarks and leptons
 D˚D˚   V.˚/
Higgs
i)
:
(1.1)
All solar-system-bound phenomena can be described through quantum mechanics in its relativis-
tic incarnation taking the special form of the Standard Model (SM) and General Relativity (GR),
combined in (1.1). The SM describes all particles and their electro-weak and strong interactions
in terms of quantum fields, while GR is a classical field theory that describes gravity through
a dynamical metric coupled to all the other fields, see [Sre07, MTW73] for introductions. Of
course, in almost all circumstances using (1.1) to calculate those phenoma is impractical and
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there are new effective laws emerging on the ladder of complexity and we have a patchwork of
effective theories each with its small regime of applicability. This is the very reason why science
works at all.
If we also take into account information arriving from outside the solar system by means of
astrophysical and cosmological observations, it appears that 95% of the mass-energy content of
today’s Universe is in form of unknown substances dubbed “dark matter”˝dm D 27% and “dark
energy” ˝de D 68% [PAAC13]. Only the remaining ˝b D 4:9 ˙ 0:1% can be attributed to
particles or fields described by the SM which is accurately tested without hints for new physics
[Ell13]. On the other hand also Einstein’s GR, the standard theory of gravity has withstood nearly
100 years of scrutiny [Ein15, Wil06]. The extraordinary claim that 95% of the energy budget of
the universe cannot be described by the SM is based on the assumption that GR is still valid on
the large scales probed by those cosmological observations. In any case, (1.1) is just a piece of a
larger puzzle.
Believing in 95% darkness
Let us briefly describe some important observations that have lead to this picture, assuming that
GR is correct.
Velocities inside galaxies and clusters The velocity distribution within galaxies and galaxy
clusters requires 20 times more non-luminous “dark matter” in form of large spherical halos in
which the luminous matter composed of gas and stars is embedded [Zwi37].
Supernovae and Hubble diagram On scales larger than the separation to neighbouring galax-
ies the universe expands isotropically according to the Hubble law, which is in accord with GR if
the universe is homogeneous and isotropic as is observed on large scales. Measuring the distance-
redshift relation, or Hubble diagram, using the apparent luminosity of “standardizable candles”
type Ia supernovae [RFCC98, PAGC99, KBCC09], revealed that the expansion of the universe
is accelerating, which requires 70% of the energy budget of the universe to be in the form of
“dark energy” with large negative effective pressure. While the remaining 30% of the budget is
effectively pressureless matter consistent with being a mixture of luminous and non-luminous
matter as is learned from velocities with galaxies and clusters.
CMB and Big Bang Nucleosynthesis The discovery of the cosmic microwave background
(CMB) [PW65] proved the Big Bang theory that posits that the universe was in a dense, hot and
nearly homogeneous state some 14 billion years ago. The COBE satellite showed with FIRAS
that the CMB has the energy spectrum of a black body radiation with T D 2:72548˙0:00057K
[FCCC94, Fix09] that is isotropic after subtracting a Doppler dipole. From the observed tem-
perature one can calculate using (1.1)1 the fractional amount of light elements forged during Big
Bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) as a function of the baryon energy budget ˝b. It is is consistent
1All the interactions are in fact necessary to compute this!
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with 5%, which we obtained already from just measuring the Hubble diagram as well as studying
galaxies and clusters. However in addition, we have the crucial extra information that the dark
matter (DM) cannot be comprised of baryons, otherwise they would have affected the BBN.
CMB temperature fluctuations Although the CMB seems to hold the record of being the most
accurate realization of a Planck spectrum found in nature, it is actually the angular fluctuations in
the temperature with an amplitude 20 times smaller than the FIRAS error bar 0:00057K, which
contain the most valuable information. COBE established the existence of these fluctuations
with variance h.ıT=T /2i ' 10 10 heralding the advent of the era of “precision cosmology”; the
fluctuations were subsequently mapped by various telescopes and by two other satellites, WMAP
[KSDC11] and Planck [PAAC13] to a much higher precision and smaller angular resolution.
When taking into account the full power spectrum measured by Planck, the energy budget is
measured with a fractional error of only 1%! There are 3 main features of the angular fluctuations
and its power spectrum.
i) The power spectrum features a series of oscillations with a prominent first peak at about
1ı on the sky followed by a smaller second and equally small third peak.
ii) The fluctuations are Gaussian distributed within the measurement uncertainties (after sub-
traction of known contaminants).
iii) The power spectrum is nearly scale invariant with an amplitude of approximately 10 10 at
large angles with slightly more power on large scales, or red spectral tilt.
The physical origin of the oscillations i) are small-amplitude sound waves developing from the
initially nearly scale invariant, adiabatic and Gaussian primordial density perturbations, whose
origin we describe in the last paragraph. The primordial plasma of coupled photons and baryons
evolves under the influence of its own gravity and pressure as well as the gravity of cold dark
matter (CDM) until the universe becomes cold enough for hydrogen to recombine, see [Hu95,
Whi99] for an introduction. During this period of recombination the radiation is released and
freely streams with the tiny temperature fluctuations imprinted, and with the peaks in its temper-
ature power spectrum corresponding to the harmonics of the plasma sound waves. The first peak
location corresponds to the angular size of the sound horizon of the plasma at recombination. Its
intrinsic size is a standard ruler depending on the baryon to radiation fraction and its observed
extent on the sky depends on the expansion history, in particular today’s energy budget and the
spatial geometry, which turns out to be flat. The relative heights of the peaks depend on the
budget of baryons and CDM.
It is also true that given the observed amplitude of fluctuations during the time of recom-
bination, there would not have been enough time to form the large-scale structure we observe
today if it were not for CDM preserving the primordial gravitational potential wells into which
the baryons could quickly fall after recombination to form galaxies. There is much more to learn
from the CMB than the energy budget [Muk05]. The information about cosmological parameters
is also encoded in other aspects of the CMB, e.g. polarization and secondary anisotropies.
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Large-scale structure and BAO In GR the spacetime curvature caused by the energy density
of dark matter strongly affects the overall expansion rate of the Universe and the formation of the
large-scale structure of the Universe (LSS) – the cosmic web, along which dark matter and galax-
ies are distributed. Many different observations of the LSS tell us that dark matter must be “cold”
dark matter (CDM), in the sense that the initially small particle velocities can be approximated
by a smooth vector field and that it must be collisionless, such that their selfinteraction as well
interaction with SM sector is so weak that they can be assumed to interact purely gravitation-
ally. This excludes SM neutrinos, since they behave as hot dark matter. Galaxies and clusters of
galaxies form in CDM halos such that the halo distribution can be inferred from galaxy surveys,
e.g. [EWAC11, DES, PS, LAAC11]. Direct methods of mapping DM, like gravitational lens-
ing, that probes spacetime curvature directly, give consistent results [HGHC13]. The halo power
spectrum therefore contains information about linear and nonlinear gravitational growth and thus
is sensitive to DE and DM budget, as DE slows down gravitational clustering [RSWC12]. We
will see in Chapter 6 how the nonlinear halo correlation function can be accurately modelled and
only give a sneak preview here:
As mentioned in the beginning of the introduction it is in most cases impractical to calculate
physical processes using the most fundamental model at hand. Therefore throughout the whole
thesis the goal will be to model the physical situation as simple as possible while trying to capture
the most relevant physics. For instance in order to model the nonlinear halo correlation function
we will assume Newtonian gravity. We justify this by showing that Newtonian gravity can be
mapped to GR in all relevant situations in a ƒCDM cosmology if there is no backreaction, see
Chapters 3 and 4.
The ingredients of the model for halo correlations are (a) the initial distribution of proto-
halos n.qjz;M/ encoding the halo bias, where a proto-halo is a cloud in the initial conditions
whose particles are at time z part of a halo of mass M and (b) the trajectories connecting the
initial proto-halo position q and the final halo position x, the displacement field Ψ.q; z/, which
encodes the gravitational dynamics between proto-halos.
The halo distribution n.x; zjM/ at the observation time z is then simply obtained by displac-
ing the proto-halo density field n.x; zjM/ D Rd3q n.qjz;M/ıDŒx   q   Ψ s.q; z/ ; where Ψ s
takes into account that observed positions along the line of sight Oz, when inferred via redshift z,
appear to be displaced by an additional amount Oz  PΨ Oz=H [Kai87]. The simplest quantity charac-
terizing the cosmic web is the two-point redshift-space correlation of halos forming at the same
time with the same mass hn.x; zjM/n.xC r; zjM/i. It can be inferred from galaxy surveys upon
further modelling the halo occupation by galaxies [RSWC12]. Having an accurate and physi-
cally transparent model for the LSS including redshift space distortions is very important in the
quest of constraining cosmological parameters and searching for new physics that might hide in
the combined dynamics of the dark matter and dark energy.
Baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO) in the power spectrum of CDM, halos and therefore
galaxies and clusters are one of the most important observables in galaxy surveys. Like the
oscillations in the CMB temperature power spectrum, BAO were imprinted by the very same
acoustic waves long before galaxies formed. We will see in Chapter 6 that the BAO feature
is deformed by nonlinear gravitational dynamics and by redshift space distortions which we
will both accurately model, such that these correlation functions contain a “standardizable ruler”
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allowing a measurement of the Hubble diagram [AABC12]. In addition redshift space distortions
depend on the velocity field which is a sensitive to dark energy.
It should be clear now that the existence of non-baryonic dark matter and dark energy com-
posing 95% of the total energy density of today’s universe is a scientific fact.2 We are thus
challenged to extend our “effective theory of everything” (1.1) and include the ingredients that
are supposed to fill up the remaining 95%.
Inflation Before we investigate how to modify (1.1), we consider the initial conditions for
the sound waves ii), iii) as well as the flatness of space and the problem of why thousands of
seemingly causally disconnected 1ı patches of the sky have nearly the same temperature. All
these aspects can be explained – in the case of ii), iii) even predicted – with the help of a crazy
sounding but ingenious idea called inflation [Muk05]. Recenlty ii), iii) were confirmed by Planck
[PAAC13] such that inflation is widely accepted as the most likely scenario to explain those
features. We simply add a scalar field , the inflaton, similar to the Higgs, to (1.1), but with very
weak coupling to the SM fields. We can choose the potential V./ D 1=2m22, m  mPl and
prepare the field in a special initial state ini ' mPl where its potential energy Vini ' .1016 GeV/4
is much larger than @ini@ini within a tiny patch of space with size at least .GVini/ 1=2 D
10 14 GeV 1 D 105lPl. The subsequent dynamics of metric and inflaton are such that the inflaton
slowly rolls down its potential because of the friction the nearly exponentially expanding space
exerts. This slow roll inflation will turn the tiny speck of space into an enormously large, flat and
nearly homogeneous and isotropic universe of which our observable universe is only a tiny part.
When inflation ends, after the inflaton has approached  D 0 and @@ becomes important,
it decays into particles and radiation giving rise to the hot homogeneous Big Bang. During slow
roll inflation quantum fluctuations of the inflaton are continuously created and stretched by the
nearly exponential expansion, giving rise to the nearly scale invariant and gaussian spectrum of
density fluctuations which are then turned into the adiabatic initial conditions during the hot Big
Bang, see [Muk05].
1.2 How to extend the SM+GR
Without worrying too much about fundamental physics, all three new concepts imposed upon us
by cosmology: inflation, CDM and DE can be modelled using scalar fields. Therefore it is very
simple to find phenomenological models; by just adding three scalar fields to (1.1) with suitably
chosen potentials. We could make a patchwork and append to the expression in curly brackets of
(1.1)
   @dm@dm C Vdm.dm/   @infl@infl C Vinfl.infl/   @de@de C Vde.de/ : (1.2)
2As any scientific fact, it could be false [JB03]. But one has to appreciate the long history of independent dis-
coveries and improved measurements and the physically very different methods that constrain the same parameters,
which tell a consistent story. In addition, at the time of writing, there is no alternative that can tell a similarly
consistent story and does not require DM and DE.
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Dark matter It is interesting to note that if dm is complex and its potential is given by
1=2m2dmjdmj2 then the dynamics of this scalar with carefully chosen initial conditions can accu-
rately model collective dynamics of many collisionless selfgravitating dark matter particles. We
show this in Chapter 5 and explore that this property can be used to replace cosmological N-body
simulations with scalar field simulations.3 More importantly the scalar can replace the commonly
used pressureless fluid model for CDM dynamics, which contains pathological singularities.
If one sought for a more fundamental model of CDM there are many candidates that have a
deeper physical motivation and justification to be added to (1.1). For instance axions could not
only comprise the CDM [DGLC14], but also solve the riddle of a seemingly missing term in
(1.1) [PQ77]. Another alternative is that CDM is composed of supersymmetric particles, which
happens to be a stable fermion in minimally supersymmetric extensions of the SM [EHNC84].
Inflation There are many inflation models motivated by fundamental physics, see [BM14] for
a review. String theory and grand unified theories try to replace the curly brackets in (1.1)
altogether by a more fundamental theory.
Dark energy It seems that the hardest part is DE, although it is in some sense the simplest.
One might say it is the simplest problem to solve, because instead of introducing a scalar field
one can simply modify (1.1) without introducing any new degrees of freedom by adding a cos-
mological constant to the Ricci scalar : .R   2/=.16G/. The resulting combined model of
SM, GR, CDM and  is called ƒCDM model and is consistent with nearly4 all observations.
The big and old problem with  is to understand why it is so small: Various physically distinct
contributions like SM phase transitions or vacuum fluctuations add to any  that we put in by
hand and each of them is about 45 to 55 orders of magnitudes larger than the value observed,
such that they must cancel each other out to incredible accuracy if GR is assumed to be correct,
see the review by [Mar12]. At the same time we are very certain about the existence of the
electroweak phase transition through the discovery of the Higgs boson [CKSC12] and about the
effects of classical vacuum energies on the expansion rate through the success of the inflationary
paradigm [PAAC13], that recently got further support trough the tentative discovery of primor-
dial gravitational waves [BAAC14]. This motivates to modify the otherwise so successful GR
and to look for signs beyond the ƒCDM model in observations. It feels like we are on the verge
of learning something deeply profound about nature.
Although currently, there is no modified gravity model that can solve this problem, it makes
sense to study alternatives to GR+ƒ. In particular it is phenomenologically interesting to look
for models that have not only a dynamical DE, but where DE also modifies the gravitational force
giving rise to a “5th force”. In Chapter 2 we will study the Hu-Sawicki-Starobinski (HSS) [HS07,
Sta07] model where gravity and DE are described by .R C f .R;; //=.16G/. In particular
we derive the abundance n.M; / of DM halos of mass M , related to cluster counts, and analyze
how this observable is changed compared to GR+ƒ. The  can be used to interpolate between
3The flip-book animation in the right corner is such a simulation, showing how a cold phase space distribution
evolves.
4Neutrino masses and baryon asymmetry require further extensions in addition to inflation.
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GR+ƒ, where  D 0, and models that show a very strong 5th force. Therefore these models
can be already ruled out by observations of the large scale structure and  can be observationally
constrained. The HSS model also exhibits the so called chameleon mechanism [KW04a], which
is one of a few mechanisms that can locally turn off the 5th force close to dense environments like
the Solar System, Galaxy or the early Universe in which GR has withstood precision tests such
that these models are tuned to agree with GR under these conditions. The reason why the HSS
model is so extensively studied in the literature is that it is a working example of the chameleon
mechanism, a mechanism whose observational signatures should not be particularly sensitive to
details of the model and if detected would be a clear sign of new physics.
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2
Spherical collapse and halo mass function in
f .R/ theories
This chapter is published as an article [KAAW13], and arose in collaboration with Stephen Ap-
ply, Ixandra Achitouv and Jochen Weller. We compute the critical density of collapse for spher-
ically symmetric overdensities in a class of f .R/ modified gravity models. For the first time
we evolve the Einstein, scalar field and non-linear fluid equations, making the minimal simpli-
fying assumptions that the metric potentials and scalar field remain quasi-static throughout the
collapse. Initially evolving a top hat profile, we find that the density threshold for collapse de-
pends significantly on the initial conditions imposed, specifically the choice of size and shape.
By imposing ‘natural’ initial conditions, we obtain a fitting function for the spherical collapse ıc
as a function of collapse redshift, mass of the overdensity and fR0, the background scalar field
value at z D 0. By extending ıc into a drifting and diffusing barrier within the context of excur-
sion set theory, we obtain a realistic mass function that might be used to confront this class of
scalar-tensor models with observations of dark matter halos. The proposed analytic formula for
the halo mass function was tested against Monte Carlo random walks for a wide class of moving
barriers and can therefore be applied to other modified gravity theories.
2.1 Introduction
Einstein’s theory of General Relativity (GR) [Ein15] has withstood nearly one century of exper-
imental testing. Many of its predictions have been confirmed through high precision laboratory
and solar system experiments, and more recently with astrophyiscal and cosmological data (see
[Wil06] for a review). Testing GR on the largest scales is a field still in its infancy, as probing cos-
mological distances is technically challenging. However current and future surveys mapping the
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large-scale structure of the universe already provide a powerful tool to constrain gravity models
[EWAC11, DES, PS, LAAC11].
In spite of its success, there are theoretical reasons to believe that GR is not a fundamental
theory of gravity. In particular one expects corrections to the Einstein-Hilbert action through 1-
loop corrections induced by matter [DFCB77]. In addition, there are puzzling cosmological ob-
servations such as the recently discovered accelerated expansion [RFCC98, PAGC99, ABCC06]
which, although still consistent with GR and a cosmological constant term, might require a new
gravity theory or the existence of an exotic form of matter known as dark energy.
In [Sta80] it was noticed that the local 1-loop corrections to the Einstein-Hilbert action are
quadratic in curvature, and lead to a period of inflation in the very early universe. This mo-
tivates the introduction of additional functions of the curvature invariants, that allow for a dy-
namical late time acceleration [Cap02, Sta07] without the need for additional scalar fields or
cosmological constant . The observed value of the cosmological constant obs ' .10 4 eV/4
is so extraordinarily small that one needs a finely tuned bare cosmological constant obs D
bareC1 loopCvev in the Einstein Hilbert action in order to cancel the large quantum vacuum
energy1 loop  E4ew ' .100GeV/4 and classical contributions related to Standard Model phase
transitions vev ' O.E4ew; E4QCD/. This severe “old” cosmological constant problem [Wei89] is
not resolved in f .R/ theories. In this chapter we assume that effectively bare D 1 loop D
vev D 0 due to some other physical process possibly acting at the scale obs ' .10 4 eV/4
such that obs enters the modified gravity theory naturally. In addition, the unknown physics
leading to the removal of the vacuum energy might be accompanied by an effective scalar degree
of freedom. There exist some ideas of screening [DHK07, dDHC08, BDHC11] and relaxing
[Dol85, CCPS11, EK11, BSS10] the vacuum energy.
In this work we focus on a simple class of modified gravity models, so called f .R/ gravity,
where an arbitrary function of the Ricci scalar is introduced into the standard Einstein Hilbert
action. It is well known that certain f .R/ functional forms can give rise to an expansion history
that exactly mimics a Universe governed by a cosmological constant  and cold dark matter
(ƒCDM). However even for such models, the modified gravity contribution will still affect the
growth of structure, both in the linear and nonlinear regime via a fifth force mediated by a scalar
degree of freedom, the “scalaron” [Sta80] .
To be consistent with local and astrophysical gravity tests, f .R/ functions must be used
that essentially approach a constant value (usually obs) in regions of high curvature. This
ensures that in these high curvature regions the local scalaron mass becomes large enough to
shut down the fifth force on much smaller scales. This effect is called the chameleon mech-
anism [KW04a, BvDC04]. At high curvature, such as in regions with deep potential wells in
the late universe, e.g. galaxies and the solar system or in the early universe, at recombination,
these f .R/ theories are pushed towards GR. However at small curvature, typically well after
matter-radiation-equality and on large scales, detectable deviations from GR are possible and
still allowed observationally. This is exactly the regime where linear and non-linear large-scale
structure formation takes place. While f .R/ theories should not be viewed as fundamental
theories of gravity, they offer a self-consistent tool to scrutinize GR and look for new physics
signatures like the chameleon effect in the currently mapped large-scale structure. In order to
avoid large quantum corrections and loss of predictability, the scalaron mass cannot become ar-
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bitrary large [UHK12]. The formal limit of taking the scalaron mass to infinity, and therefore to
recover GR, crosses a strong coupling regime and cannot be faithfully described by a classical
theory. Fortunately, for the specific f .R/ theory we will specify in the next section, the scalaron
mass can be chosen large enough to still allow to tune the model between “basically GR” and a
model with fifth force.
In [OLH08, MMMC11] a constraint on f .R/ theories using the galaxy power spectrum was
calculated, where it was found that the chameleon mechanism surpresses deviations from GR on
small scales where perturbations become nonlinear. However the formation of galaxy clusters
involves both linear and nonlinear growth and is thus better suited to probe both the fifth force
and the chameleon effects present in scalar-tensor theories [LH11].
The aim of this chapter is to predict the number density of dark matter halos n.M; z; fR0/
with a given massM and observed redshift z as a function of the model parameter fR0 of the Hu-
Sawicki-Starobinsky f .R/ model [HS07, Sta07]. Building on the work of [CA11b, ARSC12],
we employ the spherical collapse model to obtain a critical density contrast ıc , from which we
construct a realistic mass function. Similar semi-analytical formalisms were already applied to
f .R/ theories in previous works [SLOH09, BRS10, BJZ11, LE11, LL12b, LL12a, LLKZ13],
see [CCL13] for voids. In [SLOH09] only two limiting cases were considered: either the col-
lapsing overdensity was considered to be fully chameleon screened or fully unscreened. As these
two cases correspond to spherical collapse in ƒCDM with a rescaled Newton constant in the un-
screened case, an initial top-hat density profile retains its shape during collapse. This allowed
the authors to study the spherical collapse of a top-hat profile by simply comparing the evolution
of a closed patch of Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) spacetime. However comparison to
N -body simulations showed that this model was too simple and missed the interesting regime
between the two limiting cases [SLOH09].
The above restrictions were dropped in [BJZ11], where the collapse of the top-hat was studied
numerically by solving the modified gravity field equations. An important result of this work
was the discovery that a top-hat profile develops shell crossing during its evolution. In order to
alleviate this problem, a smooth transition region between the top-hat and the ‘background’ FRW
spacetime was introduced. However the resulting values of ıc showed dependence on the shape
of the transition region, and did not lie in the expected range obtained in [SLOH09].
In this chapter we improve the spherical collapse calculation for f .R/ models by using as
initial condition the average density profile around a density peak. This is completely determined
by the input cosmology, thus removing any ambiguity in the choice of initial profile and making
the spherically symmetric setup as physically accurate as possible. The profile is calculated using
peaks theory [BBKS86] and the linear matter transfer function [LCL00].
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2 and 2.3 we review and obtain the relevant
equations for spherical collapse in f .R/ theories and explain the method of their numerical
solution. Here special care is taken of the initial conditions and applicability of the quasistatic
approximation, which is crucial due to the breakdown of Birkhoff’s theorem. We exhibit one of
the main results of this work; a fitting function for the critical overdensity ıc.M; z; fR0/ which
the linearly extrapolated matter density has to reach in order to form a halo of massM at redshift
z within the model parameter range 10 7 < fR0 < 10 4. In Section 2.4 we review the excursion
set formalism and extending ıc.M; z; fR0/ into a drifting and diffusing barrier, modeling this way
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aspherical collapse, in order to obtain a realistic mass function n.M; z; ıc; fR0/ in terms of the
collapse redshift z, mass of the object M and modified gravity parameter fR0. The accuracy of
this mass function function is checked against Monte Carlo random walks and a mass function
from N-body simulations in Section 2.4 and we conclude in Section 2.5.
2.2 Review of the Hu-Sawicki-Starobinsky f .R/ model
The f .R/ action is given by
S D Sm C 1
22
Z
d 4x
p g .RC f .R// ; (2.1)
where 2 D 8G and Sm a minimally coupled matter action. Variation with respect to the metric
gives the Einstein field equations
G D e '

2T   1
2
gV.'/C .e'/I   ge'

; (2.2)
with energy momentum tensor T and Einstein tensor G D R   Rg=2. We have intro-
duced the notation
e'  1C f;R ; V .'/  Re'  R   f ; (2.3)
where writing V.'/ requires a form of f such that e' D 1C f;R can be inverted to give R.'/.
The condition 1Cf;R > 0 is required to ensure that the f .R/ model remains ghost free [Sta07].
Using (2.3), the trace of the field equations
3e' D  2V C V;' C 2T (2.4)
allows us to interpret the fourth order differential equations for g , Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3), as
second order field equation (2.2) plus a second order equation (2.4) for the scalar '. One can view
this procedure as a first step in the direction of a Hamiltonian formulation [OS11, SH11, DSY09].
It is also possible to make the replacement (2.3) already in the action (2.1)
S D Sm C 1
22
Z
d 4x
p g .e'R   V.'// ; (2.5)
where variation with respect to g and the scalar ' leads to (2.2) and (2.3). The action (2.5) is
kown as O’Hanlon theory [O’H72], which is a subclass of the most general scalar field theory
giving rise to second order field equations [Hor74]. Since matter is minimally coupled, the
energy momentum tensor of matter T is conserved
T  I D 0 ; (2.6)
implying that the Euler and continuity equation for a perfect fluid take the same form as in GR.
The same is true for the geodesic equation and thus for the general relativistic virial theorem
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[Jac70].1 In the following we consider only cold dark matter in the single-stream approximation,
such that the energy momentum tensor takes the form of pressureless perfect fluid
T D %uu ; uu D  1 ; T D  % ; (2.7)
with energy density % and four velocity u. This is justified as we only consider times well after
matter radiation equality and choose initial conditions where shell crossing does not occur.
The functional form of f .R/ is strongly restricted due to theoretical and phenomenological
constraints [HS07, ADF10], meaning that the resulting theory is free of classical and quantum in-
stabilities and consistent with all known gravity experiments and observations. We will consider
the class of f .R/ functions proposed by Hu and Sawicki [HS07] and also Starobinsky [Sta07]
f .R/ D  2C 
n
.4/nC1
Rn
(2.8)
'  2
1C 2=n .4=R/n (2.9)
'  2C 2
 
1C

.n=2/1=n

R
4
2! n=2
; (2.10)
which can fulfill the above-mentioned constraints and are in this sense viable. In the cosmo-
logically important region R > 4 the three models above exhibit essentially the same be-
haviour. The Hu-Sawicki model (2.9) and the Starobinsky model (2.10) interpolate between
f D 0 and f D  2, where steepness is controlled by n and the position of the transition is
at 1=n4: Here  is a constant energy scale whose value coincides with the measured value
 D obs D 3H 20˝ and   1 is a small positive deformation parameter which is related to
the more commonly used fR0, via
fR0  jf;R.R0/j D 
 
1C 1
4
 
˝ 1   1
 .nC1/
: (2.11)
Galactic rotation curves require  . 10 6 and cepheids  . 0:5  10 6, such that viable f .R/
theories and ƒCDM have virtually indistinguishable expansion histories [HS07, JVS12]. Stabil-
ity of the de Sitter vacuum together with solar system tests demands n & 1 [CT08]. Using the
expansion history and baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO) gives complementary constraints on
n [MMMC11]. Enforcing   1 effectively introduces two additional energy scales; = and
. As we will see,  is the range over which the effective potential of ' varies and = is
the squared mass of the scalaron, corresponding to small fluctuations ( ) around the back-
ground field N' D   during the cosmic late time acceleration. Interestingly there exists also
lower bounds on , to ensure that ' can be treated as a classical field [UHK12].
Now we derive the explicit form of V.'/ for model (2.8), which will be assumed in the rest
of this chapter. For this we note first that
f;R D  

4
R
nC1
; (2.12)
1Eq. (8) of [Jac70] applies unchanged to metric f .R/ theories. In order to estimate the virial radius within the
context of spherical collapse one needs in addition to the virial theorem some form of energy conservation. This
however does not exist in general f .R/ theories [CCHO09].
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such that in and after matter domination
jf;Rj    1 ) f;R ' ' : (2.13)
From Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13) it follows
R D 4
 j'j

  1
nC1
; f D  2C 
n
4
 j'j

 n
nC1
: (2.14)
Finally V D 'R   f becomes
V D 2
 
1   2nC 1
n
 j'j

 n
nC1
!
: (2.15)
We can write the scalar equation (2.4) as
V eff;'   e '
1
3
 
2V C 2%   V;'
 D ' ; (2.16)
where V eff is the effective potential the scalar ' tries to minimize. Using j'j  1 it is given by
V eff D 4
3
 
1C 
2%
4
 j'j

  nC 1
n
 j'j

 n
nC1
!
: (2.17)
The minimum of V eff is at the field value 'min,
'min D  

1C 
2%
4
 .nC1/
; (2.18)
which approaches zero 'min ! 0 for 2%  , see Fig 2.1. If ' occupies the minimum in this
limit then GR is restored: the effective Newtonian constant e '2 ! 2 returns to its GR value
and the potential becomes V ! 2. For small fluctuations around 'min, the scalaron has a mass
m2  V eff;'' D
4
3.nC 1/


 j'j

 nC2
nC1
; (2.19)
which diverges at the General Relativistic limit m.' D 0/ ! 1.2 In this limit the fifth force
is turned off since the effective interaction range of a Yukawa type interaction is given by the
Compton wavelength 1=m.
Whether ' actually sits at the potential minimum in high density regions depends on the
magnitude of spatial gradients [KW04b]. For galaxy clusters, if the forming cluster is too small or
 to large, '-gradients cost too much energy and ' will stay near its background value N' D N'min
2Adding a R2=6M 2 to (2.8) removes this infinity amongst other pathologies [ABS10], but leaves the late time
cosmology unaffected provided the energy scale M is large enough.
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Figure 2.1: Veff for model (2.8) with n D 1, full lines, and n D 2, dashed lines. From bottom to top 2%=4 D
10 3; 1; 2; 3 and 4.
even within the cluster, preventing the chameleon mechanism from operating. Large clusters
and small  on the other hand leave enough space for the scalar to change from N' to 'clustermin and
hence the chameleon mechanism becomes active above a certain cluster mass scale. A necessary
condition for the chameleon mechanism to activate is that the Compton wavelength 1=mmin must
be much smaller than the size of the overdensity [HS07]. In this case there is only a “thin shell”
at the edge of the object that can mediate a large distance fifth force, from which the interior is
unaffected and thus behaves like a typical overdensity in GR.
For overdensities of different magnitude and shape, and for different values of the f .R/
model parameters (n; ) we encounter a time dependent mixture of all the above cases.
2.3 Spherical collapse
The spherical collapse model [Pee67, GG72] is a deterministic criterion which allows one to
map an initially small, spherically symmetric overdensity to the formation of a virialized dark
matter halo. More concretely this spherical collapse of an initial density profile ı.zi ; r/ allows
one to estimate the formation time zc.ıi/ of a halo as function of the initial density amplitude
ıi  ı.zi ; r D 0/, which can be inverted to give the threshold
ıi.zc/  ı.zi ; r D 0jzc/ (2.20)
for the initial density profile to collapse at redshift zc . Spherical collapse in an Einstein-de Sitter
or ƒCDM universe can be modeled analytically by assuming that the density is homogeneous
within the perturbation. Due to Birkhoff’s theorem, the inner part is not influenced by the tran-
sition region and simply behaves as a closed FRW universe. The redshift zc of collapse of this
patch measured in the flat exterior FRW then approximately equals the formation time of a bound
virialized object [JFWC01].
In the case of f .R/ theories we actually need to solve the full field equations since Birkoff’s
theorem does not apply. There are further complications which hamper the calculation in f .R/
models. It was noticed in [LH11] that halos are actually composed of subhalos, and this will
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increase the chameleon effect as screened subhalos attract each other less strongly than particles
in a homogeneous dust cloud. Another environmental effect arises due to the fact that the form-
ing cluster is itself a subcluster of a larger sized over/underdensity, enhancing/diminishing the
chameleon effect [LE11, LLKZ13] by diminishing/enhancing field gradients. In this work we
do not consider these two effects, although part of the environmental dependence of the collapse
threshold is taken into account by using the average density profile around a peak, which only
depends on linear power spectrum P.zi ; k/. We comment further on the environment in 2.3.3
and 2.5.
As will be reviewed in Section 2.4 the halo mass function depends on the spherical collapse
derived quantity ıi.zc/ via
c  ıi.zc/
.zi ; R/
; (2.21)
which is zc-independent for an Einstein de Sitter universe and slightly zc-dependent in anƒCDM
universe. The standard deviation .zi ; R/ is given by the linear matter power spectrum P.zi ; k/
and filter function W
.zi ; R/
2 D
Z
d 3k
.2/3
W.kR/2P.zi ; k/ : (2.22)
For convenience one usually considers
ıc.zc/  D.zc; zi/ıi.zc/ ; (2.23)
which defines the collapse threshold at redshift zc . This quantity is the linearly extrapolated
density field, where the linear growth function D.zc; zi/ D D.zc/=D.zi/ was used to evolve
from zi to zc , where and where D / H.a/
R a
0
da0.a0H.a0// 3 is given by
D.z/ D
p
˝m.1C z/3 C 1  ˝m 2F1Œ56 ; 32 ; 116 ; 1 ˝
 1
m
.1Cz/3 
.1C z/5=2 2F1Œ56 ; 32 ; 116 ; 1  ˝ 1m 
: (2.24)
The introduced time evolution has no physical meaning but is convenient as ıc.zc/ D 1:686
is constant in an Einstein-de Sitter universe, and only weakly dependent on zc in ƒCDM. The
approximate zc- and R-independence of ıc leads to the universality of halo mass function if
written as a function of .zc; R/ D D.zc; zi/.zi ; R/. Despite the artificial time evolution
introduced in the definition of (2.23), it is the collapse criterion (2.20) defined at the initial time
that one should have in mind both for GR and f .R/ gravity: the halo mass function is determined
within the initial conditions and the information about formation time only enters via (2.20). Due
to the practically identical expansion histories in ƒCDM and the assumed f .R/ model (2.8), the
initial conditions can be assumed to be equivalent for both models. In particular .zi ; R/ is
identical in both models if zi is chosen such that all relevant scales are still linear. Therefore in
Eq. (2.21) only ıi.zc/ should be adjusted when we consider f .R/ models.
Since the collapse criterion (2.20) is the quantity we wish to calculate, we can trivially rewrite
the definition (2.21) of c.zc; R/ using the ƒCDM growth function D
c  ıi.zc; R/
.zi ; R/
D ıi.zc; R/D
.zi ; R/D
D ıc.zc; R/
.zc; R/
: (2.25)
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This expression holds for both f .R/ and ƒCDM, however as we will see in Section 2.4, f .R/
theories predict a ıc that is a function of both zc and R. This is already the case for ellipsoidal
collapse in GR [ST02].
As a final point, let us emphasize that using the scale dependent f .R/ linear growth fac-
tor instead of the GR equivalent D.z/ in Eq. (2.25) would be both incorrect and inconvenient.
Incorrect since linear growth in f .R/ is scale dependent and therefore not multiplicative, and
inconvenient as ıc.zc; R/ would no longer encode all of the f .R/-dependent deviations; instead
one would need to provide c.zc; R/. ıc.zc; R/ as defined in (2.20) and (2.23) is a convenient
way to provide c.zc; R/. Another convenient way would be to fix ıc.zc; R/  ıc .zc/ and to
fold all the f .R/-dependence into a modified f .R/.R/ [LH11].
2.3.1 Quasistatic equations
To obtain ıc , we must calculate the collapse of a spherically symmetric pressureless matter dis-
tribution in an asymptotic FRW spacetime, such that the 3+1 dimensional problem simplifies to
a 1+1 dimensional one. In GR the calculation is much simpler. Due to Birkhoff’s theorem an
initially homogeneous (“top-hat”) overdensity retains its shape during collapse. This allows us to
treat the size of the homogeneous overdense region as the scale factor of a closed FRW universe
[Wei08].
In f .R/ theories the additional scalar degree of freedom ' allows for monopole radiation
[Sex66], thus Birkoff’s theorem no longer applies. Another, more severe, problem is that in the
linear regime of collapse the gravitational force is scale dependent due to mass of N' fluctuations.
Finally, since the energy density becomes sufficiently large during collapse for the chameleon
mechanism to take effect, the gravitational force will depend on the local density. As a result of
these effects, an initial top-hat overdensity will not retain its shape during collapse and we cannot
use a closed FRW to describe its collapse. Rather, we must solve the spherically symmetric f .R/
field equations.
A spacetime which a admits a spherically symmetric spatial slicing has a metric which can
written in the form [MTW73]
ds2 D  e2˚dt2 C a2e 2	 .dr2 C r2d˝2/ ; (2.26)
where both ˚ and 	 are functions of r and t . For convenience we factor out a.t/, which will
be the scale factor of the asymptotic flat FRW spacetime, where we choose a.t0/ D 1 without
loss of generality. Note that this metric is fully nonperturbative. We present the nonlinear field
equations in Appendix 2.A and derive the conditions under which one can assume that ˚ , 	 and
' remain small even when the density becomes non-linear ı  %= N% > 1. Under these conditions,
the set of relevant field and fluid equations reduces to the
Poisson equation
a 2˚ D 2
3
2 N%ı   1
6
ıV;' ; (2.27a)
the nonlinear scalar field equation
a 2' D 1
3
.ıV;'   2 N%ı/ ; (2.27b)
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the energy conservation
Pı C 1
ar2
@r
 
r2.1C ı/v D 0 (2.27c)
and the Euler equation
Pv C vH C v
a
v0 D  1
a
˚ 0 ; (2.27d)
with v  vr  aur=u0 as the radial velocity and ıV;'  V;'   NV;' the perturbation in the Ricci
curvature. Note that we cannot assume ıV;' D NV;''ı' in (2.27b) since we would then miss
the effect of the chameleon mechanism. It is important to treat (2.27b) as a nonlinear partial
differential equation, even though ı'  '   N'    1. This non-linearity makes solving the
system (2.27) a nontrivial task. We explain details of the numerical methods in Section 2.3.4.
2.3.2 Initial conditions
In addition to the relevant dynamical equations, we must also specify the initial conditions of the
problem. Well after matter-radiation equality and well before the late time accelerated expansion,
the Universe is in a state that is well described by a linearly perturbed Einstein-de Sitter spacetime
on all scales relevant for large-scale structure formation. At such early times modified gravity
effects due to the scalar field ' are completely negligible due to the temporal chameleon effect
as seen in Fig. 2.1.
We choose zi D 500 as our initial time for the spherical collapse. At this redshift, radiation
is already sub-dominant relative to matter by a factor of order O.0:1/. Also the subhorizon as-
sumption implicit in eq. (2.29) at zi is acceptable; the largest masses considered in this work are
 0:1 of the horizon size.3 Note that at this initial redshift, the radiation component is subdom-
inant to matter but non-negligible. To evade any potential problems with normalisation of the
power spectrum, we use CAMB [LCL00] to obtain .zD0;R/ with the choice of cosmological
parameters
8 D 0:8 ;
˝m D 0:27 ;
h D 0:7 ;
ns D 0:96
and then evolve the general relativistic growth equation to obtain .zc; R/ D D.zc/.zD0;R/ to
the collapse redshift, neglecting radiation. Throughout this chapter, we stress that all quantities
calculated using linear theory are obtained from the standard general relativistic equations.
We discuss our choice of the initial density profile ıi.r/ in the following section. Given ıi.r/,
we can use the constraint and Poisson equations
2˚ 0H D  2 N%.1C ı/av (2.28)
3The largest clusters have masses  1015Mˇ and they entered the horizon aH=k D 1 at around a D 3  10 5.
In order to estimate the sizes at zi D 500 and today we assume a matter dominated universe, thus Ha  a 1=2 and
we find aH=kjzD0  O
 
10 3

and aH=kjzD500  O.0:1/, which is well inside the horizon.
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Figure 2.2: Comparison of density profiles (2.31) with s D 0:05, full lines, and s D 0:4, dashed lines for n D 1 and
 D 10 5. The plot shows the normalized density profile at different instances during collapse, from left to right
a D 0:24; 0:34; 0:44; 0:54; 0:64; 0:73.
2a 2˚ D 2 N%ı (2.29)
to obtain ˚i.r/ and vi.r/ at z D zi ;
vi.r/ D  aiHi
r2
Z r
0
ıi.r
0/r 02dr 0 : (2.30)
We use the the following natural boundary conditions at all times; ˚ 0 D 	 0 D ' 0 D 0 at r D 0,
and ˚ D 	 D 0 at the outer boundary r !1.
2.3.3 Density profile
It was observed in [BJZ11] that the shape of an initial tophat density profile will evolve in f .R/
theories, in contrast to the shape preserving evolution obtained in GR. Specifically, they found
that a tophat profile develops a large spike near the boundary between the overdensity and back-
ground FRW spacetime. We confirmed this behaviour when using the initial density profile
ıi.r/ D ıi;0
2

1   tanh

r=rb   1
s

; (2.31)
where rb is the size of the tophat-like function and 0 < s < 1 determines the steepness of the
transition, with s ! 0 leading to ıi.r/ D ıi;0.r   rb/. Decreasing s has the effect of forming
a steeper spike at an earlier redshift. Fig. 2.2 shows the normalized density profiles for two
different steepness parameters but same rb at different instances during collapse.
The formation of a spike, which signals shell crossing, prohibits the use of tophat like func-
tions for numerical studies. More importantly, it is clear that the shape of the density profile can
dictate whether the chameleon mechanism becomes active; this is indicated in Fig .2.3. Depicted
here are the potential Veff and field ' at different times and positions. We see that the minimum of
the effective potential 'min only determines the position of ' far outside the overdensity rH0 D 1,
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of '.r/ for density profiles (2.31) with s D 0:05, blue dots, and s D 0:4, red dots using
n D 1 and  D 10 5. In the left plot the effective potential Veff (full line) is evaluated for '.a; rH0 D 1/ at
different instances during collapse, from top to bottom a D 0:24; 0:34; 0:44; 0:54; 0:64; 0:73. The middle and
right plot show Veff evaluated at the center '.a; r D 0/ at a D 0:24; 0:34; 0:44 from top to bottom and a D
0:54; 0:64; 0:69; 0:72; 0:73 from bottom to top.
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Figure 2.4: Ratio of of the scale factor written as func-
tion of the central overdensities for s D 0:05 and s D 0:4
using the density profile (2.31) (n D 1 and  D 10 5)
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Figure 2.5: Comparison between primordial (dashed
lines) and transferred (full lines) density profile (2.91)
for  D 1:5; 2; 2:5; 3 from left to right corresponding to
smoothing lengths R D 11:1; 8:6; 6:0; 3:9Mpc=h is the
smoothing length.
where gradients are always small. In the center r D 0 it is prevented from settling into the min-
imum because the necessary field gradients are energetically too costly. However for the steep
profile (blue dots), '.r D 0/ finally turns around and moves to the potential minimum. Hence
the collapse time of an overdensity with fixed M and ıi will depend on the shape of the density
profile. Fig. 2.4 shows that the growth rates of the two profiles start to deviate once ı becomes
nonlinear. While the scalaron is nearly screened for s D 0:05, it remains unscreened for s D 0:4,
enhancing the growth. It is thus clear that the collapse time zc depends on the shape of the initial
profile.
Due to the above subtleties, in our numerical calculations we use a physically motivated mean
density profile around a peak of height   ıi;0=i.R/
ıi.r; R/ D hı.zi ; x; R/jpeak; i (2.32)
which is completely determined by the gaussian statictics of the smoothed linear density field
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ı.zi ; x; R/ [BBKS86]. In Appendix 2.C we derive and display the explicit shape function, and
in Fig. 2.5 we exhibit the function for various initial  values but fixed ıi;0. The mass contained
in a spherical tophat
M D 4
3
%0R
3 ; (2.33)
is used to define the mass M of the final halo, where %0 D N%.zD0/ is the dark matter density at
the present time.
The physical reason for the above mentioned shape dependence of spherical collapse is the
same as the environment dependence taken into account in [LE11, LL12a, LL12b, LLKZ13]. In
both cases the effectiveness of the chameleon mechanism is influenced by size of gradients in
', which in turn depends on the density profile and its environment. The mean density profile
(2.32) is an approximate way to take into account both effects: the actual mean shape close to
the “size” r ' R of the collapsing protohalo and its mean environment for r > R.
2.3.4 Numerical method
To numerically evolve the system of equations we start from the initial time slice zi D 500
and evolve the energy conservation and Euler equations over a single timestep, where we use
e-foldings N  lnŒa as our time variable with a staggered leapfrog method to decompose the
temporal and spatial derivatives. For sufficiently small N and coarse grained radial coordinate
(we define NR D lnŒr=rscale as the radial coordinate, with rscale D 1Mpc) the simple finite differ-
ence scheme remains stable. Between zi and z D 10, we set the timesteps to be relatively large;
N D 2  10 3, but for z < 10 we refine the timesteps to N D 2  10 4 to ensure that we
can accurately model the effect of the chameleon mechanism.
Once we have evolved the fluid equations to the next timestep, we solve the ' equation
(2.27b) using a very similar relaxation algorithm as outlined in [BJZ11]; decomposing the non-
linear equation into discretized form and Taylor expanding around the previous timestep. By
solving the resulting large, yet sparse matrix equation, we update the solution and repeat until
convergence is achieved. Once the field ' is calculated on the new timestep, its contribution as a
source in the Poisson equation equation is evaluated, and the metric potential 	 is obtained by a
simple numerical integration. The process is then repeated until collapse is reached. We cannot
evolve the system of equations formally to collapse. Here we simply evolve our system to an
arbitrary high value in the non-linear over density; cut off D 104. Once the collapse redshift zc
has been determined, we use Eqs. (2.20) and (2.23) to obtain ıc .
To test that the solution obtained with our code is accurate, we check (completely indepen-
dently of the code) that the data output ı; '; 	; v solves the redundant momentum constraint and
Newtonian gauge equations as given in Eqs. (2:79b; 2:79d ). We also test our code by attempting
to reproduce the standard General Relativistic values of ıc.z/ (by using the algebraic relation
R D  8GT as opposed to solving the non-linear f .R/ equation). We find an error of less
than 0:3% in ıGRc for collapsing objects in the redshift range zc D .0; 2:5/. Finally, we test that
the code is unaffected by modifying the number of points used in the Poisson equation integra-
tion, changing the asymptotic boundary and decreasing the timesteps by a factor of ten. All tests
produced a deviation of less than 0:5% in the resulting ıc .
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We perform over 1000 runs of the code, varying over initial density ıi , field value fR0 and
scale of the perturbation R, choosing ıi such that the overdensity collapses between z D .0; 2:5/
andR such that the mass of the object lies in the range relevant to clusters,M D .1013; 1015/Mˇ.
2.3.5 Spherical collapse threshold for f .R/ gravity
The main results of this work are the f .R/ collapse threshold ıc and a realistic halo mass function
n.M/ as a function of fR0, z and M , which we present in the following sections. In Section
2.3.5 we will obtain ıc as a fit function to our numerical results, and in Section 2.4 we use this
ıc adding a drifting and diffusing barrier in the excursion set theory to obtain a realistic mass
function n.M/.
The threshold for collapse will be a non-linear function of the f .R/ model parameters n and
fR0, and also the initial density ıi (or correspondingly the collapse redshift zc), and the mass of
the overdensityM (or equivalently the size of the overdensity, fixed by R as discussed in section
2.3.3). We wish to construct a fitting function for ıc using as input data the Ncode D 1000 values
of ıc obtained from our numerical simulations. In what follows we fix n D 1 for simplicity.
We exhibit the behaviour of ıc as a function of R, zc and fR0 in Fig. 2.6. These figures
are instructive as a qualitative check of the influence of modified gravity on collapse. Each panel
corresponds to runs with fixed fR0 and each set of data points of the same color/shape correspond
to runs with the same average collapse redshift. We observe a clear linear dependence between ıc
and log10ŒM=.Mˇh 1/ for small M and a redshift and fR0-dependent break in this behaviour.
This break is determined by mb D 0 from eq. (2.34). The dashed vertical line shows the mass as
defined in (2.36) for which mb D 0 at z D 0. We also observe an approach to the GR value ıc
for increasing zc . Similarly, for fR0 field values close to the General Relativistic limit fR0 D 0,
we find the correct limit ıc ! 1:686. The full lines show the fit function (2.34). We clearly
observe a non-trivial R and zc dependence and a return to GR for large objects and those with
a high collapse redshift. An approximately linear relationship between ıc and logŒM=Mˇ is
observed for large values of fR0 & 10 5, in agreement with the results of [LE11, LLKZ13].
To quantify the effect of modified gravity we provide an interpolation function to fit the data.
From Fig. 2.6 we can impose the following ansatz for ıc
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Figure 2.6: ıc as a function of log10ŒM=.Mˇh 1/. Each panel corresponds to spherical collapse runs with fixed
fR0 and each set of data points of the same color/shape corresponds to runs which collapse within the same redshift
bin, which can be inferred from the legend. The full lines show the fitting function Eq. (2.34) evaluated at the mean
redshift within each of the redshift bins.
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ıc.z;M; fR0/ D ıc .z/
(
1C b2.1C z/ a3

mb  
q
m2
b
C 1

C
C b3.tanhmb   1/
)
(2.34)
mb.z;M; fR0/ D .1C z/a3
 
log10ŒM=.Mˇh
 1/  m1.1C z/ a4

m1.fR0/ D 1:99 log10 fR0 C 26:21
b2 D 0:0166
b3.fR0/ D 0:0027  .2:41   log10 fR0/
a3.fR0/ D 1C 0:99 exp
 2:08.log10 fR0 C 5:57/2
a4.fR0/ D .tanh Œ0:69  .log10 fR0 C 6:65/C 1/ 0:11
The fit function converges separately for M !1 and z !1 to its GR limit ıc .z/, which can
be approximated by [NS97]
ıc .z/ '
3.12/2=3
20

1   0:0123 log10

1C ˝
 1
m   1
.1C z/3

: (2.35)
We obtained our result (2.34) by considering a3; a4; b2; b3; m1 as independent fit parameters for
each fR0 value. For instance the various best fit parameters m1 suggest a linear dependence on
log10 fR0, see Fig. 2.7. In a similar fashion we obtain the other functional forms of b2; b3; a3; a4.
The parameter m1 is of particular interest since it determines the position of the chameleon
transition at z D 0, where ıc.M/ changes its behavior from a linear growth in logM to a
constant; see Fig. 2.6. Therefore roughly speaking the halo mass function at z D 0 approaches
ƒCDM for masses larger than
M1 D 1014:2

fR0
10 6
2
Mˇh 1 (2.36)
due to the chameleon mechanism.
2.4 Halo Mass function: prediction for f .R/ gravity and de-
viation from GR
Dark matter halos result from the non-linear collapse of initial density perturbations. The abun-
dance of these virialized structures depends on both the properties of the initial matter density
field and the collapse threshold which leads to their formation. Following the seminal work of
[PS74], the excursion set approach [BCEK91] computes the abundance of dark matter halos as
a function of their mass. The method involves smoothing the initial density field over different
filter scales and positing that once the overdensity enclosed in a smoothing region is above a
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Figure 2.7: Fit parameter m1 (dots) as function of fR0 suggests a linear relation m1 D c1 log10 fR0 C c2. The
combined fit with 9 other fit parameters contained in the definitions of b2; b3; a3; a4 gives c1 D 1:99 and c2 D 26:2
(full line).
threshold criteria, the region will belong to a collapsed at some later time. The key assumption is
then to equate the fraction of collapsed comoving volume per filter scale to the comoving density
of halos n.M/. Thus the number density of haloes in the mass range ŒM;M C dM, the halo
mass function n.M/, is given by
n.M/ D f ./ %0
M 2
d ln  1
d lnM
; (2.37)
where %0 is the comoving background dark matter density and f ./ is related to fraction of
collapsed volume. The fundamental quantity, which contains all information on the non-linear
collapse dynamics, is f ./. In what follows we first review the analytic derivation of f ./ in
case of spherical GR collapse. We then extend this calculation to f .R/models with realistic col-
lapse parameters. Having constructed the multiplicity function f ./ for these modified gravity
models, we can provide an estimate of f .R/ signatures in the cluster abundance. Note that our
methodology is different to existing approaches in the literature [LL12a, LL12b, LLKZ13]. In
this work f .R/ effects are taken into account by averaging the barrier over environments of the
initial Lagrangian perturbations.
2.4.1 Uncorrelated random walk and generic barrier
To estimate the fraction of collapsed volume, one has to compute the probability ˘.R; ı/ of
having an overdensity ı smoothed on a scale R. In the original Press-Schechter (PS) approach
[PS74], assuming Gaussian initial conditions, the fraction of collapsed regions can be calculated
analytically; it is given by
F.R/ D
Z 1
B
˘.ı; .R//dı ; (2.38)
where B is the collapse threshold and the probability density function (PDF) is ˘.ı; .R// D
e ı2=.22/=
p
22. However the PS approach suffers from the so called cloud in cloud problem:
it requires an ad-hoc normalization of the mass function due to an incorrect counting of collapsed
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Figure 2.8: Illustration of the Press-Schechter FPS D dFPS=dS , Eq. (2.38) (green spiky contours) and excursion
set FExc D dFExc=dS , Eq. (2.44) (blue dots) for some random field ı.x;R/ (black smooth contours) and a constant
barrier B (red area, partially obscured by the green spiky contours). Instead of the smoothing scale R we use .R/
on the y-axis. The barrier B cuts through the random field ı.x;R/ at a fixed hight B D ıc.z/, with everything
above colored red, which can be envisioned as the “dry land”, while the barrier B is the “ocean”, see [BCEK91].
The FExc is proportional to the number of blue dots per  and only takes into account regions that first up-cross
exactly at the hight B and therefore FExc counts only structures that survive and form at redshift z. The blue dots
are the “shore line” facing the “open ocean” located at  ! 0. On the other hand although FPS also counts mostly
regions that first upcross (large green spikes where also the number density of blue dots is largest), it prominently
counts down-crossing regions (e.g. around x D 200;  D 0:05, “inbound shores”) and therefore double counts
objects. It also counts the light green parts inside the red region, the “dry land”, and therefore counts objects above
the barrier where ı.x;R/ > ıc.z/. These regions correspond to objects that form at times larger than z but actually
get destroyed or incorporated later on (at the blue dots).
regions. To understand where the problem occurs let us review the standard excursion set pro-
cedure. We start by re-writing the smoothed overdensity on a scale R at any random position as
ı.R/ D 1
.2/3
Z
d 3k W.k;R/ Qı.z; k/ ; (2.39)
where W and Qı are the Fourier transforms of the filter function and and the linearly extrapolated
ı respectively. Since ı.R/ is a random variable, it was shown in [BCEK91] that its evolution
follows a Langevin equation. Once we fix the filter, there is a one to one relationship between
the smoothing scale R, the mass of the halos M.R/, see Eq. (2.33) and the variance defined as
S  2.z; R/ D 1
22
Z
dk k2P.z; k/ W 2.k; R/: (2.40)
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In the case of a sharp-k filter W.k;R/ D .1=R   k/ and Gaussian initial conditions, the
Langevin equation takes the form
@ı
@S
D ı.S/ ; (2.41)
where ı is white Gaussian noise completely specified by its mean hıi D 0 and variance
hı.S/ı.S 0/i D ıD.S   S 0/. According to these equations, ı.R/ performs a random walk
and its evolution between two scales S and S 0 is determined by its previous step only. Since
the system does not keep memory of previous steps, the dynamics corresponds to a Markovian
random walk and the PDF follows a simple Fokker-Planck equation
@˘
@S
D 1
2
@2˘
@ı2
: (2.42)
The PDF is fully specified by two initial conditions. At S D 0, which corresponds to very
large scales, the homogeneity of the universe implies that ˘.ı; S D 0/ D ıD.ı/. If one does not
enforce a second condition then one solution of Eq. (2.42) is a Gaussian PDF corresponding to
the original PS prediction.
In the excursion set approach, when random walks cross the collapse threshold B at scale
S a halo of mass M.S/ is assumed to form. However, random walks can cross B more than
once at different smoothing scales, and this can lead to double counting of halos, see Fig 2.8.
In this illustration of a one-dimensional random field ı.R./; x/ a random walk happens along
x D const starting at  D 0 and ends at the blue dot where it first up-crosses the red barrier. To
evade this cloud-in-cloud problem, one must remove walks when they cross B for the first time.
This can be encoded in an absorbing boundary condition; the PDF of uncollapsed objects is given
by the solution of Eq. (2.42) with the second “final” condition˘.ıDB; S/ D 0. An exact analytic
solution for a barrier that is a generic function of the smoothing scale does not exist. However
for a constant spherical collapse barrier the exact solution is given by [BCEK91, Red01]:
˘.ı; S/ D 1p
2S

e ı2=.2S/   e .2ıc ı/2=.2S/

; (2.43)
where the first term on the right hand side is the previous Gaussian solution while the second
term is known as the ‘anti-Gaussian’. The fraction of collapsed volume is then
F.S/ D 1  
Z ıc
 1
dı˘.ı; S/: (2.44)
The first-crossing rate is given by F.S/ D dF.S/=dS . From the definition of the multiplicity
function f ./ D 22F.2/ it follows
f ./ D
r
2

e ı2c =.22/
ıc

; (2.45)
which is the original PS prediction with the correct normalisation.
The above calculation corresponds to spherically collapsing overdensities; the situation is
considerably more complicated in the real Universe. The dynamics of collapse is aspherical and
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small over-dense regions require additional matter to collapse [SMT01] since they are signifi-
cantly affected by the surrounding shear field. Using ellipsoidal collapse in the excursion set
approach introduces a stochastic barrier; this motivates the study of a generic barrier. In the
ƒCDM case a simple Gaussian distribution for the barrier B with a mean value NB which drifts
linearly as function of the variance S is sufficient to reproduce the N-body halo mass function
with high accuracy [CA11b, CA11a, AC12a, AC12b]. Furthermore this barrier is consistent
with the overdensity required to collapse measured in the initial condition [ARSC12] and has the
advantage of admitting an exact solution for Markovian multiplicity function.
For f .R/ gravity we have shown in Section 2.3.5 that spherical collapse cannot be modeled
using a linear barrier. To obtain an analytical prediction for f ./ using a generic barrier, we start
by introducing the variable Y D B   ı and assume that the barrier is described by a Gaussian
PDF with mean value NB.S/ and varianceDBS , with constantDB . In such a scenario the Fokker-
Planck equation for the Y variable is given by
@˘.Y; S/
@S
D 1CDB
2
@2˘.Y; S/
@Y 2
  d
NB
dS
@˘.Y; S/
@Y
(2.46)
In the special case where NB D ıc C ˇS , the exact solution for ˘.Y; ı/ is [CA11b, CA11a]
f ./ D
r
2aB

e aB NB2=.22/
ıc

(2.47)
with aB D 1=.1CDB/. For generic NB.S/, the solution of the Fokker-Planck equation without
the absorbing boundary condition is simply given by a Gaussian with mean NB and variance
.1CDB/S . The crossing rate in this case would be given by
F.S/ D   d
dS
Z 1
0
r
aB
2S
e aB.Y  NB/2=.2S/ ; (2.48)
leading to
f ./ D
r
2aB

e aB NB2=.22/
1
2
 
NB   2S d
NB
dS
!
: (2.49)
However, this expression does not have the correct normalisation since we did not solve the
equations using an absorbing boundary condition. For constant barrier, one could correct this
expression by multiplying by an ad-hoc factor two, however for a linear drift this would not
be sufficient to recover the exact solution since there is no factor of two multiplying the first
derivative of NB . In fact one can show that the factor of two in front of the first derivative of NB
cancels once we add the anti-Gaussian term [CA11a]. Thus the exact solution for a constant and
linear barrier is given by
f ./ D
r
2a

e aB NB2=.22/
1

 
NB   S d
NB
dS
!
: (2.50)
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Figure 2.9: Monte Carlo (dot) and theory (line) prediction for the f .R/ halo mass function at different redshift
using spherical collapse barrier and sharp-k filter on the upper panel. Black line show the GR prediction while the
colours line are for different fR0. Lower panel shows the relative difference between the exact Monte Carlo solution
and theory.
Note that this expression matches the first two terms of [dMR11a] which are equivalent to [ST02]
forDB D 0. In [ST02] it was proposed that the additional correction for a generic barrier is given
by
fST./ D
r
2

e  NB2=.22/
1

 
5X
nD0
. 2/n
nŠ
d NBn
d.2/n
!
; (2.51)
see also [dMR11b] for the problems regarding the upper end of the sum.
In what follows we will use Eq. (2.50) to model the spherical collapse barrier of f .R/. Although
our barrier is not linear in S , this procedure will justified a posteriori by comparing it to Monte-
Carlo random walks.
In the absence of N-body simulations, one way to evaluate the effect of f .R/ gravity on
the halo mass function is to use spherical collapse (ie: DB D 0; ˇ D 0) and measure the ratio
between the GR and f .R/ prediction for an uncorrelated walk (ie: sharp-k filter). For that
purpose we first need an accurate prediction for f .R/ gravity. We run Monte Carlo walks for
various fR0 parameters to test the accuracy of Eq. (2.50).
In Fig 2.9 we observe the halo mass function corresponding to the exact Monte Carlo solution
(dot) and our prediction (full line) Eq. (2.50) with ˇ D 0;DB D 0 and ıc given by Eq. (2.34).
On the lower panel we show the relative difference between the Monte Carlo and theoretical
prediction. We see that the difference is of order  5%, confirming that Eq. (2.50) provides an
excellent fit. The colours correspond to the different model parameters we test: blue, red, yellow
and green correspond to log10 fR0 D  4, log10 fR0 D  5, log10 fR0 D  6 and log10 fR0 D  7
respectively and black is the GR spherical collapse prediction. The deviation between GR and
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Figure 2.10: Monte Carlo (dot) and theory (line) prediction for the f .R/ halo mass function at different redshift
using a drifting diffusing barrier and sharp-x filter on the upper panel. Black line show the GR prediction while the
colours line are for different fR0. Lower panel shows the relative difference between the exact Monte Carlo solution
and theory.
f .R/ gravity is explored further in section 2.4.3.
2.4.2 Realistic mass function from correlated random walks
In the previous section we predicted the f .R/ multiplicity function using two simple assump-
tions: one is related to the filtering procedure which we took to be sharp-k and the other to the
spherical dynamics of collapse. In fact, the Fokker-Planck equation (2.46) is only valid in the
special case where there is no absorbing boundary [MR10a] or if the random walk is Markovian.
This is the case only when ı is smoothed with a sharp k filter in Eq. (2.39). The choice of filter
is important as it defines the relationship between the mass of the halos and the variance of the
field. Assuming that the mass of a halo is given by M.R/ D %0Vsp where Vsp.R/ is the volume
of a sphere, then one should actually consider a real-space top-hat filter (ie: sharp x), where the
Lagrangian radius of the halo is related to the variance .R/2 in Eq. (2.40), which we normalise
to 8 D 0:8. In this case there is no exact analytical solution for the PDF.
In [MR10a] a path integral approach to compute the non-Markovian corrections induced by a
sharp x filter has been developed. The magnitude of the correction is given by , which depends
on the linear matter power spectrum. For a standardƒCDM Universe,   0:65. In [MR10b] this
formalism was applied to a stochastic barrier with Gaussian distribution and in [CA11b, CA11a]
the solution was extended to a diffusive barrier with mean ıc C ˇS . Such a barrier encapsulates
the main features of ellipsoidal collapse. In such a case, the multiplicity function to first order in
 is given by
f ./ D f0./C f m m1;ˇD0./C f m m1;ˇ .1/ ./C f m m1;ˇ .2/ ./ ; (2.52a)
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Figure 2.11: Multiplicity function ratioR between GR and f .R/ gravity over different redshift and fR0 parameters
for naive spherical collapse with sharp-k filter (left panel), see Eq. (2.58) and using a drifting diffusive barrier with
sharp-x filter (right panel), see Eq. (2.57). Colored bands in the rights panel show variations in DB and ˇ, see
Eq. (2.57). Dots show the Monte Carlo runs for f .R/ gravity.
where
f0./ D ıc

r
2aB

exp

  aB
22
.ıc C ˇ2/2

; (2.52b)
f m m1;ˇD0./ D  Q
ıc

r
2aB


exp

 aBı
2
c
22

  1
2
 

0;
aBı
2
C
22

; (2.52c)
f m m
1;ˇ .1/
./ D  aB ıc ˇ

Q Erfc

ıc
r
aB
22

C f m m1;ˇD0./

; (2.52d)
f m m
1;ˇ .2/
./ D  aB ˇ

ˇ
2
2f m m1;ˇD0./C ıc f m m1;ˇ .1/ ./

: (2.52e)
In [ARSC12] it was shown that the first order approximation in  is sufficient to reproduce the
exact solution to  5% accuracy, using parameter values ˇ D 0:12, DB D 0:4. This effective
barrier can match the N-body halo mass function with accuracy 5% and is also consistent with
the collapse threshold measured in the initial conditions, suggesting that ˇ;DB are parameters
that should depend on physics of the collapse dynamics. For f .R/ spherical collapse we find that
we recover the general relativistic prediction for massive halos, however for small mass objects
the threshold of collapse decreases as function of the variance. Such behaviour can be roughly
approximated by a negative drift coefficient ˇ which would counteract the expected ˇ > 0 be-
haviour associated with GR ellipsoidal collapse. Thus it is not clear how f .R/ gravity will effect
the collapse of an aspherical patch. However, we can reasonably assume that for fR0 ! 0 one
should recover the GR limits. As an initial step we can therefore fix ˇ andDB to their GR values
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and run MC walks for the sharp-x filter, with ıc given by (2.34). In what follows we exhibit the
resulting halo mass functions, and end the section by estimating the sensitivity of our results to
our choice of .ˇ;DB/.
In order to predict the multiplicity function for f .R/ gravity we begin by noting that the
sharp-x multiplicity function can be rewritten as the sharp-k function with a correction in .
Hence the ratio between the GR and f .R/ predictions is given by
f f .R/;sx
f GR;sx
D f
f .R/;sk C f f .R/D1 C .2/
f GR;sk C f GRD1 C .2/
: (2.53)
Therefore
f f .R/;sx./ D f
GR;sx
f GR;sk
h
f f .R/;sk C

f
f .R/
D1   f GRD1

C .2/
i
; (2.54)
where f GR;sk is given by Eq. (2.52b), f GR;sx by Eq. (6.64), f f .R/;sk by Eq. (2.50), f GRD1 by
Eq. (2.52c-2.52e) and f f .R/D1 is the first order non-Markovian corrections due to the sharp-x
filter. Since this correction is also proportional to , it seems reasonable that the difference
f
f .R/
D1   f GRD1 should be negligible. In fact one could rewrite f f .R/D1 as an expansion around the
GR spherical collapse solution, in which case the first order term would be given by Eq. (2.52c)
as for the GR case (ie: ˇ D 0) and the first non-vanishing term in the difference would be
proportional to aB  ˇ  0:05. Thus we assume in what follows that
f f .R/;sx./ ' f GR;sx./f
f .R/;sk
f GR;sk
: (2.55)
We test Eq. (2.55) by comparing with the exact Monte Carlo solution. The result is shown in
Fig. (2.10), where we use the GR parameters for .ˇ;DB/. In the upper panel we see the Monte
Carlo solution (dots) and Eq. (2.55) for different redshift and fR0 parameters. On the bottom
panel we show the relative difference between Monte Carlo runs and equation (2.55). Once
again, the fractional difference is of order  5% confirming the validity of Eq. (2.55). Hence we
adopt this simple prescription to define the multiplicity function for f .R/ gravity. The halo mass
function can obtained from Eq. (2.55) via
n.M; z; fR0/ D f f .R/;sx./ %0
M 2
d ln  1
d lnM
; (2.56)
where .z;R/ D D.z/ .zD0;R/ is calculated from ƒCDM linear growth D.z/ and the linear
power spectrum P.zD0; k/ obtained from CAMB as described in Sec. 2.3.
2.4.3 Realistic prediction for f.R/ gravity and deviation from GR
For completeness we test whether there is a significant modified gravity imprint on the f .R/
mass function Eq. (2.56). To evaluate the sensitivity of our results to our choice of collapse pa-
rameters, we consider the ratio of the f .R/ and GR predictions using different values of .ˇ;DB/.
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One might reasonably assume that if the spherical collapse deviation with respect to GR is
  .ıf .R/c   ıGRc /=ıGRc
then the drift term ˇ should also exhibit deviations of order . Since the diffusive term DB
appears as ıc=
p
2S.1CDB/ in the mass function, we estimate that
p
DB will also be modified
on the order of . We therefore define
Rsx D f
f .R/;sx.ı
f .R/
c ; ˇ
GR;DGRB /
f GR;sx
  1
RsxC D
f f .R/;sx.ı
f .R/
c ; ˇ
C;DCB /
f GR;sx
  1
Rsx  D
f f .R/;sx.ı
f .R/
c ; ˇ
 ;D B /
f GR;sx
  1
(2.57)
where f f .R/;sx is given by Eq. (2.55), f GR;sx is given by Eq. (6.64) withDGRB D 0:4; ˇGR D 0:12
and ˇ˙  ˇGR.1˙ / while D˙B  DGRB .1˙ 2/.
In left panel of Fig.(2.11) we exhibit the ratios between the f .R/ and GR halo mass functions
using the naive sharp-k and spherical collapse for four model parameters using Eq. (2.50) in
section 2.4.1:
Rsk  f
f .R/;sk.ı
f .R/
c ; ˇ D 0;DB D 0/
f GR;sk
  1: (2.58)
On the right panel we show the ratioRsx as lines andRsxC;Rsx  as shaded strips. First note that for
a given scale S ,Rsx andRsk differ significantly, implying that a simple spherical collapse model
in the excursion set framework with a sharp-k filter should not be used to measure departures
from GR. However both Rsx and Rsk share the same qualitative features. Our second important
conclusion is that varying DB and ˇ over the range we might expect in f .R/ gravity does not
significantly modify the departure from GR. Indeed, the width of the strip does not appreciably
change for the multiplicity function.
Finally, we use Eq. (2.55) in Eq. (6.63) to study how the number count of halos changes for
f .R/ gravity compared to GR. For this we note that from Eq. (2.56) follows that
Rsx D n
f .R/;sx.ı
f .R/
c ; ˇ
GR;DGRB /
nGR;sx
  1 : (2.59)
In Figs. 2.12 we show the number count ratio for various fR0 values and the evolution at different
redshifts. It is clear from this figure that the f .R/ signature strongly depends on redshift. In
Fig. 2.13 we exhibit the redshift evolution of the f .R/-GR halo mass function ratio for various
mass bins and fR0 values. There is a distinctive signature in both the mass and time dependence
of the halo mass function due to the chameleon effect. The lower panels of Figs. (2.12,2.13)
correspond to field values fR0 D 10 7. Modified gravity effects are suppressed for models so
close to GR, suggesting a floor fR0  O.10 7/ below which cluster counts will not competitively
probe non-standard physics.
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Figure 2.12: The panels from top to bottom show the
halo mass function ratios (2.57) for different fR0. Within
each panel different lines show different collapse red-
shifts (see the legend in the first panel).
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Figure 2.13: The panels from top to bottom show the
redshift evolution of the halo mass function ratio (2.57)
for different fR0. Within each panel the different lines
show different halo masses (see the legend in the first
panel).
Improvements to our results could be made by testing the abundance of halos by using N-
body f .R/ simulations [PBS13]. Especially low mass halos will allow us to further study aspher-
ical collapse which could ameliorate the uncertainties that exist in our numerical results (shown
by the shaded regions in our figures). As a final check of our analysis we compare our mass
function to a mass function measured in a f .R/ N-body simulation [PBS13]. The simulation
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Figure 2.14: The upper panels from left to right show the mass function n.log10.M200c=h// in units .Mpc=h/
3 for
fR0 D 10 6; 10 5; 10 4. Each panel shows 4 different redshifts z D 0; 0:5; 1; 1:5. The data points are courtesy of
Marco Baldi and Ewald Puchwein [PBS13]. The thick line is the fit function (2.56), with thickness given by (2.59).
The dashed lines show the GR prediction (2.52). The lower panels show the ratio between the fit function and the
N-body mass function. The dotted line and dashed line signal 5% and 20% deviations.
was described in [PBS13], but the mass function is preliminary and was measured by Marco
Baldi and Ewald Puchwein, who also kindly provided us with the data, which allows us a pre-
liminary check of the mass function (2.56). In order to compare the mass function it is crucial to
convert our virial masses into M200c used to define halo masses by Baldi & Puchwein according
to Appendix of [JSWC07]. In Fig. 2.14 we compare the results and find reasonable agreement.
As was shown in [JVS12] looking for local variations of physical properties induced by the
environment-dependent chameleon effect puts the strongest constraints on fR0. In the context of
spherical collapse, taking into account local variations would require the use of initial density
profiles conditioned on the desired environment. For instance one could use as initial condition
for spherical collapse the mean shape not only conditioned on the height and mass of the peak
(see Eq. (2.87)), but also conditioned on value of the density at a relevant scale; the environmental
density ıenv.
The resulting conditional spherical collapse threshold ıc.z;M; fR0; ıenv/ would then allow
the construction of a conditional halo mass function [LZK11, LE11, LL12a, LL12b, LLKZ13].
This has not been done for the above mentioned physically motivated profile conditioned on ıenv.
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2.5 Conclusion
Confronting modified gravity models with cosmological data sets is a highly non-trivial task.
Even a seemingly straightforward physical process such as the collapse of a spherically symmet-
ric overdensity becomes a problem fraught with complications. In this work we have calculated
numerically the linear threshold for collapse ıc for one of the simplest modified gravity models
in the literature; f .R/ gravity. By solving the full modified Einstein and fluid equations, we were
able to construct an approximate functional form for ıc.zc;M; fR0/, which depends on both the
initial size and shape of the overdensity and also the modified gravity parameter. A number of
subtleties were encountered, such as the choice of initial conditions and the applicability of the
linearization procedure.
Using the spherical collapse ıc of f .R/ gravity and a drifting diffusing barrier in the excur-
sion set approach, we constructed a physically motivated halo mass function using the formalism
first introduced in [MR10b, CA11b]. This method has been shown to accurately reproduce the
general relativistic halo mass function, and we expect that it is also robust for a wide variety of
modified gravity models. It was shown in Section 2.4 that our ansatz for n.M; z; fR0/ is in ex-
cellent agreement with our numerical Monte Carlo random walk simulations, and can be applied
to generic barriers that are algebraic functions of the variance.
Whilst the collapse threshold that we obtain is based upon the f .R/ spherical collapse bar-
rier, we have gone beyond simple spherical collapse when calculating n.M; z; fR0/. Our ansatz
introduces two parameters; ˇ takes into account deviations from spherical collapse andDB quan-
tifies the scatter around it. In addition we have shown that our results are relatively insensitive to
possible deviations to these parameters induced by modified gravity. The existence of substruc-
ture in the halo progenitor environment [LH11], which is partially accounted for in our work, and
substructure within the halo progenitor, see [LE11], influences the chameleon effect and further
complicates the computation of the halo mass function. Therefore more work is required to fully
understand aspherical collapse and all effects of modified gravity on the multiplicity function.
The next step in this direction would be to directly compare our approach with modified gravity
N-body simulations [PBS13] and measure the parameters of collapse following [ARSC12].
Appendix 2
2.A Nonlinear equations
We introduce the following notation. K is the trace of the extrinsic curvature
K D 3e ˚. P	  H/ ; (2.60)
H D Pa=a is the Hubble constant of the asymptotic FRW and  is the flat space Laplacian. The
general relativistic version of the  -factor, w, is given by
w D e˚u0 D 1p
1   v2e 2.˚C	/ ; (2.61)
and v  vr  aur=u0 is the radial coordinate speed times a. The velocities ur and v are related
via
ur D vwae 2	 ˚ : (2.62)
The “momentum”4 of ' is denoted by
˘  e ˚ P' : (2.63)
The Einstein equations can be decomposed into energy constraint (  00)
1
3
K2  K˘ C e2	a 2  .2	   '/   	 02 C 	 0' 0   ' 02 D e ' 2%w2 C 1
2
V

; (2.64a)
momentum constraint (e ˚  0r )
2
3
K 0  

˘ 0 C˘' 0 C 1
3
K' 0

D  e '2%wur ; (2.64b)
evolution equation (jj )
e ˚.2 PK   3 P˘ /  K2 C 2K˘   3˘2   2e2	a 2.	   ˚   '/ 
 2e2	a 2

 ˚ 02   1
2
	 02 C ˚ 0	 0   ' 02 C 	 0' 0   3
2
˚ 0' 0

D  e '

2%.1   w2/C 3
2
V

;
(2.64c)
4This is not the canonical momentum of ', see [DSY09]
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and Newtonian gauge condition (rr   1=3 jj )
.	   ˚   '/   3
r
.	 0   ˚ 0   ' 0/C 	 02   ˚ 02   ' 02   2	 0˚ 0   2	 0' 0 D 0 : (2.64d)
The spatial trace of the Einstein equation (2.64c) provides the evolution equation for K, and
(2.64d) is the evolution equation for the traceless part of the extrinsic curvature, which is con-
strained to vanish in the chosen Newtonian coordinate system. The trace of the Einstein equations
gives the equation of motion (2.4) for the scalar field '. In terms of˘ (using Eq. (2.63)) and the
metric (2.26), the equation is given by
e ˚ P˘ C˘2  K˘   e2	a 2  ' C ' 02   ' 0.	 0   ˚ 0/ D e ' 1
3
 
2V C 2%   V;'

: (2.65)
The fluid equation T  I D 0 determines % and v, and depends on the metric potenials 	
and ˚ . It splits into energy conservation
@t
 
we 3	a3%
C 1
ar2
@r
 
r2we 3	a3%v
 D 0 (2.66)
and Euler equation
Pur C v
a
u0r D  e˚

w˚ 0 C w
2   1
w
	 0

: (2.67)
2.B Double expansion
In the context of cosmological perturbation theory one encounters two types of linearization in
the literature. The first [KS84, MFB92] is predicated upon three assumptions; (i) perturbations
in the metric are small ˚;	  1, (ii) energy momentum tensor perturbations are small ı; v  1
and (iii) the Einstein and fluid equations are linearized around a background FRW spacetime.
This is an excellent approximation in the very early universe, where both fluid and metric per-
turbations are small. However during structure formation the Newtonian gauge density contrast
ı becomes large
ı  %N%   1 > 1 : (2.68)
In spite of this breakdown of assumption (ii) at late times, a miraculously working and seemingly
inconsistent second linearization scheme is used on subhorizon scales. The metric is assumed
to be a Newtonian gauge linearly perturbed FRW metric (i) with ˚;	  1, but (ii) the density
contrast ı is allowed to become non-perturbatively large ı > 1, while the velocity v is assumed
to remain small v  1. The field and fluid (iii) equations are then expanded according to the
following scheme, which in case of GR and spherical symmetry can be expressed solely in terms
of the Newtonian metric perturbation, see [IW06] and Chapter 4
˚  1 ; P˚  ˚;i=a ; ˚;i˚;j  ˚;ij  ı & 1 : (2.69)
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Applying (2.69) to the Einstein and fluid equations is a procedure known as the quasistatic ap-
proximation. It is mixture of expanding in the smallness of ˚ and the smallness of Ha=k on
subhorizon scales, the smallness of the velocity v and the smallness of P˚ . H˚ [Ras11]. We
thus linearize all equations with respect to ˚; P˚ ; '; P'; v and Pv, but not with respect to spatial
derivatives of these quantities. We say more on this in Chapter 4.
2.B.1 Choice of gauge
Before we examine the fully non-linear equations to see why this expansion indeed works in the
Newtonian gauge, we first consider the scalar part of the linearized comoving synchronous gauge
metric [MB95]
ds2 D  dt2 C a2  ıij   2 Sıij C 2hS;ij  dxidxj : (2.70)
Evaluting the continuity equation in synchronous gauge S we find ı0SCh0S D 0, see Eq. (3.6b).
We thus observe that the linearized metric written in synchronous gauge (2.70) becomes non-
linear as soon as the density contrast ıS does. This scenario is what one would naively expect,
but we will see that a special feature of the Newtonian coordinates is that the expansion (2.69) is
consistent.
2.B.2 Newtonian gauge discussion
In the case of standard GR, small velocities v and initially small Newtonian gauge potentials
˚  N and 	   N, it can be shown using the Lemaître-Tolman-Bondi metric [Van08] that
the solution to the metric-linearized, quasistatic spherically symmetric field equations also solves
the fully nonlinear equations. This means that the linearized metric in the Newtonian gauge
accurately describes the geometry of spacetime even if density perturbations become large and
the spacetime curvature becomes non-linearly distorted. If we accept this, it is clear that the
Newtonian coordinates belong to a class which make the approximate FRW symmetry of the
metric manifest. One might question whether this property survives if we drop the assumption of
spherical symmetry. The answer would appear to be in the affirmative; ˚ and 	 are small for all
practical purposes in the entire universe (except near Black Holes and Neutron stars). Assuming
(2.69), the Newtonian coordinates have proved very useful without spherical symmetry to model
nonlinear structure formation [BR11a] and estimating the effect of backreaction of nonlinear
structures on the FRW background [GW11].
It is important to note that a spacetime is not necessarily close to FRW just because the
metric is close to FRW. This is because the curvature contains second derivatives of the metric
and they are known to become large in the Newtonian gauge ˚  ı. Two spacetimes can
differ significantly despite their metrics being related by a small deformation. Also, even in
a spacetime in which the metric is close to FRW and there is negligible backreaction [GW11],
there can still be a large effect on observables, as photons probe both the metric and the curvature
[EMR09, Ras11] and Chapters 3 and 4.
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2.B.2.1 General relativity
We now examine the full non-linear equations (2.64) with ' D 0, and show why the quasistatic
expansion is successful. We do this as preparation for the f .R/ case, where no exact LTB like
solution is known and hence no comparison between the Newtonian linearized and exact solution
can be performed5. Subtracting the background equations
3H 2 D N% ; 6 PH C 9H 2 D 0 ; (2.71)
and writing K D ıK   3H and % D N%.1C ı/, the fully non-linear Einstein equations (2.64) are
given by
1
3
ıK2  HıK C 2e2	a 2

	   1
2
	 02

D 2 N%  .w2   1/C w2ı
(2.72a)
2
3
ıK 0 D  2 N%.1C ı/wur (2.72b)
2e ˚ PıK C 9.e ˚   1/H 2   ıK2 C 6HıK 
 2e2	a 2

.	   ˚/   ˚ 02   1
2
	 02 C ˚ 0	 0

D N%.1C ı/.w2   1/ (2.72c)
.	   ˚/   3
r
.	 0   ˚ 0/C 	 02   ˚ 02   2	 0˚ 0 D 0 : (2.72d)
Using the background energy conservation N%a3 Dconst, the fluid equations reduce to
@t
 
we 3	 .1C ı/C 1
ar2
 
r2we 3	 .1C ı/v0 D 0 (2.73)
Pur C v
a
u0r D  e˚

w˚ 0 C w
2   1
w
	 0

: (2.74)
If ˚ , 	 are small initially and we can estimate their spatial derivatives as a 1˚ 0  ˚=L, where
L is the physical size of the perturbation, then we can infer from (2.72d) that 	   ˚ D O.˚2/.
Inspecting Eq. (2.72c) it is then easy to see that if v, ˚ , 	 and ıK are small initially, then all
source terms for PıK are also small. This prevents
ıK D  3.e ˚   1/H C 3e ˚ P	 (2.75)
and thus also 	 and ˚ from growing significantly, as long as v remains non-relativistic. Specif-
ically we require .HL/2.1 C ı/v2  O.˚2/ and HL2ıK  .HL/3.1 C ı/v  O.˚2/ in
Eq. (2.72c), where we used (2.72b). Subject to these conditions, the quasistatic approximation
5This comparision was performed in the case of GR in [Van08].
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will be a consistent expansion and the metric will remain linearly perturbed away from the back-
ground, even if ı becomes nonlinear. We thus arrive at the following equations:
2a 2˚ D 2 N%ı (2.76a)
Pı C 1
ar2
@r
 
r2.1C ı/v D 0 (2.76b)
Pv C vH C v
a
v0 D  1
a
˚ 0 : (2.76c)
They are sufficient to determine ˚ , ı and v from initial data. At the initial time we have to ensure
that the constraint (2.72b)
2
3
ıK 0 D 2˚ 0H C 2 P˚ 0 D  2 N%.1C ı/av (2.77)
is fulfilled, such that the subsequent evolution of ıK and thus (2.72c) is irrelevant. Note that
quasistatic approximation and metric linearization break down near the final stages of the col-
lapse, where a Black Hole will form. We stop our simulations well before this time, making the
reasonable assumption that the duration of the final stage of collapse is negligible.
2.B.2.2 f.R/
We now apply a similar argument to the fully nonlinear f .R/ Einstein equations (2.64). Again
subtracting the background equations
3H.H C N˘ / D e  N'.2 N%C 1
2
NV / (2.78a)
2 PH C 3H 2 C PN˘ C N˘ 2 C 2H N˘ D 1
2
e  N' NV (2.78b)
PN˘ C N˘ 2 C 3H N˘ D e  N' 1
3
 
2 NV C 2 N%   NV;'

; (2.78c)
and defining ı'  '   N', ıV  V   NV and ıV;'  V;'   NV;' , the modified Einstein equations
(2.64) take the following form.
Energy constraint
1
3
ıK2  HıK   ıK N˘ C 3Hı˘   ıKı˘C
Ce2	a 2  .2	   '/   	 02 C 	 0' 0   ' 02 D e ' 2 N%  .w2   1/C w2ıC 1
2
ıV

  e  N'

2 N%C 1
2
NV

.1   e ı'/ ;
(2.79a)
momentum constraint
2
3
ıK 0  

ı˘ 0 C . N˘ C ı˘/' 0 C 1
3
ıK' 0  H' 0

D  e '2 N%.1C ı/wur ; (2.79b)
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evolution equation
e ˚.2 PıK   3 Pı˘/C 3.1   e ˚/.2 PH C PN˘ /C 6HıK   ıK2 C 2ıK N˘  
  6Hı˘ C 2ıKı˘   6 N˘ ı˘   3ı˘2   2e2	a 2.	   ˚   '/ 
  2e2	a 2

 ˚ 02   1
2
	 02 C ˚ 0	 0   ' 02 C 	 0' 0   3
2
˚ 0' 0

D .1   e ı'/e  N' 3
2
NV   e '

2%.1   w2/C 3
2
ıV

; (2.79c)
Newtonian gauge condition
.	   ˚   '/   3
r
.	 0   ˚ 0   ' 0/C 	 02   ˚ 02   ' 02   2	 0˚ 0   2	 0' 0 D 0 : (2.79d)
and scalar field equation
e ˚ Pı˘ C ı˘2   ıKı˘ C 2ı˘ N˘   ıK N˘ C 3Hı˘   e2	a 2  ' C ' 02   ' 0.	 0   ˚ 0/
D .e ı'   1/e  N' 1
3
 
2 NV C 2 N%   NV;'
C e ' 1
3
.2ıV C 2 N%ı   ıV;'/ : (2.79e)
The argument for using the quasistatic approximation in the f .R/ field equations contains
additional caveats. The reason is the following. Some of the source terms for Pı˘ in (2.79e)
are known to become large during the evolution, namely ', ı and ıV;' , hence it is not a priori
clear that Pı˘ will remain small (and similarly PıK). However if ı', 	 and ˚ are small initially,
and relations such as a 1˚ 0  ˚=L hold for all three variables individually, then from (2.79d)
we can deduce that 	   ˚   '  O.˚2/. If in addition v, ıV , ı˘ and ıK are small then the
evolution equation (2.79c) tells us that the combination 2 PıK   3 Pı˘ will also be small. However
we cannot infer that ı˘ and ıK both remain small individually, so we can make no definite
statement regarding the magnitudes of ı', 	 and ˚ . We can argue that it is plausible that if the
combination 2 PıK 3 Pı˘ is small then PıK and Pı˘ are small separately, unless there is some form
of cancelation. With this extra assumption we can write down the relevant equations. Subject to
v; ıV  1, (2.79a) and (2.79e) become
a 2.2˚ C '/ D e  N'2 N%ı ; (2.80a)
 a 2' D e  N' 1
3
.2 N%ı   ıV;'/ : (2.80b)
and again we need to enforce the constraint equation
2
3
ıK 0  

ı˘ 0 C . N˘ C ı˘/' 0 C 1
3
ıK' 0  H' 0

D  e '2 N%.1C ı/av ; (2.81)
on the initial time slice.
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The f .R/ model that we are using (2.8) allows for further simplifications. The background
value of the scalar field today is of order N' '  . This makes N' itself quasistatic for   1 and
we can neglect N˘ , PN˘ compared to H and PH respectively in (2.78). Using V ' R'   f ' 2,
the relevant background equations reduce to ƒCDM
3H 2 D 2 N%C (2.82a)
2 PH C 3H 2 D  : (2.82b)
If we take initial conditions during matter domination, all f .R/ terms in (2.81) are negligible
such that we can use the GR momentum constraint (2.77). In addition, since P˚ D 0 during the
matter era, the initial velocity v must satisfy the GR condition
2˚ 0H D  2 N%.1C ı/av (2.83)
Eqs. (2.80) together with the fluid equations (2.76b) and (2.76c) completely determine the non-
linear spherical collapse provided all quantities are initially perturbative and subject to the con-
ditions; (i) ıV is comparably small to v2.1 C ı/ and (ii) v  HL. This involves the extra
assumption that 2ıK   3ı˘ ' 6 P	   3 P' has the same order of magnitude as both ıK ' 6 P	 and
ı˘ ' P'. So the full set of relevant equations is
a 2˚ D 2
3
2 N%ı   1
6
ıV;' ; (2.84a)
a 2' D 1
3
.ıV;'   2 N%ı/ (2.84b)
Pı C 1
ar2
@r
 
r2.1C ı/v D 0 (2.84c)
Pv C vH C v
a
v0 D  1
a
˚ 0 : (2.84d)
Note that one could replace equation (2.84a) or (2.84b) by
.2˚ C '/0H C .2 P˚ C P'/0 D  2 N%.1C ı/av (2.85)
which is the simplified (2.81) valid in the quasistatic approximation. One advantage of (2.85)
compared to (2.84b) is that only the former is linear in '.
The assumptions made above regarding the size of P˚ and P' may be unjustified in situations
where the effective potential of ' suddenly changes, such as during the onset of the chameleon
mechanism (see Fig. 2.3). Another example might be the oscillation of ' during the emission of
monopole radiation. In these situations ˚ may compensate the time dependence of ' such that
the combination 2˚ C' might remain quasi-static, but it is not clear that any of the assumptions
made will continue to hold. Since we cannot say anything definite about the validity of equations
(2.84), we check during the numerical solution of the equations that all neglected terms stay
much smaller than the terms appearing in (2.84), and also that the neglected equation (2.79d) is
satisfied.
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While performing these checks we noticed that P˚  ˚ 0=a is never satisfied well within and
far outside the density perturbation; rather we find P˚  ˚ 0=a in these regions. This is not an
f .R/ artifact, but is simply a consequence of the boundary conditions at r D 0 and r D 1,
where all spatial derivatives approach zero. It seems that P˚  ˚ 0=a is not globally required to
ensure a quasistatic evolution.
2.C Peaks theory shape function
Consider a gaussian random field ı.zi ; x; R/ smoothed with a window function W.kR/ over
the comoving scale R. The properties of this field are completely determined by its two-point
correlation function .r D jx  yj; R/, or equivalently its Fourier transfrom, the power spectrum
P.k;R/ D W.kR/2P.k/. The mean shape
ıi.r; R/ D hı.zi ; x; R/jpeak; i (2.86)
around a peak of height  D ıi;0=.zi ; R/ can be expressed in terms of the autocorrelation
function .r; R/ and its first, second and forth derivative with respect to r . Following Appendix
A-D and Section VII of [BBKS86] we arrive at6
ıi.r; R/ D 
1   2


0
C 
2
   hxjpeak; i




0
C 1
2


(2.87)
with variance   0 and the first two moments 1; 2 are given by
i D
Z 1
0
k2dk
22
P.k;R/k2i ; (2.88)
and with x   ıjxD0=2 and   21=.02/. The mean central curvature x of a peak is
approximately given by eq. (6.13) and (6.14) of [BBKS86]
hxjpeak; i D  C  (2.89)
 D 3.1   
2/C .1:216   0:94/ expŒ =2 .=2/2
Œ3.1   2/C 0:45C .=2/21=2 C =2 : (2.90)
Rather than applying the actual power spectrum Pi  knsTN.k/2 at redshift zi D 500 to
the peaks theory shape formula (2.87), we use the primordial powerspectrum P0  kns to cal-
culate the mean shape at very early times on superhorizon scales and use the transfer function
TN.k/ to evolve this shape to subhorizon scales after matter radiation equality. TN.r/ is the
post-recombination transfer function in the Newtonian gauge, related to the synchronous gauge
function TS.k/ via TN.k/ D .1C3a2H 2=k2/TS.k/. Here TN.k/ is normalized as TN.kD0/ D 1.
Note that the primordial amplitude of P.k/ and its linear growth is irrelevant here, as the k- and
6Note that eq. (D6) and (7.10) of [BBKS86] do in fact coincide with each other and with (2.87) after rescaling
the radial coordinate. We thank Ravi Sheth for pointing this out to us. Eq. (2.87) was be obtained by averaging over
x; y and z in eq. (D3) of [BBKS86].
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a-dependence factorise in linear perturbation theory and we are free to choose our initial  at
zi . With a gaussian filter W D exp. k2R2=2/ and primordial spectrum P0.k/  kns , the mean
shape ıi.r; R/ is given by
ıi.r; R/ D
Z 1
0
dkk2ı0.k; R/
sin kr
kr
TN.k/ ; (2.91a)
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(2.91b)
where   is the Gamma function.
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3
Mapping between Newtonian gravity and GR
on all linear scales
This chapter is available as preprint [HHK12], and arose in collaboration with Thomas Haugg
and Stefan Hofmann. We show that Newtonian N-body simulations and other Newtonian gravity
based techniques to describe collisionless cold dark matter in a ƒCDM background are compat-
ible with general relativity on all scales where linear perturbation theory applies, ranging from
small scales well inside the horizon, where Newtonian nonlinearities are still subleading, up to
arbitrary large scales, even larger than the horizon. In addition we show that the Newtonian ap-
proximation can be used to make exact general relativistic predictions. This verdict is based on
four facts. (1) The system of linearized Einstein equations and conservation laws is well-posed
in the gauge invariant formulation and physically meaningful. (2) Comparing general relativity
with its Newtonian approximation at a given order in perturbation theory is only meaningful at
the level of observables. (3) Observables for the dust fluid can be chosen such that their general
relativistic dynamics and its Newtonian approximation agree at the linear level. Any disagree-
ment for observables on the lightcone is well-known, of which the most dominant is the Kaiser
effect and gravitational lensing. (4) Large curvature fluctuations contribute significantly only to
gravitational lensing and Kaiser effect. Therefore, these fluctuations are not in conflict with New-
tonian N-body simulations and other Newtonian techniques. They are encoded in the Newtonian
velocity of the source and the Newtonian potential and can be used to calculate the effect on a
light ray connecting source and observer.
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3.1 Introduction
Although there is still debate on whether nonlinear structure formation can backreact on the ex-
pansion of the Universe [IW06, BNSZ12a, Buc11, Ber12, BR12], there seems to be little doubt
that the gravitational formation of structures on scales deep inside the Hubble volume is accu-
rately described by Newtonian gravity, with general-relativistic effects entering at subleading
level in the perturbative description. Nevertheless it was claimed [FS12] recently that effects
in cosmological perturbation theory become dominant over 2nd order effects in the Newtonian
approximation on scales larger than 10Mpc.
In greater detail the argument was based on the following. The evolution of cosmological per-
turbations was calculated in a particular coordinate system, called the Newtonian matter gauge
(NM), in which the linear density contrast ıNM and the peculiar velocity vNM coincide with the
corresponding quantities ıN D ıNM, vN D vNM in the Newtonian (N) approximation. It was found
that fluctuations in the local Hubble parameter ıHNM   1 KNM=.3H/, whereKNM denotes the
extrinsic curvature, are of order O.ıNM/. The significance of this observation was evaluated by
comparing ıHNM to the size of second order corrections ı
.2/
N in the Newtonian approximation. For
comoving scales k and redshifts z with
ıHNM  ı.2/N and ı.2/N  ıN < 1 ; (3.1)
it was argued that relativistic effects linear in cosmological fluctuations dominate over nonlinear
Newtonian effects well within the domain of validity of perturbation theory. Based on this crite-
rion, the authors of [FS12] found that linear cosmological perturbations on an Einstein-de Sitter
background dominate over Newtonian nonlinearities for scales k 1 > 10Mpc during the redshift
interval z 2 Œ0:4; 750, from which they concluded that Newtonian N-body simulations cannot
be trusted on these scales during the specified redshift interval. Note that this would not only
invalidate the use of Newtonian N-body simulations but also the use Newtonian dust fluid model
for collisionless cold dark matter (CDM) that is widely employed to model nonlinear structure
formation, and central ingredient of this thesis. It is there for crucially important to understand
the issue raised by [FS12].
Since by choice of gauge, ıN D ıNM, vN D vNM, while the fluctuations in the Hubble
parameter are absent in the Newtonian approximation, and thus in N-body simulations, it is
interesting to ask how these fluctuations become manifest in observables? It might be ex-
pected [FS12] that fluctuations in the Hubble parameter cause additional redshift space dis-
tortions, because the observed redshift depends on KNM integrated along the line of sight be-
tween observer and source, in addition to the peculiar velocities of observer and source, vONM
and vSNM, respectively. We find indeed that these fluctuations contribute considerably to red-
shift space distortions, however, only via gravitational lensing, which is well known as lensing
magnification, e.g [Gun67, KS87, YFZ09, Yoo10, Mat00b, BD11, CL11]. These lensing in-
duced distortions can be taken into account in N-body simulations using ray tracing technology
[WCO98, HWHS07, HHWS09].
Cosmological perturbation theory can be compared to its Newtonian approximation in a
meaningful way only by comparing observables. Observables are by definition gauge invari-
ant combinations of the perturbations. The set of observables should be specified before a choice
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Figure 3.1: D and V agree on different hypersurfaces (full Newton matter gauge and dashed longitudinal gauge)
evaluated at the same coordinate values in their respective coordinate systems. This means that although the physical
interpretation of D and the way D is measured are different in the two depicted hypersurfaces, the hypothetical
observers attached to these hypersurfaces still measure the same values for D.
of gauge is implemented, after the gauge redundancies have been removed it is impossible to
identify observables. However, once the observables have been identified, gauge freedom is not
sacrosanct and can either be removed or, equivalently, used to rewrite the theory using gauge in-
variant variables. Both procedures are perfectly valid. A comparison of observables using gauge
invariant perturbations has been performed in [NH12] and was criticized in [FS12] as follows:
“The initial conditions must be specified on a spatial Cauchy hypersurface, which in the context
of cosmological perturbation theory corresponds to a particular foliation of space-time, i.e., to
a hypothetical observer who is able to determine physical quantities on a spatial hypersurface.
The relativistic-Newtonian correspondence mixes the quantities defined on different spatial hy-
persurfaces and thus no hypothetical observer in the Einsteinian world could actually determine
these combined quantities.”
This is a misconception that requires immediate clarification. Although gauge invariant vari-
ables might have a simple physical interpretation only in one specific gauge, they present ob-
servables in all other coordinate systems and, in particular, different hypersurfaces, as well. For
instance, let D be a gauge invariant variable which reduces to the linear density contrast ıS in syn-
chronous (S) gauge, measured by an observer at rest with respect to synchronous coordinates.
Let V denote a gauge invariant variable which reduces to the peculiar velocity vL as measured
by an observer at rest relative to the longitudinal coordinate system. This is the situation referred
to “defined on different spatial hypersurfaces” in the above quote. However, (D,V) are defined
in all possible coordinate systems related by a linear gauge transformation x ! x C  and
observers adopted to different and arbitrary coordinate systems can measure D and V and will
find the same numerical values for them. By construction, it is not the definition of gauge invari-
ant variables that is tied to certain hypersurfaces, but it is their physical interpretation. This is
why any smart observer will construct the set of observables before choosing a particular gauge
to measure them, because even if not all observables have a convenient physical interpretation
in the observer’s coordinate frame, they still resemble the only meaningful quantities for any
other observer. The only reasonable academic debate between observers adopted to different
coordinate systems is about the physical interpretation of the gauge invariant variables.
As an example, consider an observer who is adopted to a longitudinal (L) coordinates system.
This observer will interpret D as DL D ıL   3HvL. Although the observer has a physical inter-
pretation for the gauge dependent quantities .ıL; vL/, (s)he understands the necessity to construct
gauge invariant combinations involving .ıL; vL/, rather than assuming any other observer adopted
to an arbitrary coordinate system would agree on the values of the gauge dependent quantities.
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The observer adopted to the longitudinal frame can measure .ıL; vL/ on a hypersurface, set up
the initial value problem for an appropriate evolution equation involving (D,V) and finally solve
for them, instead of .ıL; vL/, see Fig. 3.1.
The plan for the rest of this chapter is as follows. In Section 3.2 it is shown explicitly that
the hypothetical observables .ıN; vN/ of linearized Newtonian gravity and (D,V) of linearized
Einsteinian gravity obey the same evolution equations on a flat ƒCDM background (in [FS12]
only  D 0 has been considered). This was expected since (D,V) reduce to .ıNM; vNM/ for
observers at rest in the Newtonian matter coordinate system.
However, a real observer cannot measure (D,V) on a hypersurface, because (s)he can only
observe the light cone associated with (her) him via light rays, which get affected by curvature
perturbations. This induces a feedback of general relativistic effects on the inference of (D,V),
although (D,V) still coincide with .ıNM; vNM/ on each hypersurface. Note that the status of
(D,V) as observables is not challenged by the practical obstacles that prevent any observer from
measuring them on the entire hypersurface.
Section 3.3 is devoted to investigate the impact of Hubble parameter fluctuations on the linear
density contrast observed along a light cone. This is a well-known example highlighting the fact
that ıHNM in particular, and any curvature perturbation in general, contributes significantly only to
gravitational lensing. The strongest correction to the observed density flucutation in addition to
redshift space distortions is due to gravitational lensing [Gun67, KS87, YFZ09, Yoo10, Mat00b,
BD11, CL11] which indeed depends on ıHNM (and more generally on extrinsic and intrinsic cur-
vature, see Section 3.3). The gauge invariant lensing term, of course, does not depend on the
gauge the observer preferred. An observer adopted to the longitudinal gauge finds a negligible
contribution from ıHL to gravitational lensing.
Our main result is that Newtonian N-body simulations and other Newtonian methods are
compatible with cosmological perturbation theory and are not threatened by relativistic effects at
the linear level although relativistic effects can become significant. We give a practical dictionary
for using Newtonian quantities .ıNM; vNM/ to evaluate these relativistic corrections.
3.2 Compatibility of linear observables on a hypersurface
In this section we show that a pressureless fluid in a universe with ƒCDM background geometry
can be characterized by observables (D,V) in 1st-order cosmological perturbation theory that
obeys evolution equations identical to those governing the evolution of .ıN; vN/.
Restricting attention solely to scalar perturbations, the conformal evolution equations for
.N; ıN; vN/ in the Newtonian approximation are given by
N D 32H2˝mıN ; (3.2a)
ı0N CvN D 0 ; (3.2b)
v0N CHvN D  N ; (3.2c)
with H denoting the conformal expansion rate of the background determined by Friedmann
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equations
3H2 D 8G. N%m C %/a2 ; (3.3a)
4Ga2 N%m  3
2
˝mH2 D a2.H2  H0/ ; (3.3b)
where N%m / a 3 and ˝m denotes the background matter density relative to the critical density.
The Newtonian perturbation variables (ıN; vN) are defined by the matter density %m D N%m.1C
ıN/ and the peculiar velocity vN D rvN. The triple .N; ıN; vN/ constitutes the set of observables
relevant for the discussion.
The corresponding description in general relativity requires a background metric around
which the geometry fluctuates. Restricting attention again solely to scalar metric fluctuations,
.; w; ; h/, the total metric field is give by
ds2 D a2
h
  .1C 2/ .d/2 C 2w;i ddxi C (3.4)
C Œ.1   2 /ıij C 2h;ij dxidxj
i
:
The total pressureless source is encoded in T D %muu , with %m D N%m.1 C ı/ and u D
.1   ; v;i/=a. Altogether the dynamical degrees of freedom .;  ;w; h; ı; v/ are the gauge
dependent metric, density and velocity perturbations, see [Bar80, Muk05, FS12] for how they
transform under gauge transformations x ! x C .
Observables can be constructed by the following gauge invariant linear combinations, the
so-called Bardeen variables [Bar80]:
ˆ D  C Œ.w   h0/a0=a ; (3.5a)
‰ D   H.w   h0/ ; (3.5b)
D D ı   3H.v C w/ ; (3.5c)
V D v C h0 : (3.5d)
The perturbed Einstein and conservation equations then yield evolution equations [Mat00a, NH12]
for the gauge invariant quantities .ˆ;‰;D;V/:
ˆ D 3
2
H2˝mD ; (3.6a)
D0 CV D 0 ; (3.6b)
V0 CHV D  ˆ ; (3.6c)
where the background equations (3.3) and the linearized .0j /- and .ij /-Einstein equations have
been used:
HˆC‰0 D  3
2
H2˝mV ; (3.7a)
ˆ D ‰ : (3.7b)
Comparing (3.6) with the Newtonian approximation (3.2) it is evident that the evolution equa-
tions are identical in form. In addition, .ˆ;D;V/ constitute the triple of observables relevant for
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this discussion. Of course, any linear combination of these gauge invariant variables constitutes
an equally legitimate observable. The triple .ˆ;D;V/ is favored only to establish directly the cor-
respondence between relativistic observables and observables in the Newtonian approximation
at the linear level.
Note that ˆ and ‰ have the same quasi-static dynamics as N, which allow us to qualify rel-
ativistic corrections to Newtonian observables, e.g. (3.8) below, as large or small in comparison
to 2nd order corrections in the Newtonian approximation (3.1).
Let us emphasize again that there is no gauge G in which simultaneously
ˆ D G; ‰ D  G; D D ıG; V D vG :
Different observers simply assign different physical meaning to these gauge invariant variables.
For instance, in longitudinal, synchronous and Newtonian matter gauge the following physical
interpretations hold:
Gauge ˆ ‰ D V
L L  L ıL   3HvL vL
S  h00S   h0SH  S C h0SH ıS h0S
NM w0NM C wNMH  NM   wNMH ıNM vNM
3.3 Linear observables on the lightcone
A physical observer is in practice not able to measure (D,V) everywhere on any hypersurface.
Instead, a physical observer can only learn about (D,V) by employing light rays traveling along
(her) his respective light cone. As a consequence of such an observation campaign, (D,V) become
subject to relativistic effects that have no Newtonian counterpart. In particular, the light rays will
be gravitationally lensed and these lensing effects will be attributed to (D,V). Since gravitational
lenses are absent in the Newtonian approximation, the dictionary .ˆ;D;V/ $ .N; ıN; vN/ is
challenged. It is important to realize that the existence of geometry flucutations in GR and their
absence in the Newtonian approximation does not imply that Newtonian N-body simulations are
inaccurate to explore GR at linear scales, as it was claimed in [FS12]. We show here how to
make these two theories compatible.
As an example, consider within the linear general relativistic framework the density fluctu-
ation observable D.n; z; O; xO/, where .O; xO/ is the observer’s space-time position, z is the
density fluctuation’s observed redshift and  n its direction on the sky. It is given by the gauge
invariant expression [BD11]
D.n; z/ D D   1H@
2
rV  
1
rS
Z rS
0
d
rS   r
r
˝.ˆC‰/C
C
H0
H2 C
2
rSH

‰   @rVC
Z rS
0
d.ˆC‰/0

(3.8)
C 1Hˆ
0 C 3HV   2ˆC‰ C 2
rS
Z rS
0
d.ˆC‰/ ;
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where all functions are evaluated along the unperturbed light cone x D xO   nr.z/ and  D
O r.z/, with r.z/ D
R z
0
dz0=.H.z0/aO/, the unperturbed affine parameter  D r and S denotes
the source. ˝ is the angular part of the Laplacian in spherical coordinates. Detailed derivations
of (3.8) can be for instance found in [YFZ09, BD11, CL11].
The Newtonian approximation of gravity is void of the light cone concept. Moreover, the
gravitational potential couples only to massive bodies, in particular, there is no coupling to light
rays. In other words, light rays cannot probe N. The assumption that there is a light cone
embedded in the background cosmology, albeit an artificial point of view, allows to obtain the
first and second term of (3.8) in the Newtonian approximation, DN.n; z/ D ıN  H 1@2rvN. The
second term is known as Kaiser-effect [Kai87] and is the dominant volume distortion for small
redshifts [BD11]. Moreover, let us assume that light couples to N such that its bending around
the Sun conforms to actual observations. Including the lensing contribution,
DN.n; z/ D ıN  H 2@2rvN  
1
rS
Z rS
0
d
rS   r
r
˝N : (3.9)
Well inside the horizon, in particular around 10 Mpc, this formula is a very good approximation
to (3.8) [CL11, BD11]. The lensing contribution can be the leading redshift space distortion,
which can even dominate over ıN [CL11, BD11] for sufficiently distant sources.
For a more transparent treatment, let us define a Newtonian observable DN.n; z/ through the
following replacements in the relativistic quantity (3.8):
DN.n; z/  D.n; z/
ˇˇˇ
D!ıN;V!vN;ˆD‰!N
: (3.10)
Using the results from the last section it follows that DN.n; z/ D D.n; z/ at all scales where
linear perturbation theory applies. As a consequence, N-body simulations can be used directly
to extract relativistic observables when scalar dust fluctuations on a ƒCDM background are
considered at the linear level. It should be also emphasized that the compatibility of the general
relativistic equations (3.6) and the Newtonian approximation Eq. (3.2) only holds on a LCDM
background. Any other background, like a dynamical dark energy or radiation component and
the presence of other fluctuating fields precludes such an exact compatibility.
Let us comment on why fluctuations ıHNM in the Hubble parameter NK D  3H ,
ıH   ıK=3H=a
D  1H
 
 0 CH C 1
3
.w   h0/ ; (3.11)
are, in fact, strongly contributing only to the lensing term and, therefore, were identified correctly
in [FS12] as a major source of correction to density observables.
Clearly, large fluctuations in the Hubble parameter do not imply that Newtonian N-body
simulations cannot be trusted. Instead it implies that either (3.9) or (3.10) (or, better, an ex-
pression including nonlinear effects) should be used to compare numerical experiments based on
the Newtonian approximation to observations, which was well known [Gun67, KS87, YFZ09,
Yoo10, Mat00b, BD11, CL11] before the work [FS12].
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From the gauge invariance of formula (3.8) alone [KS87, BD11], it follows that D.n; z/
is constructed from Hubble parameter fluctuations ıH , intrinsic curvature R.3/ D 4 =a2,
anisotropic extrinsic curvature Aij D a.@i@j=   ıij=3/.w   h0/, and the divergence of the
hypersurface observer acceleration a D r lnŒa.1C / in such a way that arguing about the size
of ıH adapted to various gauges is meaningless. In certain gauges ıH might qualify as large
(NM and S), while in others it qualifies as small (L), but this does not matter at all.
Any change in ıH induced by a transition between coordinate systems must be compensated
for by corresponding changes in
ıR   ; ıa   and ıA  .w   h0/ :
In order to proof that a large ıHNM can strongly effect only the lensing term, note that on the
smallest scales where the linear approximation still applies, second spatial derivatives of  NM
and wNM can become large through the Poisson equation (3.6a), while  NM and wNM remain
small due to the quasistatic evolution of ˆ and ‰, preserving their initially small amplitude and
the smallness of the velocity rvNM. Except close to neutron stars and black holes, see [GW11,
HW98], ˆ and ‰ are evolving very slowly even if the density becomes nonlinear. Provided that
all relevant scales are inside the Hubble radius and the peculiar velocity rvNM is non-relativistic
it was shown in [BR11b] that ˆ freezes once ı > 1, see however Chapter 4 for a more careful
derivation. In the spherically symmetric case it was proven in [Van08] that the solution obtained
using these approximations solves the fully nonlinear Einstein equations. Therefore these second
derivatives are the sole reason for why ıHNM becomes as large as ıNM and why only the Kaiser and
lensing terms in (3.8) will add large corrections to D at those scales. Since the lensing term
.ˆ C ‰/ is the single term in (3.8) that contains second derivatives of  NM and wNM it is
only here that the second derivative terms of ıHNM can contribute. Therefore all other terms in the
second and third line of (3.8) can depend on ıHNM only through the combinationHıHNMCıANM=3 D
  0NM, which is small and quasistatic. Note that the Kaiser term retains its physical meaning in
Newtonian matter gauge because V D vNM. More generally the second and third line of (3.8)
containing only ‰, ˆ, as well as their conformal time derivatives, V and @rV remain much
smaller than the first line of (3.8) on scales well inside the Hubble radius.
On top of that bear in mind that in a strict sense
.ˆC‰/ D ıR C ıa C ıA0 (3.12)
does not depend on ıH . However in linear theory a large ıHNM implies a large ı
A. Similary a
large .ˆ C ‰/ implies a large lensing term ˝.ˆ C ‰/. In this sense we have shown that a
large ıHNM contributes only to the well known lensing term. Note also that there is nothing special
about ıHNM compared to ı
R
NM, ı
a
NM, ı
A
NM; all of these curvature perturbations are similarly large and
all of them are absent in Newtonian gravity.
The discussion outlined forD.n; z/ applies quite generally to any observable. A constructive
algorithm for an arbitrary observable is the following: (i) construct the general relativistic gauge
invariant observable and express it in terms of (D,V) and ˆ. (ii) Use the quasi-static evolution
of ˆ to determine which contributions qualify as large on small but still linear scales. If one
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can identify large contributions that are not reflected in the corresponding Newtonian observ-
able, then these contributions will have a genuine relativistic origin. (iii) Employ the dictionary
.D;V; ˆ/! .ıN; vN; N/ to extract relativistic observables using Newtonian N-body simulations
or any other technique based on Newtonian gravity. This has been worked out in much greater
in detail in [CZ11, GW12].
3.4 Conclusion
In summary, we have shown that fluctuations in the Hubble parameter and other curvature fluc-
tuations do not give rise to a new type of redshift space distortions or other important relativistic
effects. Those linear curvature perturbations do however contribute to important relativistic cor-
rections, but only in form of the well-known Kaiser effect and lensing magnification. Therefore
expanding on the findings of [FS12], Newtonian N-body simulations are the appropriate nu-
merical experiments to extract relativistic observables on all scales where 1st order perturbation
theory applies.
In Section 4 we will see that on small and even fully nonlinear scales another mapping be-
tween GR and Newtonian gravity exists. Combined, this means that in order to study the dynam-
ics of collisionless cold dark matter we can fully rely on Newtonian gravity on all scales. If we
want to know how the CDM dynamics appears on the light cone, we need to include the most
important effects; redshift space distortions and gravitational lensing, which can be reconstructed
from the Newtonian CDM dynamics.
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4
Mapping between Newtonian gravity and GR
on nonlinear scales
This chapter is published as an article [KUH14], and arose in collaboration with Cora Uhlemann
and Thomas Haugg. We investigate the relation between the standard Newtonian equations for
a pressureless fluid (dust) and the Einstein equations in a double expansion in small scales and
small metric perturbations. We find that parts of the Einstein equations can be rewritten as a
closed system of two coupled differential equations for the scalar and transverse vector metric
perturbations in Poisson gauge. It is then shown that this system is equivalent to the Newtonian
system of continuity and Euler equations. Brustein and Riotto [BR11b] conjectured the equiva-
lence of these systems in the special case where vector perturbations were neglected. We show
that this approach does not lead to the Euler equation but to a physically different one with large
deviations already in the 1-loop power spectrum. We show that it is also possible to consistently
set to zero the vector perturbations which strongly constrains the allowed initial conditions, in
particular excluding Gaussian ones such that inclusion of vector perturbations is inevitable in
the cosmological context. In addition we derive nonlinear equations for the gravitational slip and
tensor perturbations, thereby extending Newtonian gravity of a dust fluid to account for nonlinear
light propagation effects and dust-induced gravitational waves.
4.1 Introduction
In [BR11b], a new method to study the evolution of nonlinear cosmological matter perturba-
tions was presented in which the nonlinear Einstein equations were employed to deduce a single
equation for the Newtonian potential. The key advantage of this approach is to provide a closed
and non-perturbative equation for the gravitational potential instead of a coupled fluid system for
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density and velocity. This allows to study directly the Newtonian potential which remains always
small, even if density perturbations become large. The framework presented for the gravitational
potential was shown to bear close resemblance to the Newtonian fluid formulation with regard to
perturbative and mean field solutions and therefore their equivalence was conjectured.
Following closely [BR11b], we derive a coupled system for the Newtonian potential and a
transverse vector field from the Einstein equations for a dust fluid by performing a small scale
expansion and an expansion in the smallness of metric perturbations in Poisson gauge. Hereby
taking vector perturbations !i of the metric explicitly into account we are able to prove the
equivalence of parts of the Einstein equation and the Newtonian pressureless fluid equations. The
remaining parts of the Einstein system yield nonlinear equations for tensor perturbations ij and
the ‘slip’ 	   ˚ thereby naturally extending Newtonian gravity of dust to allow for a consistent
description of Einsteinian effects like light propagation and gravitational waves. Similar to	 , the
quantities ˚;!i ; ij are therefore already encoded in the Newtonian dynamics of a dust fluid and
can be extracted from it. This fact was recently observed in [BTW13],1 where !i was measured
from a Newtonian N-body simulation. Although !i turned out to be sub-leading compared to
	 and therefore consistent with the double expansion scheme, it was on average 10 times larger
than expected from a perturbative calculation [BTW13].
We will furthermore show that restricting attention to scalar metric perturbations leads to a
constraint equation that amounts to considering fine-tuned initial conditions. On the other hand,
ignoring this constraint as done in [BR11b] modifies the Euler equation. Both approaches for
vanishing vector perturbations therefore have serious ramifications. Most notably, discarding
the constraint on the initial conditions leads to disagreement with known standard perturbation
theory results, which remained unacknowledged in [BR11b]. We re-derive perturbation theory
including vector perturbations in Appendix 4.B and compare numerical results for the 1-loop
matter and momentum power spectrum in Section 4.4.
4.2 Evolution equation in the presence of vector perturba-
tions
We assume that the metric is perturbatively close to a flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW)
metric written in Poisson gauge and conformal time  with scale factor a./
ds2 D a2./  e2˚d2 C 2!iddxi C  e 2	ıij C ij  dxidxj  ; (4.1)
where ˚ and 	 are assumed to be first order perturbation quantities in the initial conditions
and at later times !i and ij are secondarily induced, with !i;i D ij;j D i i D 0. The
physical justification for this is that throughout the universe, except very close to black holes
and neutron stars, ˚ and 	 are quasistatic and remain at their primordially small value, typically
˚;	 D O./ ' 10 5. In addition any primordial !i and ij will have decayed quickly such that
we will assume that they vanish in the initial conditions and are only induced with size O.2)
1We would like to thank Marco Bruni for making us aware of this work.
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later on. The vector perturbation !i grows slowly, and although ij are constantly emitted they
are weak and decay quickly.
Although the metric is perturbatively close to a FRW metric, spacetime curvature is not
assumed to be perturbatively close to FRW on small scales. Spatial gradients ri D @i of metric
perturbations, determining curvature, can become much larger. For example, in the quasilinear
regime of structure formation, typically even if 	 ' 10 5 we have that 	;i=H ' vi ' 10 3
and 	=H2 ' ı ' 1, where 1=H D a=a0 is the comoving Hubble radius, vi matter velocity
and ı the matter density contrast. We therefore introduce another small bookkeeping quantity
 and estimate spatial derivatives by assigning H 1@i D O. 1/ and assuming that 	=H2 D
O.=2/ ' O.1/. In Fourier space this means k  H, and the expansion parameter  is the
ratio between the typical length scale of perturbations and the size of the Universe. We will see
later in Eq. (4.5b) that the dynamical equations suggest that !i D O.2=/ and therefore vector
perturbations are a little bit more important than originally assumed. Recovering Newtonian
gravity imposes this as a consistency requirement. In particular this implies that !i=H2 D
O.2=3/ D O.=/ and !i;j=H D O./.
Performing this expansion scheme on the Einstein tensor calculated from the perturbed FRW
metric (4.1), see for example Eqs. (A.9)-(A.11) in [BMR07], one can easily recover the re-
sult obtained in [BR11b], see Eqs. (4.2) below. In the 00-component the leading order terms
are O.1/, the 0i -component is O.=/ and the ij -component order O./. Therefore we as-
sume a priori .	   ˚/=H2 D O./. This means that one can set ˚ D 	 everywhere
except where the O.2/ correction is not subleading, which happens only for ˚ in the ij -
component. Note also that for gravitational waves ij , time derivatives are as important as
spatial derivatives, because they travel with the speed of light. Therefore we have a priori
00ij=H2 D O.ij=H2/ D O.2=2/ D O./. Taking into account all the aforementioned
assumptions, that have to be checked a posteriori, the Einstein tensor takes the following form
when keeping in each component only the leading orders in  and :
G00 D 3H2 C 2	 ; (4.2a)
G0i D 2	 0;i C 2H	;i  
1
2
!i ; (4.2b)
Gij D

H2   2a
00
a

.1   4	/C 2	 00 C 6H	 0 C .r	/2  .	   ˚/

ıij  (4.2c)
  2	;i	;j Crirj .	   ˚/  H.!i;j C !j;i/   1
2
.!0i;j C !0j;i/C
C 1
2
 
00ij  ij

:
The following projectors
.PL/ij D rirj

; .PV/ijk D

ı
j
k
  rkrj


ri ; (4.3)
applied to Gij D Tij will be used in the following to derive closed equations of motion for the
scalar 	 and vector !i . We use units where 8G D 1 and c D 1.
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Master equations Considering a dust fluid of density % and four-velocity u with energy
momentum tensor T D %uu one can write its ij -component in terms of the 00 and 0i -
components: Tij D T0iT0j=T00. One can then employ the Einstein equations G D T to
write a closed form equation for the metric
Gij D G0iG0j
G00
; (4.4)
thus eliminating % and u from the equation. The system of interest then consists of the lon-
gitudinal .PL/ij and the vector .PV/ijk projections of Eq. (4.4) with Einstein tensor components
(4.2), in which ˚ and ij drop out automatically. Assuming that the Friedmann equations of an
Einstein-de Sitter universe with average density N% hold separately, the master system takes the
form
	 00 C 3H	 0 C 1
2
.r	/2 D .PL/ijSij ; (4.5a)
1
4
!0i C
1
2
!iH D .PV/kmi Skm ; (4.5b)
where we defined the source tensor Sij WD 	;i	;j C 12G0iG0j=G00, whose explicit form is
Sij D
 
	;i	;j C 2
3H2
(
.	 0 CH	/;i   14!i
 
.	 0 CH	/;j   14!j

1C 2
3H2	
)!
: (4.5c)
Contrary to what one might naively expect, vector perturbations are crucial in order to recover
Newtonian gravity [BTW13]. We will prove this for the case of a pressureless fluid in Section
4.3.
The master system (4.5) does not contain all information present in Eq. (4.4). The remaining
bits can be extracted similarly by applying
.PTT/kmij D

ıim   rirm


ıjk   rjrk


  1
2

ıkm   rkrm


ıij   rirj


; (4.6a)
.PTL/ij D ıij   3rirj

(4.6b)
to Eq. (4.4). The resulting equations determine ij and ˚ as
.	   ˚/ D .PTL/ijSij ; (4.7a)
1
4
.00ij  ij / D .PTT/kmij Skm : (4.7b)
Since ij and˚ do not influence the dynamics of	 and !i , we do not consider these equations in
the following. The equations (4.7) can be applied to calculate nonlinear light propagation effects,
like estimating nonlinear corrections to gravitational lensing and the Sachs-Wolfe effect, or the
gravitational waves induced by nonlinear structure formation. All metric perturbations 	;˚ , !i
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and ij are in general generated by nonlinearities and necessary to calculate light propagation,
see [RMKB96] for perturbative treatment. In [BTW13] the effect of ω on weak gravitational
lensing was estimated from ω determined via Eq. (4.20) by measuring r  Œ.1Cı/v in a N-body
simulation.
Finally let us note that it is straightforward to include a cosmological constant by simply
replacing G00 ! G00  a2 and Gij ! Gij Ca2.1C 2	/ıij in Eq. (4.2), see App. 4.C.
4.3 Equivalence of fluid and Einstein systems
In [BR11b] the possible equivalence of (4.5a) with ω D 0 and the nonlinear Newtonian pres-
sureless fluid equations was mentioned. However, this issue has not been investigated further
nor been resolved in a conclusive manner. The goal of this section is to show that the set of
Newtonian fluid equations is indeed equivalent to the Einsteinian Eqs. (4.5). As we will point out
in the next section, the constraint arising from forcing ω  0, which was not taken into account
in [BR11b], is incompatible with general initial conditions. In this section we therefore keep the
transverse vector ω unconstrained, apart from the original assumption that ω D O.2=/.
Fluid equations Introducing the momentum j D .1 C ı/v, the curl-free non-relativistic fluid
equations (which also follow from rG D r.%uu/, with G from Eq. (4.2),2 % D
3H2.1 C ı/, u0 D  a and ui D avi and the aforementioned assumptions) can be written as
ı0 C r  j D 0 ; (4.8a)
j0 CH jC r 

j j
1C ı

C .1C ı/r	 D 0 ; (4.8b)
r  v D 0 : (4.8c)
The Poisson equation supplements both the fluid equations and the master system
ı D 2
3H2	 : (4.9)
Equivalence
(4.5) ) (4.8) The Euler equation (4.8b) can be derived easily from the master equation by
taking the time derivative of
j WD   2
3H2

r.	 0 CH	/   1
4
ω

(4.10)
2Note that the Bianchi identity rG D 0 does not hold anymore for the G with components (4.2) and r,
the covariant derivative within the ;  expansion scheme, see Eqs. (A.8) of [BMR07]. However rG D rT ,
consistently expanded in  and  leads to the correct Newtonian equations (4.8).
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and replacing	 00 andω0 according to (4.5a) and (4.5b), respectively. For details see App. 4.A.1.
The continuity equation (4.8a) is obtained by taking the time derivative of the Poisson equation
and making use of the definition of j, Eq. (4.10). Note that (4.8) is obtained with built-in condi-
tion r  v D 0. This is because ω in the Einstein system (4.5) is a second order quantity and
therefore initially v D j. But the fluid equations then imply r  v D 0 for all later times since
the Euler equation (4.8b) for w WD r  v implies
w0 CHw   r  .v  w/ D 0 ; (4.11)
and guarantees that if w D 0 initially, it remains so. Note that the initial condition w D 0 does
not constrain ı and  WD r v. It is also important to note that w D 0 does not imply ω D 0 since
w D r ω
6H2.1C ı/  
rı
.1C ı/2  j : (4.12)
(4.8) ) (4.5) To derive the coupled master system (4.5) from the fluid equations (4.8), one
has to define a transverse vector ω according to (4.10). The longitudinal ri= and transverse
part .ıij   rirj=/ of the Euler equation (4.8b) can then be used to derive (4.5a) and (4.5b),
respectively with the help of (4.9) and (4.8a). For details see App. 4.A.
Remarks We would like to point out that the equivalence might break down after shell-crossing
infinities ı ! 1 occur in the fluid system (4.8). These infinities are an artifact of the assumed
single streaming pressureless fluid and seem to be harmless in the master system (4.5) since
they simply correspond to regions where the matter source term (the curly brackets in (4.5c))
vanishes. This vanishing happens only if the numerator of the matter source remains finite at
shell crossings, which might not be the case. It would be interesting to extend the framework of
[BR11b] to include multi-streaming effects, which would allow to describe dark matter dynamics
at even smaller scales and times after shell crossings. However, simply adding a shear term to the
energy momentum tensor T ! %uuC  requires either an additional dynamical equation
for  or to postulate  to be a functional ofG00 andG0i . In Chapter 5 will show that an ansatz
like this exists that allows to describe collisionless dark matter in the single- and multi-stream
regime using a complex scalar field instead of perfect fluid. In App. 4.C we show how to derive
the corresponding master equation in the special case where  D p.T00; T0i/.uu C g/
and outline the case of shear viscosity.
One might wonder why Poisson gauge equipped with the assumptions about the metric and
its derivatives only, leads exactly to the Newtonian limit. The reason is that these assumptions
imply for the Einstein tensor Gij  G0i  G00 and therefore via Einstein equations Tij 
T0i  T00, which together with small metric perturbations ij ; !i  	 D ˚  1 defines a
Newtonian source. Therefore the --expansion seems to be equivalent to the post-Friedmann
expansion proposed in [BTW13, TBW14].
It should be also noted that the recently described [Ram13] cosmological frame dragging
effect on dust disappears in the double expansion scheme used here. Although a nonzero ω
is generated in our case, it leaves the dynamics of dust unchanged from the Newtonian case.
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ω encodes the miss-alignment of directions of the Newtonian rı and v, see Eq. (4.12). This
was already mentioned in [BTW13] and means that considering vanishing vector perturbations
ω D 0 enforces the constraint r  %v D 0, which was described in [BTW13] as unphysical.
It is also interesting to note that the Newtonian system (4.8) manifestly contains only two
scalar degrees of freedom ı and  , because w D 0 is a constant of motion. The fact that ifω D 0,
(4.5a) contains only the two scalar degrees of freedom 	 and 	 0 is suggestive for considering
the case of ω D 0, which will be done in the next section.
4.4 Problems with !i D 0
The special case of vanishing vector perturbations (setting ω  0) leads to the following system
of differential equations
	 00 C 3H	 0 C 1
2
.r	/2 D .PL/ijSij Œω D 0 ; (4.13a)
0 D .PV/kmi SkmŒω D 0 ; (4.13b)
with Sij ŒωD0 from Eq. (4.5c). Translating the system (4.13) into the fluid language, we observe
that Eqs. (4.8) are still implied but that in addition to r v D 0 also r  j D 0 is enforced during
time evolution. This puts strong constraints on the initial conditions of ı and v. Constraint (4.13b)
is equivalent to the requirement that rı is aligned with the velocity v,
rı  v D 0 ; (4.14)
see Eq. (4.12). While ignoring the constraint (4.13b) is inconsistent, keeping the constraint
has unwanted physical consequences for the allowed initial conditions of 	 . In [BR11b], only
Eq. (4.13a) without the accompanying constraint was obtained due to a mistake in going from
Eq. (2.11) to Eq. (2.12) in [BR11b].3 The master equation Eq. (4.13a) considered in [BR11b] is
equivalent to the following non-perturbative fluid-like system of equations
ı0 C r  j D 0 ; (4.15a)
r 

j0 CH jC r 

j j
1C ı

C .1C ı/r	

D 0 ; (4.15b)
r  j D 0 ; (4.15c)
see App. 4.A.2. These equations are only equivalent to the fluid equations (4.8) if rı  v D 0. If
this constraint is not satisfied, then although r  v D 0 holds initially it is not conserved during
time evolution.
3While the left hand sides of the 0i and ij Einstein equations, Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) in [BR11b], were projected
onto their longitudinal parts, the right hand sides were not projected. The wrong Eq. (2.5) was then used in Eq. (2.11),
leading to the master equation Eq. (2.13), or our Eq. (4.13a) without the constraint (4.13b).
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Figure 4.1: A sketch of the configuration space of two scalars and one transverse vector, left: in the basis ı; ;w,
right: in the basis 	;	 0;ω. The solution space with initial conditions w D ω D 0 is indicated by the two surfaces.
The surface with the continuous boundary line corresponds to the solution space of Newtonian fluid equations (4.8)
or (4.5) for which w D 0 holds during time evolution. The surface with dashed boundary corresponds to the solution
space of (4.15) or (4.13a) for which ω D 0 holds during time evolution, discarding (4.14) or (4.13b), respectively.
The dotted line – the intersection of the two planes – corresponds to the solution space of (4.13) or (4.14,4.15) in
which w D ω D 0 holds during time evolution. For instance, spherically symmetric solutions lie in this subspace.
As we will see next, the solution to Eqs. (4.15) are not a good approximation to the solution
of the Newtonian fluid system Eqs. (4.8) in perturbation theory. Hence, results obtained from
(4.13a), corresponding to Eq. (2.13) from [BR11b], should be reconsidered carefully using the
full master system (4.13). We summarize the three approaches of describing nonlinear dust
dynamics in Fig. 4.1.
Perturbation theory If one wants to solve the ω D w D 0 system Eq. (4.13) up to order n in
perturbation theory, one is forced to fine-tune ı1; ::; ın 1 and 1; :::; n 1, such that the constraint
is satisfied to order n. In particular, it can be easily shown that constraint (4.14) is incompatible
with Gaussian initial conditions for 	1 determining ı1 / 	1 and v1 / r	1. To this end we
show that the expectation value of jrı1  v1j is nonzero:
0 ¤ hjrı1  v1ji (4.16a)
, 0 ¤ h.rı1/2.v1/2   .rı1  v1/2i (4.16b)
, 0 ¤
Z 1
0
k4P1.k/ dk
Z 1
0
P1.p/ dp

 
Z 1
0
k2P1.k/dk
2
; (4.16c)
where we used the definition of the linear power spectrum hı1.k/ı1.p/i D .2/3ıD.kC p/P1.k/
and Wick’s theorem.
On the other hand if one considers the ω D 0 system Eq. (4.13a) as was done in [BR11b], one
obtains a wrong result for the perturbation theory kernels Fn3 defined as
ın.p/ D
Z
d 3k1
.2/3
:::
d 3kn
.2/3
.2/3ıD.k1 C :::C kn   p/Fn.k1; :::; kn/ı1.k1/:::ı1.kn/ : (4.17)
Indeed contrary to what was claimed in [BR11b], the symmetrized perturbation kernel F3 cal-
culated from the master equation (4.13a), see Eqs. (3.19-20) in [BR11b] and our Appendix 4.B,
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Figure 4.2: Left: Comparison between one-loop matter power spectra Pıı obtained using (4.18a) and (4.18b),
respectively. Right: Comparison between one-loop momentum power spectra Pjj obtained using (4.21). By SPT
we denote results obtained from the master system (4.5) including a growing mode for ω, which we checked to be
equivalent to SPT results based on (4.8). The ! D 0 labeled power spectra are obtained from (4.13a), neglecting
(4.13b).
is not equivalent to the symmetrized kernel F3 found in the standard literature, see for exam-
ple (A3) in [GGRW86]. Since this kernel directly affects P13;ıı , defined by 2hı1.k/ı3.p/i D
.2/3ıD.k C p/P13;ıı.k/, this leads to a discrepancy with results obtained for one-loop power
spectrum Pıı D P1 C P22;ıı C P13;ıı , using standard perturbation theory [MSS92] based on
Eqs. (4.8) and Gaussian statistics
P !D013;ıı.k/ D
k3
252  42P1.k/
Z 1
0
dr P1.kr/
(
40
r2
  614
3
C 440
3
r2   70r4C (4.18a)
C 5
r3
.r2   1/3.7r2 C 4/ ln
ˇˇˇˇ
1C r
1   r
ˇˇˇˇ )
;
P SPT13;ıı.k/ D
k3
252  42P1.k/
Z 1
0
dr P1.kr/
(
12
r2
  158C 100r2   42r4C (4.18b)
C 3
r3
.r2   1/3.7r2 C 2/ ln
ˇˇˇˇ
1C r
1   r
ˇˇˇˇ )
:
If we had used statistics that guarantee Eq. (4.13b), both expressions would be identical.4 Nu-
merical results obtained on the basis of (4.18) indicate that the differences for P13;ıı are of order
unity and relevant only on large scales, which results in a quite small percent-level deviation on
scales below 50 Mpc for the 1-loop matter power spectrum Pıı D P1 C P22;ıı C P13;ıı with
4See also [RR13, BHMW13] for another situation in which non-Gaussian initial conditions are required in order
to fulfill a relativistic constraint.
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standard values of the cosmological parameters, see Fig. 4.2, left.5 One might therefore hope that
ignoring the constraint arising from ω D 0, although inconsistent leads to physically acceptable
results also in the non-perturbative regime for which Eq. (4.13b) was devised in [BR11b]. Unfor-
tunately, the fact that the matter power spectrum in perturbation theory is close to SPT seems to
be accidental, because, as we will show next, the momentum power spectrum shows much larger
deviations. We therefore must conclude that the master equation Eq. (4.13b) cannot serve as an
approximation to the full system Eqs. (4.5) in the nonlinear regime.
To see this, we first note that setting ω D 0 gives rise to vorticity r  v2 ¤ 0 in second order
perturbation theory, unless one takes the constraint (4.13b), at second order into account. From
Eq. (4.10), see also Eq. (4.39):
vi2  	1	1;i (4.13b)D
r irj

.	1	1;j / : (4.19)
Therefore assuming ω D 0 and discarding the constraint rı  v D 0 introduces not only devi-
ations in the matter power spectrum at third order but also a curl in the velocity field in second
order perturbation theory. This curl has a large impact on the momentum power spectrum, see
Fig. 4.2, right. The momentum j, (4.10) can be rewritten with the help of the Poisson equation
as
j D  rı
0

C 1
6H2ω: (4.20)
The momentum power spectrum is defined via h j.k/  j.p/i D .2/3ıD.kC p/Pjj .k/ and takes
the following form in second order perturbation theory
P !D0jj .k/ D
H2
k2
 
P1.k/C 4P22;ıı.k/C 3P !D013;ıı.k/

(4.21a)
P SPTjj .k/ D
H2
k2
 
P1.k/C 4P22;ıı.k/C 3P SPT13;ıı.k/
C P SPT22;!!.k/ (4.21b)
P SPT22;!!.k/ D
H2k
2  42
Z 1
0
dr
Z 1
 1
dx P1.k
p
1   2rx C r2/P1.kr/.1   x
2/.1   2rx/2
.1   2rx C r2/2 :
(4.21c)
Note that we are focusing here on momentum instead of the usual velocity power spectrum,
because the 1-loop velocity power spectrum in case of ω D 0 suffers from a UV divergence,
see App. 4.B.3. This divergence is another hint that the system of fluid-like equations (4.15) is
unphysical.
4.5 Conclusion
The double expansion in small scales () and the small potentials () of the Einstein equations
with a dust fluid contains the Newtonian fluid equations (4.8) in form of the master equations
5The expression for P22;ıı is the same in the two cases. See App. 4.B.2.
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(4.5), if one assumes that metric vector perturbations are present and of order ω D O.2=/.
Additionally, this scheme also predicts the O./ quantities .	   ˚/, and ij , corresponding
to the slip and tensor perturbations. Although they are not relevant for the dynamics of the dust
fluid itself, they extend Newtonian gravity to consistently include effects of light propagation,
like nonlinear contributions to gravitational lensing or the Sachs-Wolfe effect, and gravitational
waves. Closely related to this work is [BTW13], which is based on a post-Friedmann expansion
of the small metric perturbations in powers of c 1 in Poisson gauge, which for the dust case
considered here seems to be equivalent to the --expansion. In [BTW13] the vector ω was
measured in a Newtonian N-body simulation and the effect on the weak lensing convergence
power spectrum was estimated. They were found to be negligible but still much larger than
expected from perturbation theory. With the same methods also .	   ˚/ and ij could be
obtained and their effect on lensing estimated.
We showed that only inclusion of vector perturbations renders the master (4.5) and fluid
systems (4.8) with standard initial conditions equivalent. Forcing ω  0, significantly truncates
the allowed space of initial conditions. In particular inflationary initial conditions where the
gravitational potential 	 is a Gaussian random field are excluded. Ignoring this constraint in
(4.13), as was effectively done in [BR11b], results in non-standard fluid-like equations (4.15)
and deviations in perturbation theory that become manifest at second order for velocity and
third order for the density perturbations. The 1-loop momentum power spectrum shows 50%
deviations at 10 Mpc scales compared to SPT, while the 1-loop velocity power spectrum is not
even converging, suggesting the unphysical nature of the master equation studied in [BR11b].
The coupled nonlinear equations of motion for metric perturbations ω and 	 , Eq. (4.5),
should be used as a starting point for investigations following the route of [BR11b] where Eq.
(4.13a) was used. We established that our result shares the remarkable feature found by [BR11b]
that the matter source term, the curly brackets in (4.5c), are switched off once the density con-
trast ı becomes large. Therefore the master system (4.5) for 	 and ω will prove useful in under-
standing the quasistatic dynamics and decay of the Newtonian potential 	 in nonlinear structure
formation.
In the context of linear relativistic perturbation theory – linear in , non-perturbative in  – we
found in Chapter 3 that the relativistic dynamics of dust can be mapped to Newtonian dynamics
and that therefore all relativistic information is encoded and can be extracted from Newtonian
simulations or other Newtonian techniques at the linear level.
In this chapter we considered the “opposite” regime where the density contrast can become
nonlinear but scales are much smaller than the horizon. Fortunately these two regimes, the large
and linear as well as small and nonlinear scales cover all situations relevant for cosmology and in
both cases Newtonian gravity does accurately describe the dynamics of a dust fluid. This means
that we can safely use Newtonian gravity to model linear and nonlinear structure formation while
the strongest relativistic effects arise through light propagation when dark matter is observed
(indirectly through galaxy surveys) with straightforward Newtonian interpretation as redshift
space distortion and gravitational lensing.
In the next chapter we will consider the nonlinear (and small scale) regime in more detail and
point out the shortcomings of the dust model and how a complex scalar field supersedes the dust
fluid in modelling selfgravitating collisionless cold dark matter.
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Appendix 4
4.A Explicit calculation of the equivalence
4.A.1 between (4.8) and (4.5)
The derivative of j D  2=.3H2/Œr.	 0 CH	/  ω=4 is given by
j i
0 D Hj i   2
3H2

.	 00 CH	 0   1
2
H2	/;i   1
4
!0i

(4.22)
We now write the master equation in terms of j and ı D 2=.3H2/	 and take the gradient of
the 	 equation (4.5a)
.	 00 C 3H	 0 C 1
2
.r	/2/;i D rkrmr2 ri

	;k	;m C 3H
2
2
jmj k
1C ı

(4.23a)
1
4
!0i C
1
2
!iH D
rirm

  ımi

rk

	;k	;m C 3H
2
2
j kjm
1C ı

(4.23b)
and subtract the second from the first equation
.	 00 C 3H	 0 C 1
2
.r	/2/;i   1
4
!0i  
1
2
!iH D

	;k	;i C 3H
2
2
j kj i
1C ı

;k
(4.24)
We now have an expression for the square bracket in Eq. (4.22)
.	 00 CH	 0   1
2
H2	/;i   1
4
!0i

D  2H	 0;i  
1
2
H2	;i C		;i C 1
2
H!i C 3H
2
2

j kj i
1C ı

;k
D 3H
2
2
 
2Hj i C .1C ı/	;i C

j kj i
1C ı

;k
!
; (4.25)
where we used in the second line the Poisson equation and the definition of j. Equation (4.22)
then becomes
j i
0 D  Hj i   .1C ı/	;i  

j kj i
1C ı

;k
; (4.26)
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which is just the Euler equation (4.8b). Of course it is only the Euler equation (usually written
in terms of v D j=.1 C ı/) if also the continuity equation ı0 D  r  j holds. In order to show
the other direction we can simply follow all the steps backwards. We start with (4.26) and insert
the definition of ω, Eq. (4.10), which from the Newtonian point of view is just the curl part of j,
while the longitudinal part is fixed by the continuity and Poisson equations, see also Eq. (4.20).
Therefore we can derive Eq. (4.25) with this definition of ω. After reversing the algebraic ma-
nipulations from (4.25) to (4.24), we only need to project onto the longitudinal and transverse
parts to obtain the master system (4.23), which is equivalent to (4.5a) if we assume vanishing
boundary conditions. Note that the equivalence only holds if we assume that a satisfies the
same Friedmann equations in both systems, which corresponds to the assumption of vanishing
backreaction.
4.A.2 between (4.15) and (4.13a)
The derivative of j D  2=.3H2/r.	 0 CH	/ is given by
j i
0 D Hj i   2
3H2

.	 00 CH	 0   1
2
H2	/;i

(4.27)
We now write the master equation in terms of j and ı and take the gradient of the 	 equation
(4.13a)
.	 00 C 3H	 0 C 1
2
.r	/2/;i D rkrmr2 ri

	;k	;m C 3H
2
2
j kjm
1C ı

; (4.28)
which can be used to eliminate 	 00 in Eq. (4.27). Using the definition of j, we get
j i
0 D  Hj i   	;i   2
3H2ri

 1
2
.r	/2 C rkrm


	;k	;m C 3H
2
2
j kjm
1C ı

: (4.29)
Using again the definition of j and the Poisson equation this can be simplified to
j i
0 D  Hj i   rirj

"
.1C ı/	;j C

j kj j
1C ı

;k
#
; (4.30)
which is equivalent to
r 

j0 CH jC r 

j j
1C ı

C .1C ı/r	

D 0 ; (4.31a)
r  j D 0 : (4.31b)
Since all steps can be reversed we have shown the equivalence between the master equation of
[BR11b], our (4.13a) and the fluid like equation (4.15).
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4.B Perturbation theory
We follow [BR11b] to expand the master system Eq. (4.5)
	 00 C 3H	 0   2

H2   2a
00
a

	 (4.32a)
D  1
2
.r	/2 C r
irj

 
	;i	;j C 2
3H2
(
.	 0 CH	/;i   14!i
 
.	 0 CH	/;j   14!j

1C 2
3H2	
)!
;
1
4
!0i C
1
2
!iH (4.32b)
D
r irm

  ımi

rk
 
	;k	;m C 2
3H2
(
.	 0 CH	/;k   14!k
 
.	 0 CH	/;m   14!m

1C 2
3H2	
)!
perturbatively as in Eqs. (3.1)-(3.20) of [BR11b]. For convenience, this is done for the case of
matter domination. We do this in order make it easier for the reader of [BR11b] to understand
where and how perturbative solutions presented in [BR11b] are modified through the inclusion
of ω. The underscored equation numbers below correspond to equations in [BR11b]. Since
we have already proven the nonperturbative equivalence of the master system (4.32) and the
standard Newtonian dust fluid system (4.8), it does not come as a surprise that a perturbative ex-
pansion of (4.32) agrees with standard perturbation theory (SPT), based on (4.8), see for instance
[GGRW86]. The Friedmann equations and background quantities read
3H2 D a2 N%;

H2   2a
00
a

D 0; N% D %0a
3
0
a3
) a D 2; H D 2

: (4.33)
	 and ω are expanded up to third order employing that ω is a second order quantity
	 D 	1 C 	2 C 	3 C ::: ; (4.34)
!i D !.2/i C !.3/i C ::: :
The standard perturbative expansion does not treat gradients in a special way. Therefore we
have to remember that although we estimated in the non-perturbative case, for instance, that
ω D O.2=3/ D O.=/ and 	=H2 D O.=2/ ' 1, we have now ω D O.2/
and 	=H2 D O./ to leading order in Eqs. (4.34), where order n is denoted by the sub-
and superscript of 	n and !
.n/
i , respectively. Plugging expansion (4.34) into Eqs. (4.32) and
demanding that the equations are fulfilled order by order, one can solve Eq. (4.32) iteratively.
At order n only metric perturbations 	m, !
.m/
i with m < n appear on the right hand side of
Eq. (4.32). Therefore considering the system (4.32) at order n, all the 	m and !
.m/
i can be
replaced by the lower order solutions obtained a step earlier. From the solution for 	 and ω the
density contrast ı and the velocity vi are obtained by perturbatively expanding the 00 and 0i
Einstein equation:
ı D 2
3H2	 ; v D  
2
3H2
r.	 0 CH	/   1
4
ω
1C ı : (4.35)
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4.B.1 First order
We obtain neglecting the decaying mode
	 001 C 3H	 01 D 0 ) 	1.x; / D 	1.x; ini/ DW 	L.x/ : (4.36)
There is no O./ contribution to ω. The solutions for ı1 and the peculiar velocity v1 are
ı1 D 
2
6
	L DW ıL ; (4.37)
v1 D   2
3H2r.	
0
1 CH	1/ D  

3
r	L ; (4.38)
which are the SPT results in first order.
4.B.2 Second order
To obtain the second order contribution we insert 	1 into the right hand side of the 	 -equation
	 002 C 3H	 02 D
5
3
rirj

.	L;i	L;j /   1
2
.	L;i/
2 ; (3.6)
in which there is again no ω, and separate the time dependence from the spatial one
	2 D 
2
14

5
3
.	L/
2 C 7
3
	L;i	L;i C 2
3
.	L;ij /
2

: (3.11)
The density contrast is related to the Newtonian potential
ı2.p3; / D  
2
6
p23	2.p3; / D
Z
d3p1d
3p2
.2/3
F2.p1; p2/ıD.p3   p1   p2/ıL.p1; /ıL.p2; / ;
F2.p1; p2/ D 5
7
C 1
2
.p1  p2/p
2
1 C p22
p21p
2
2
C 2
7
.p1  p2/2
p21p
2
2
: (3.12)
where we obtained F2 by reading off the coefficients and gradient structure from (3.11), used
ı D  2k2	=6 and symmetrized the second term. The velocity is obtained from
vi2 D  
2
3H2 .	
0
2 C 	2H/;i C
4
9H4 .	
0
1 C 	1H/;i	1 C
1
6H2!
.2/
i ; (4.39)
with divergence  D r  v given by
 2 D ı02 C r  .ı1v1/ ; (4.40)
in which the !.2/i drops out. Using the linear solution and ı2 we obtain its Fourier transform
 2.p3; /H D F

2ı2   ı2L   rıL 
rıL


.p3/
D
Z
d3p1d
3p2
.2/3
G2.p1; p2/ıD.p3   p1   p2/ıL.p1; /ıL.p2; / ; (4.41)
G2.p1; p2/ D 3
7
C 1
2
.p1  p2/p
2
1 C p22
p21p
2
2
C 4
7
.p1  p2/2
p21p
2
2
: (3.15)
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We see that in the derivation of ı2 and 2 no ω contributed, such that one obtains the SPT
result for F2 and G2 even in the case where one sets to zero vector perturbations. This can be
also understood from the fluid-like system (4.15), equivalent to the master equation (4.32a) with
ω D 0 and neglecting (4.32b). The modified Euler equation (4.15b)
ri

.1C ı/Euleri D 0 ; Euleri WD vi 0 CHvi C vi;jvj C 	;i ; (4.42)
at first order ri
 
Euleri1
 D 0 is simply the Bernoulli equation and therefore equivalent to (4.8b)
in case of vanishing curl of v
Euleri D 0 r vD0, riEuleri D 0 : (4.43)
At second order, the modified Euler equation (4.15b) takes the form
ri
 
Euleri2
 D ri  ı1Euleri1 ; (4.44)
which, upon using the 1st order solution, simplifies to
ri
 
Euleri2
 D 0 : (4.45)
Therefore 2 is not modified, even though vi2 with ω D 0 is not curl-free and does not solve
Euleri2 D 0; it solves only (4.45). The vi2 including ω, (4.39) does solve Euleri2 D 0 and is
curl-free.
To show this, let us calculate !.2/i and the curl part of v
i
2. At second order in perturbation
theory we can neglect !i on the right hand side of (4.32b) since they are always multiplied by
	 and therefore contribute to higher orders only. Using a growing mode ansatz for the time
dependence we find !.n/i .x; / D  .n 2/C1 Q!.n/i .x/ for n  2, such that we obtain at second order
!
.2/
i D
8
3H
r irm

  ımi

rk.	1;k	1;m/ : (4.46)
In Fourier space we can write down the kernel ˝ i2 for
i
A
!
.2/
i .p3; /
6H3 D iF
r irm

  ımi

rk.ıL;k

ıL;m

/

.p3/
D
Z
d3p1d
3p2
.2/3
˝ i2.p1; p2/ıD.p3   p1   p2/ıL.p1; /ıL.p2; / ; (4.47)
˝ i2.p1; p2/ D

.p1 C p2/i.p1 C p2/m
.p1 C p2/2   ı
m
i

.p1 C p2/  p1
p21
pm2
p22
: (4.48)
The solution for the velocity vi2 is now curl-free, .ı
j
i   r irj=/vj2 D 0. To show this, we
expand the 0i equation
vi D  2.	
0 C 	H/;i C 12!i
3H2 C 2	 (4.49)
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to calculate the vector part of
vi2 D  
2
3H2 .	
0
2 C 	2H/;i C
4
9H4 .	
0
1 C 	1H/;i	1 C
1
6H2!
.2/
i (4.50)
using the transverse projector and the second order solution for !.2/i , Eq. (4.46). The simple
calculation

ı
j
i  
r irj


v
j
2 D
4
9H3
r irm

  ımi

.	1;k	1;mk/ (4.51)
D 4
9H3
r irm

  ımi

1
2
.r	/2;m D 0 (4.52)
shows that r  v2 D 0 and therefore vi2, including ω, is a solution to Euleri2 D 0.
4.B.3 Third order
At third order in perturbation theory, ω will show up in F3 andG3. Therefore, contrary to claims
in [BR11b], perturbation theory based on ω D 0 is not equivalent to SPT. We will only consider
the 	 -equation, because at order n D 3 only !.2/i will be necessary to obtain F3 and G3. Taking
into account that 	 02 D H	2 we obtain
	 003 C 3H	 03 D  	L;i	2;i C
14
3
rirj

.	L;i	2;j /   4
9H2
rirj

 
	L;i	L;j	L
  (3.16)
  1
3H
rirj


	L;i!
.2/
j

;
where the second line is not present in Eq. 3.16 of [BR11b]. One can separate the time depen-
dence from the spatial one and switch to Fourier space and use that a product in real space is a
convolution in Fourier space. In addition we use that ı D  2k2	=6 and insert the expression
for 	2 and !
.2/
i to obtain
ı3.p4; / D  
2
6
p24	3.p4; / (3.20)
D
Z
d3p1d
3p2d
3p3
.2/6
F3.p1; p2; p3/ıD.p4   p1   p2   p3/ıL.p1/ıL.p2/ıL.p3/ :
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The F3 D F .1/3 C F .2/3 C F .3/3 C F .4/3 can be decomposed into 4 parts of Eq. (3.16), of which
only the first 3 survive for ω D 0. In the following expressions p4 D p1 C p2 C p3.
F
.1/
3 D  
1
6
p1  .p2 C p3/p24
p21jp2 C p3j2
F2.p2; p3/ (3.20a)
D   1
14
p1  .p2 C p3/p24
p21p
2
2p
2
3

5
3
.p2 C p3/  p2 .p2 C p3/  p3
jp2 C p3j2  
1
2
.p2  p3/

;
F
.2/
3 D
7
9
.p4  p1/Œp4  .p2 C p3/
p21jp2 C p3j2
F2.p2; p3/ (3.20b)
D 1
3
.p4  p1/Œp4  .p2 C p3/
p21p
2
2p
2
3

5
3
.p2 C p3/  p2 .p2 C p3/  p3
jp2 C p3j2  
1
2
.p2  p3/

;
F
.3/
3 D  
1
9
.p4  p1/.p4  p2/p23
p21p
2
2p
2
3
; (3.20c)
F
.4/
3 D  
2
9
p4  p1
p21p
2
2p
2
3
p
j
4

.p2 C p3/j .p2 C p3/m
jp2 C p3j2   ı
m
j

pm3 .p2 C p3/  p2 : (3.20d)
In the main text we denoted the power spectrum calculated from F !D03 D F .1/3 CF .2/3 CF .3/3 (the
F3 of [BR11b]) by P !D0 . The power spectrum calculated from F3 D F .1/3 CF .2/3 CF .3/3 CF .4/3
was denoted by P SPT. Since the expression for ı3 only depends on the symmetrized part of F3,
denoted by F sym3 , one must use F
sym
3 in the power spectrum. The F
sym
3 then has to be compared to
the symmetrized versions from the literature in order to verify that our F3 really coincides with
SPT. We did this in Mathematica and checked against the formulas provided in [GGRW86] and
[JB94]. We also explicitly show in this file the difference between the symmetrized F !D03 and
F3. The Mathematica notebook is enclosed in the arXiv source file for this document [KUH14].
In the following we won’t need the vector part of v3, since we will only require θ3 for the
velocity power spectrum at 1-loop order. We start with the 0j -Einstein equation
vi.1C ı/ D   2
3H2
 
.	 0 C 	H/;i   14!i

(4.53)
expand to third order and take the divergence
 3 D 3Hı3 C r  .v2ı1/C r  .v1ı2/ (4.54)
If ı3 and v2 take their SPT forms also 3 will coincide with SPT, see for instance Eq. (6b) of
[GGRW86]. Therefore in the case of dynamical ω we find G3 D GSPT3 . In the case where we set
ω D 0, the resulting expression differs due the differing F !D03 and v2 developing a nonzero curl
v!D02 D  2H
rı2

  ı1v1 : (4.55)
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Figure 4.3: Left: Comparison between integration kernels Kıı13 of the 1-loop matter power spectrum for P13;ıı .
Right: Comparison between the integration kernels K13 of the 1-loop velocity power spectrum P13;vv . For ! D 0
the velocity kernel K13 goes like r
2 for r  1 and leads to UV-divergent P !D013;vv .
Therefore G!D03 changes to
 3.p4; /H D
Z
d3p1d
3p2d
3p3
.2/6
G3.p1; p2; p3/ıD.p4   p1   p2   p3/ıL.p1; /ıL.p2; /ıL.p3; /
G!D03 D 3F !D03   p4 

p1 C p2
jp1 C p2j2F2.p1; p2/C
p2
p22

  p4  p1
p21
F2.p2; p3/ : (4.56)
The velocity power spectrum is defined via hv.k/  v.p/i D .2/3ıD.kC p/Pvv.k/. Because of
the Dirac function the power spectrum splits into Pvv.k/ D P.k/C Pww.k/. At 1-loop order
using the symmetrized G2, G3 and ˝ i2 we find
P !D0vv .k/ D
1
k2
 H2P1.k/C P22;.k/C P !D013;.k/C P !D022;ww.k/ (4.57a)
P SPTvv .k/ D
1
k2
 H2P1.k/C P22;.k/C P SPT13;.k/ ; (4.57b)
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with
P !D022;ww.k/ D
H2k
2  42
Z 1
0
dr
Z 1
 1
dx P1.k
p
1   2rx C r2/P1.kr/.1   x
2/.1   2rx/2
.1   2rx C r2/2
(4.58a)
D P SPT22;!!.k/ (4.58b)
P !D013;.k/ D
H2k3
42  42P1.k/
Z 1
0
dr P1.kr/
(
20
r2
  319
3
C 76
3
r2   25r4C (4.58c)
C 5
2r3
.r2   1/3. 5r2 C 4/ ln
ˇˇˇˇ
1C r
1   r
ˇˇˇˇ )
P SPT13;.k/ D
H2k3
42  42P1.k/
Z 1
0
dr P1.kr/
(
6
r2
  41C 2r2   3r4C (4.58d)
C 3
2r3
.r2   1/3.r2 C 2/ ln
ˇˇˇˇ
1C r
1   r
ˇˇˇˇ )
:
Here P22; is the standard expression, since G2 does not depend on ω, see (3.15). The P13;
are quite different, though. While P SPT
13;
converges, P !D0
13;
is UV-divergent for standard P1,
which go in the UV like k0:96.ln k=k2/2. We plot in Fig. 4.3 the integration kernels
Kıı13.r/ D 6r2
Z 1
 1
F
sym
3 .q; q; k/dx ; K13 .r/ D 6r2
Z 1
 1
G
sym
3 .q; q; k/dx ; (4.59)
where r D q=k and x D q  k=.qk/. These kernels correspond to the curly brackets in (4.18a)
and (4.18b) as well as (4.58c) and (4.58d), respectively. The divergence of P !D0
13;
is not cancelled
by P !D022;ww in Eq. (4.57a). The physical interpretation of this result remains unclear. Note that
also for power-laws P1 / kn UV-divergences can appear in SPT, whose physical meaning is
not well understood, see for instance the discussion in [BCGS02a], Sec 4.2.2. The 1-loop power
spectra for matter Pıı , (4.18), and momentum Pjj , (4.21), on the other hand are well behaved in
the case of ω D 0, see also Fig. 4.2.
On the basis of these convergent expressions for Pıı and Pjj we can already conclude that
solutions obtained by setting ω D 0 and therefore solutions to (4.15) significantly deviate from
solutions of the standard curl-free and pressureless fluid equations (4.8). Having in addition a
divergent result for P !D0vv might suggest the unphysical nature of (4.15).
4.C Master Equation for perfect fluid and cosmological con-
stant
We generalize the master equation to the case of an imperfect fluid with pressure/bulk viscosity
p and include a cosmological constant . This serves as an example of how to generalize
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the master equation to arbitrary energy momentum tensors that extend the simple perfect and
pressureless dust fluid T D %uu . For instance, to model multi-streaming effects one might
want to include an effective pressure and shear, see for instance [BNSZ12b]. If these additional
tensors are functionals of G00 and G0i only, they can be again eliminated from the Einstein
equations. As an example we assume a perfect non-relativistic fluid with pressure p D c2s N%ı. We
simplify the energy momentum tensor according to the double expansion scheme and assuming
non-relativistic velocities v.
T D %uu C p.uu C g/  g ;
T00 ' %u20 C p.u20   a2/  g00 ' .%C/a2
T0i ' .%C p/u0ui
Tij ' .%C p/uiuj C .p  /.1C 2	/a2ıij
We can rewrite the first term in Tij using the Einstein equations
.%C p/uiuj D T0iT0j
.%C p/u20
D T0iT0j
.%CC p  /u20
D G0iG0j
G00 C .p  /a2
The new source term therefore is
QSij D 1
2
.1C2	/a2.p /ıijC	;i	;jC 2
3H2
(
.	 0 CH	/;i   14!i
 
.	 0 CH	/;j   14!j

1C 1
3H2 Œ2	 C a2.p  /
)
which should be used in (4.5) and (4.7), with the right hand side of (4.5a) replaced by
	 00 C 3H	 0 C

H2   2a
00
a

1
2
  2	

C 1
2
.r	/2 :
If the pressure is negligible compared to the energy density p  %, as it is the case for a fluid
that models CDM, the only relevant new term is the first term in QSij . In a similar fashion a shear
viscosity  as well as a bulk viscosity  could be added to the dust model T D %uu ,
˙ D  .uu˛ C ı˛/.uˇu C ıˇ /.u.˛Iˇ/  
2
3
g˛ˇu
%
I%/   u%I%.uu C g/ ;
in which case the tensorial structure of the resulting NSij would be more complicated. Assuming
that in the small velocity limit, ˙00  T00 as well ˙0i  T0i holds, the dominant parts of ˙ij
are given by ˙ij '  a.v.i;j /   23ıijr  v/   ıijr  v. In this case any tensor depending only
on ı and v, can be rewritten according to 00 and 0i component of the Einstein equation
vi D
.	 0 CH	/;i   14!i
1C 2
3H2	
; ı D 2
3H2	 :
5
The Schrödinger Method
This chapter is published as an article [UKH14], and arose in collaboration with Cora Uhlemann
and Thomas Haugg. We investigate large-scale structure formation of collisionless dark matter
in the phase space description based on the Vlasov (or collisionless Boltzmann) equation whose
nonlinearity is induced solely by gravitational interaction according to the Poisson equation.
Determining the time-evolution of density and peculiar velocity demands solving the full Vlasov
hierarchy for the moments of the phase space distribution function. In the presence of long-range
interaction no consistent truncation of the hierarchy is known apart from the pressureless fluid
(dust) model which is incapable of describing virialization due to the occurrence of shell-crossing
singularities and the inability to generate vorticity and higher cumulants like velocity dispersion.
Our goal is to find a simple ansatz for the phase space distribution function that approximates
the full Vlasov distribution function without pathologies in a controlled way and therefore can
serve as theoretical N-body double and as a replacement for the dust model. We argue that
the coarse-grained Wigner probability distribution obtained from a wave function fulfilling the
Schrödinger-Poisson equation (SPE) is the sought-after function. We show that its evolution
equation approximates the Vlasov equation and therefore also the dust fluid equations before
shell-crossing, but cures the shell-crossing singularities and is able to describe regions of multi-
streaming and virialization. This feature was already employed in cosmological simulations
of large-scale structure formation by Widrow and Kaiser [WK93]. The coarse-grained Wigner
ansatz allows to calculate all higher moments from density and velocity analytically, thereby
incorporating nonzero higher cumulants in a self-consistent manner. On this basis we are able to
show that the Schrödinger method (ScM) automatically closes the corresponding hierarchy such
that it suffices to solve the SPE in order to directly determine density and velocity and all higher
cumulants.
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5.1 Introduction
The standard model of large-scale structure (LSS) formation and halo formation is based on col-
lisionless cold dark matter (CDM), a yet unknown particle species that for purposes of LSS and
larger halos can be assumed to interact only gravitationally and to be cold or initially single-
streaming. We are therefore interested in the dynamics of a large collection of identical point
particles that via gravitational instability evolve from initially small density perturbations into
eventually bound structures, like halos that are distributed along the loosely bound LSS com-
posed of superclusters, sheets, and filaments [Pee80, SWJC05, TSMC14]. All these structures
depend on cosmological parameters, in particular the background energy density of CDM and
the cosmological constant. We therefore require accurate modelling and theoretical understand-
ing of CDM dynamics to extract those cosmological parameters from observations. While the
shape of the LSS can be reasonably well described by modelling the CDM as a pressureless fluid
(dust), it necessarily fails at small scales where multiple streams form. Multi-streaming is espe-
cially important for halo formation (virialization), but already affects LSS and its observation in
redshift-space.
On sub-Hubble scales and for non-relativistic velocities the Newtonian limit of the Ein-
stein equations is sufficient to describe the time evolution of structures within the universe
[CZ11, GW12] and Chapters 3 and 4. Furthermore the large number of particles under considera-
tion suppresses collisions such that the phase space dynamics is only affected by the smooth New-
tonian potential [Gil68]. Therefore the time-evolution of the phase space distribution function
f .t; x; p/ is governed by the Vlasov (or collisionless Boltzmann) equation whose nonlinearity is
induced by the gravitational force obtained from the Poisson equation sourced by
R
d3pf .t; x; p/.
Even though this model seems to be quite simple from a conceptual point of view, no general
solution is known and one usually has to resort to N-body simulations which tackle the prob-
lem of solving the dynamical equations numerically, see for instance [Tey02, SWJC05, SFW06,
BSWC09, KPGD09, KPRC11, AHK12, HAK13]. From the analytical point of view, different
methods to describe LSS formation based on the dust model have been developed. The dust
model describes CDM as a pressureless fluid using hydrodynamic equations [Pee80], and is
studied especially in the context of perturbation theory. Among them the two most commonly
used methods are the Eulerian framework describing the dynamics of density and velocity fields,
see Chapters 4 and 6.3.1 or e.g. [BCGS02b], and the Lagrangian description following the field
of trajectories of particles, see Chapter 6.3.2 or e.g. [BMW94a]. The dust model is an exact
solution to the Vlasov equation which describes “absolutely” cold dark matter and works quite
well in the linear and quasi-linear regime of LSS formation. But the dust model not only fails
to catch the dynamics when multiple streams occur in the N-body dynamics, but actually runs
into so called shell-crossing singularities or caustics forming at the smallest scales. One might
therefore say that the dust model is UV-incomplete.
A possibility to circumvent the formation of singularities and to restore agreement with sim-
ulations in the weakly nonlinear regime is to introduce an artificial viscosity term in the pres-
sureless fluid equations which is effective only in regions where the dust evolution would predict
a singularity. This phenomenological model proposed in [GSS89] is known as adhesion ap-
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proximation and was shown to be able to reproduce the skeleton of the cosmic web in [WG90].
However, such ad-hoc constructions remain quite unsatisfying from a conceptual point of view;
for example the size of formed structures directly depends on the viscosity parameter rather then
the initial conditions and it is unclear how well the Vlasov equation is approximated.
A more general reasoning was pursued in the direction of coarse-grained perturbation theory
which led to models that were argued to incorporate adhesive features. When the dynamical
evolution of a many-body system is described by means of a continuous phase space distribu-
tion one has to consider coarse-grained or macroscopic quantities, thereby neglecting detailed
information about the microscopic degrees of freedom. Although at a first glance this might
seem inconvenient, it is indeed an advantageous point of view, especially when comparing to
data inferred from observations or simulations, that are fundamentally coarse-grained. There-
fore the dynamical evolution of smoothed density and velocity fields relevant for cosmological
structure formation has been under investigation, see for example [Dom00, BD05], where it was
argued that coarse-graining may lead automatically to adhesive behavior. Furthermore it was
shown in [PMSV12a] that for averaged fields the correspondence between the occurance of ve-
locity dispersion and multi-streaming phenomena due to shell-crossing breaks down. This is due
to the fact that the coarse-graining introduces a nonzero velocity dispersion between the parti-
cles within each coarse-graining cell which mimics microscopic velocity dispersion connected
to genuine multi-streaming.
Solving the Vlasov equation is equivalent to solving the infinite coupled hierarchy of equa-
tions for the cumulants of the distribution function f with respect to momentum p. This means
that in order to determine the time evolution of the zeroth and first cumulants, related to den-
sity and velocity, all higher cumulants starting with velocity dispersion are relevant, see [PS09].
Only neglecting them entirely is consistent [PS09]; in this case one is lead to the popular dust
model [Pee80]. Gravity is the dominant force on cosmological scales and in the early stages of
gravitational instability matter is distributed very smoothly with nearly single-valued velocities.
Therefore the dust model has proven quite successful in describing the evolution as long as the
collective motion of particles is well-described by this coherent flow. However, as soon as the
density contrast becomes non-linear, multiple streams form and become relevant in the Vlasov
dynamics while caustics – called ‘shell-crossing’ singularities – are developed indicating that the
underlying approximations are no longer justified and the model looses its predictability. The
problem of developing singularities and failure of being a good description afterwards, also oc-
curs in the first order Lagrangian solution, called Zel’dovich approximation [Zel70], which is the
exact solution in the plane-parallel collapse studied in Sec. 5.4.
The Schrödinger method (ScM), originally proposed in [WK93, DW96] as numerical tech-
nique for following the evolution of CDM, models CDM as a complex scalar field obeying the
coupled Schrödinger-Poisson equations (SPE) [CS03, SC06, Gue95] in which „ merely is a free
parameter that can be chosen at will and determines the phase space resolution. The ScM is
comprised of two parts; (1) solving the SPE with desired initial conditions and (2) taking the
Husimi transform [Hus40] to construct a phase space distribution from the wave function. The
correspondence between distribution functions in classical mechanics and phase space represen-
tations of quantum mechanics has been investigated in detail by [Tak89], both analytically as
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well as by means of numerical examples. It turned out that the Wigner function, obtained from
a wave function fulfilling the SPE, corresponds poorly to classical dynamics. In contrast, the
coarse-grained Wigner or Husimi distribution was shown to be indeed a good model for coarse-
grained classical mechanics [Tak89, WK93].
The SPE can be seen as the non-relativistic limit of the Klein-Gordon-Einstein equations
[Wid97, GG12]. From this perspective the physical interpretation (if „ takes the value of the
Planck constant) is that CDM is actually a non-interacting and non-relativistic Bose-Einstein
condensate, in which case the SPE can be interpreted as a special Gross-Pitaevskii equation, see
[Ram13] for a review. The axion could be such a Bose-Einstein condensate [DGLC14].
In plasma and solid state physics as well as mathematical physics the equation is known as
Choquard equation [Lie77, AS01]. In the context of “gravitational state reduction” this equation,
denoted by Schrödinger-Newton equation, was studied e.g. in [MPT98]. There have also been
investigations on the connection between general fluid dynamics and wave mechanics [Mad27,
Spi80].
The similarity between the SPE and the dust model has been also employed in the context
of wave mechanics. There the so-called free-particle approximation (based on the free-particle
Schrödinger equation, see [Tho11]) was shown to closely resemble the Zel’dovich approximation
[CS03, SC06] while avoiding singularities. In some works a modified SPE system with an added
quantum pressure term was considered, [JLH09, TvJ11] which then is equivalent to the usual
fluid system. Clearly this approach is not advantageous since the fluid description is known to
break down at shell-crossing. This had lead to the claim in [JLH09] that also the Schrödinger
method breaks down. In [SK03] perturbation theory based on the SPE in the limit „ ! 0 was
considered where it was emphasized that shell-crossing singularities are avoided. However their
calculations assumed „ D 0 identically, which leads to results equivalent to standard perturbation
theory (SPT) based on a dust fluid, without solving the shell-crossing problem.
That the ScM is a viable model for cosmological structure formation and in particular capable
of describing multi-streaming was exemplarily demonstrated by means of numerical examples
in [WK93, DW96, SBRC13]. However, the bulk of these investigations were aimed at replacing
N-body simulations by a numerical solution to the SPE. Therefore the methods applied therein
are unsuitable and inconvenient for the genuine analytical approach we want to establish. In
[WK93, DW96] a superposition of N Gaussian wave packets was used as initial wave function,
thereby closely resembling the N particles in a N-body simulation. In [SBRC13] CDM was
modelled by N wave functions coupled via the Poisson equation. We will study the case of a
single wave function on an expanding background with nearly cold initial conditions. The result
suggests that indeed the ScM is a substantially better suited analytical tool to study CDM dy-
namics than the dust model: in the single-stream regime they stay arbitrarily close to each other,
but while dust fails and stops when multi-streaming should occur, the Schrödinger wave function
continues without any pathologies and behaves like multi-streaming CDM when interpreted in a
coarse-grained sense. Although it was already observed in [CS03] that the wave function does
not run into singularities, it was claimed that it still cannot describe multi-streaming or virial-
ization. Indeed, our numerical example closely resembling that of [CS03], but generalised to
an expanding background, proves the contrary. Fig 5.1 and the flip-book animation in the right
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corner show the dynamics of the Husimi function fH using the ScM: the density remains finite at
shell-crossing, fH forms multi-stream regions and ultimately virializes. None of these features
necessary for a full description of LSS and halo formation are accessible with the dust model.
Goal The aim of this chapter is to present the Schrödinger method, already investigated in
the context of cosmological simulations, as a theoretical N-body double for the phase space
distribution function f . We show that phase space density fH obtained from the ScM solves
the Vlasov equation approximately but in a controlled manner. We demonstrate that fH closes
the hierarchy of moments automatically but yet allows for multi-streaming and virialization.
We give explicit analytic expressions for higher order non-vanishing cumulants, like velocity
dispersion, in terms of the wave function and in terms of the macroscopic physical density and
velocity fields. This constitutes a new approach to tackle the closure problem of the Vlasov
hierarchy apart from truncation or restricting oneself to the dust model and its limitations. We
shed light on the physical interpretation by means of a numerical study of pancake formation. In
summary this means that the ScM models CDM in a well-behaved manner with initial conditions
and single-stream dynamics arbitrarily close to dust. Unlike dust, the ScM captures all relevant
physics for describing CDM dynamics even in the deeply nonlinear regime and does not break
down on the smallest scales, therefore providing a UV-completion of dust.
Structure This chapter is organized as follows: In Sec. 5.2 we review the phase space descrip-
tion of cold dark matter and explain how one is lead to the Vlasov equation on an expanding
background. After introducing the dust model we re-derive the coarse-grained Vlasov equa-
tion. We then introduce the Wigner function as an ansatz for the phase space distribution and
explain its connection to the dust model. We derive the corresponding Wigner-Vlasov equation
as well as its coarse-grained version and discuss their relations to the Vlasov equation and the
coarse-grained Vlasov equation, respectively. In Sec. 5.3 we determine the moments of the three
different phase space distributions – the dust model, the Wigner function and the coarse-grained
Wigner or Husimi distribution. In Sec. 5.4 we investigate the pancake collapse to illustrate that
the dynamics of the complex scalar field is free from the pathologies of the dust fluid and serves
therefore both as a theoretical N-body double and as a UV completion of dust. On this basis
we explain how the closure of the hierarchy of moments can be achieved and finally discuss the
implications. In Sec. 5.5 we make suggestions about possible future research based on ScM and
conclude in Sec. 5.6.
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Figure 5.1: Collapse of a pancake (plane-parallel) density profile on a Einstein-de Sitter background as seen in phase
space using the ScM. blue contours: Phase space density fH calculated from Eqs. (5.13, 5.23) at four characteristic
moments in time. red dotted line: the Zel’dovich solution of Eq. (5.60) is the exact dust solution, valid until a D 1.
Only the first panel can be described by dust. Shell-crossing (2nd panel), multi-streaming (3rd panel) and viralisation
(4th panel) are accessible with the ScM but not with dust. That the dynamics corresponds to CDM is proven in
Sec. 5.2.4. How to obtain cumulants without constructing fH is shown in Sec. 5.3.3.
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5.2 Phase-space description of cold dark matter
5.2.1 From Klimontovich to Vlasov equation
The exact one-particle (Klimontovich) phase space density fK of N identical particles following
trajectories fxi.t/; pi.t/g, i 2 1; :::; N , in phase space is given by a sum of ı-functions
fK.t; x; p/ D 1
N
NX
iD1
ıD .x   xi.t// ıD .p  pi.t// : (5.1)
We use comoving coordinates x with associated conjugate momentum p D a2m d x=dt , where
a is the scale factor satisfying the Friedmann equation (3.3) of a ƒCDM or Einstein-de Sitter
universe.1 For convenience we will in general suppress the t -dependence of the distribution
function in the following. This phase space density obeys the Klimontovich equation [Kli69]
encoding phase space density conservation along phase space trajectories
DfK
dt
D @fK
@t
C d x
dt
 @fK
@x
C d p
dt
 @fK
@p
D 0 : (5.2)
Upon using the equations of motion for non-relativistic particles with trajectories fxi.t/; pi.t/g
one arrives at
@tfK D   p
a2m
 rxfK CmrxV  rpfK : (5.3a)
The nonlinearity in (5.3a) is induced by the fact that the Newtonian potential V describes gravi-
tational interaction and therefore depends through the Poisson equation on the density field given
by the integral of the distribution function over momentum
V D 4G%0
a
Z
d3pfK   1

; (5.3b)
where %0 is the (constant) comoving matter background density such that fK has a background
value or spatial average value hRd3pfKivol D 1. When symbols like r or  D r  r are used
without subscripts they refer to spatial derivatives rx or x , respectively.
Retaining all details concerning the microstate of a system, the spiky Klimontovich density
is not really of practical use. Rather one is interested in the statistical average taken over an
ensemble of different realizations of the distribution of the N particles. This information is
contained within the smooth one-particle phase space density f1 given by
f1.t; x; p/ D hfK.t; x; p/i ; (5.4)
where angle brackets denote the ensemble average of microstates fK that lead to the same coarse-
grained phase space density. If V was a specified external potential, f1 would obey the same
1More generally, any expansion history is allowed as long as metric perturbations are only sourced by CDM.
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equation as fK. However, since V is the gravitational potential computed self-consistently from
the particles via (6.1b), the rxV  rpfK term in (5.3a) is quadratic in fK. Therefore when tak-
ing the ensemble average to derive an equation for the one-particle distribution function f1 an
additional correlation term emerges which involves the irreducible part f2c of two-particle dis-
tribution function f2.x; p; x0; p0/ D f1.x; p/f1.x0; p0/C f2c.x; p; x0; p0/, compare [Ber93]
@tf1 D   p
a2m
 rxf1 CmrxV  rpf1 (5.5)
Cm
Z
d3x0d3p0rxV.x   x0/  rpf2c.x; p; x0; p0/ :
This leads to a set of coupled kinetic equations where the n-particle distribution in turn depends
on the .n C 1/-particle distribution. This is the so-called BBGKY (Bogoliubov-Born-Green-
Kirkwood-Yvon) hierarchy, describing the dynamics of an interacting N-particle system. The
resulting equation (5.5) for f1 differs from the Klimontovich equation (5.3) by a correlation term
which vanishes in the absence of pair correlations. Fortunately, for the case of interest here
- CDM particles - these collisional effects are completely negligible since they are suppressed
by 1=N where N is the number of particles, see [Gil68].2 The corresponding Vlasov-Poisson
system for the one-particle phase space density f1, which we will denote simply by f from now
on, describes collisionless dark matter in the absence of two-body correlations
@tf D   p
a2m
 rxf CmrxV  rpf ; (5.6a)
D

p2
2a2m
CmV.x/
   rx !rp    rp !rxf ; (5.6b)
V D 4G %0
a
Z
d3pf   1

: (5.6c)
5.2.2 Dust model
The dust model describes CDM as a pressureless fluid with density nd.x/ and fluid momentum
given by an irrotational flow rd.x/ which remains single-valued at each point, and therefore
absolutely cold, meaning that particle trajectories are not allowed to cross and velocity dispersion
cannot arise. This regime is usually referred to as ‘single-stream’, meaning that the validity of
this model breaks down as soon as ‘shell-crossings’ occur and multiple streams develop. The
corresponding distribution function is given by
fd.x; p/ D nd.x/ıD

p  rd.x/

: (5.7)
2Those 1=N corrections make a virialized object like a globular cluster, composed of a few thousand stars,
unstable through “evaporation” during which the system becomes even hotter because it contracts [LW68, BT08].
This evaporation happens on much larger time scales compared to virialization and can be completely neglected for
dark matter halos. It is interesting that this effect might be physically related to Hawking evaporation of black holes,
if black holes are systems of self-gravitating gravitons [DG12].
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As we will see in section 5.3, the Vlasov equation (6.1a) for fd implies the hydrodynamical
equations for a perfect pressureless fluid with density nd and velocity potential d=m. The fluid
equations consist of the continuity equation, the Bernoulli and Poisson equation
@tnd D   1
ma2
r  .ndrd/ ; (5.8a)
@td D   1
2a2m
.rd/2  mVd ; (5.8b)
Vd D 4G %0
a

nd   1

: (5.8c)
By defining an irrotational velocity according to ud D rd=m one can rewrite (5.8a) and (5.8b)
in the following equivalent form
@tnd D   1
a2
r  .ndud/ ; (5.9a)
@tud D   1
a2
.ud  r/ud   rVd ; (5.9b)
r  ud D 0 : (5.9c)
5.2.3 Coarse-grained Vlasov equation
The coarse-grained distribution function Nf is obtained from f by convolution with a Gaussian
of width x and p in x and p space, respectively. For convenience we will adopt the shorthand
operator representation of the smoothing which can be easily obtained by switching to Fourier
space
Nf .x; p/ D
Z
d3x0d3p0
.2xp/3
exp

 .x   x
0/2
2x2
  .p  p
0/2
2p2

f .x0; p0/ ;
Nf D exp

x
2
2
x C p
2
2
p

f : (5.10)
The corresponding coarse-grained Vlasov equation as given in [MW03] is easily obtained from
the usual Vlasov equation (6.1) by applying the smoothing operator. We employ the following
identity for the smoothing operator
exp./.AB/ D Œexp./A exp

2
  r  !r

Œexp./B ; (5.11)
in order to express the coarse-graining of a product in terms of its coarse-grained factors. The
result is the cosmological analogue to the evolution equation for coarse-grained classical distri-
bution
@t Nf D   p
a2m
rx Nf   p
2
a2m
rxrp Nf Cmrx NV exp.x2  rx !rx/rp Nf ; (5.12a)
D exp

x
2
2
x C p
2
2
p

p2
2a2m
CmV

 (5.12b)
 exp

x
2  rx !rx C p2  rp !rp
   rx !rp    rp !rx Nf ;
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which was given in [Tak89] for a D 1 and units where x2 D p2 D „=2.
Note that this result holds on a FRW background with cosmic time t , comoving x and canon-
ical conjugate 1-form p, where NV fulfills Eq. (6.1b) with f is replaced by Nf . If derivative op-
erators like rx and rp carry left or right arrows over them, they specify that they only act on
quantities on their left or right hand side, respectively. The notation of Eq. (5.12) is the same as
used in [Tak89].
At a first glance the coarse-graining introduced in (5.10) might seem like an unfavorable artifact
which complicates calculations on the one hand and erases relevant information on the other
hand. However, one has to bear in mind that when sampling the distribution function numeri-
cally using a finite number of particles, a coarse-graining is inevitable to provide a proper phase
space description [BD05]. This is of particular importance since solving the Vlasov-Poisson
equation analytically is a formidable task and one typically has to resort to numerical simula-
tions, for example N-body codes [Tey02, SWJC05, SFW06, BSWC09, AHK12, HAK13]. The
coarse-grained phase space distribution function Nf can therefore be seen as a theoretical N-body
double. Another important property of Nf is that it can be obtained from fK directly by coarse-
graining in phase space, Nf D exp 1
2
x
2x C 12p2p

fK, without the need of obtaining first f
and the Vlasov equation via ensemble averaging fK.
5.2.4 Husimi-Vlasov equation
5.2.4.1 Schrödinger Poisson system
The Schrödinger-Poisson system in a ƒCDM universe with scale factor a is given by
i„@t D   „
2
2a2m
 CmV ; (5.13a)
V D 4G %0
a

j j2   1

; (5.13b)
see for instance [WK93]. Using the so-called Madelung representation for the wave function
 .x/ D pn.x/ exp .i.x/=„/ one can obtain fluid-like equations of motion for the normalized
density3 n and the velocity potential  directly from the Schrödinger equation [Mad27]. By
separating real and imaginary parts one obtains the continuity equation (5.8a), and an equation
for  which is similar to the Bernoulli equation (5.8b) but contains an extra term proportional to
„2, the so-called ‘quantum pressure’
@tn D   1
ma2
r  .nr/ ; (5.14a)
@t D   1
2a2m
.r/2  mV C „
2
2a2m

p
np
n
; (5.14b)
V D 4G %0
a

n   1

: (5.14c)
3The volume average is hnivol D 1, if vol approaches the homogeneity scale.
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With the definition u D r=m, the modified Bernoulli equation for  is then equivalent to a
modified Euler equation with the constraint r  u D 0
@tn D   1
a2
rx  .nu/ ; (5.15a)
@tu D   1
a2
.u  r/u   rV C „
2
2a2m2
r


p
np
n

: (5.15b)
At this stage we want to emphasize again that the Schrödinger equation is considered here as a
mere tool to model CDM dynamics. Therefore the value of „ has to be treated as a parameter
which is not necessarily connected to the value of „ in the context of ordinary quantum mechan-
ics, but rather must be adjusted to computational feasibility and the physical problem at hand
[WK93]. Another important remark is in order. The Madelung respresentation Eqs. (5.14) is
only equivalent to the Schrödinger system Eqs. (5.13) as long as n ¤ 0. We will see later that
during shell-crossings interference in the wave-function  will cause n D 0 at isolated points in
space and time. Once this happens the Madelung representation breaks down because  develops
infinite spatial gradients and phase jumps, leading to infinite time derivatives. In App. (5.B) we
investigate the Lagrangian formulation of the SPE, which suffers from the same problem. If one
still prefers to stay in the fluid picture, one needs to solve instead for the momentum j  nu,
which is well behaved during these phase jumps and fulfills
@tn D   1
a2
r  j ; (5.15c)
@t j D   1
a2
ri

ji j
n

  nr

V   „
2
2a2m2

p
np
n

: (5.15d)
We will comment on the nature of phase jumps in Sec. 5.4.2. The dynamics of  in Eqs. (5.13)
is free from pathologies.
5.2.4.2 Wigner quasi-probability distribution
Originally introduced to study quantum corrections to classical statistical mechanics, the Wigner
quasi-probability distribution [Wig32] allows to link the Schrödinger wave function  .x/ to a
function f .x; p/ in phase space
fW.x; p/ D
Z
d3Qx
.„/3 exp

2
i
„ p  Qx

 .x   Qx/ .xC Qx/ ; (5.16)
where   denotes the complex conjugate of  . fW is a quasi-probability distribution since it
become negative in general. For the dust-like initial conditions studied later see Fig. 5.2, left.
Wigner Vlasov equation The time evolution equation for fW is obtained by using the Schrödinger
equation (5.13a) and performing an integration by parts twice which yields
@tfW D   p
a2m
rxfW C i„
Z
d3Qx
.„/3 exp

2
i
„ p  Qx

 (5.17)
 m ŒV.xC Qx/   V.x   Qx/  .x   Qx/ .xC Qx/ :
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In order to obtain a factorization of the form V.x/  fW one has to perform a Taylor expansion of
V.x   Qx/   V.xC Qx/ around x using ˛ 2 N30 as a multi-index
V.xC Qx/   V.x   Qx/ D
X
j˛j1
@
.˛/
x V.x/
˛Š
Œ Qx˛   . Qx/˛ : (5.18)
Obviously the difference in parenthes vanishes if j˛j is even and gives 2 Qx˛ if j˛j is odd. Therefore
this term can be rewritten as derivative  i„@.˛/p exp Œ2i p  Qx=„. Upon resummation one obtains
the evolution equation for the Wigner function
@tfW D   p
a2m
rxfW CmV 2„ sin
„
2
  rx !rp

fW ; (5.19a)
D

p2
2a2m
CmV

2
„ sin
„
2
.
  rx !rp    rp !rx/

fW ; (5.19b)
which coincides with the result given in [Tak89] for the special case where a D 1. Note that
on an FRW space a.t/ is the scale factor with t cosmic time, x comoving, p is the conjugate
momentum 1-form and V fulfills Eq. (5.14c).
Relation to fd The similarity between the equations (5.14) obtained from a Schrödinger wave
function when decomposing it into modulus and phase  D pn exp .i=„/ and the fluid equa-
tions (5.8) can also be understood from the point of view of distribution functions. Transforming
variables Qx ! „Qx and adopting the shorthand notation g˙ D g.x ˙ „Qx/ the Wigner function
can be rewritten in the following form
fW.x; p/ D
Z
d3Qx
3
p
nCn  exp

i

2p  QxC 
    C
„

;
which allows to examine the formal limit „ ! 0. Taylor-expanding n˙ and ˙ to leading
non-vanishing order in „ and evaluating the integral gives [WK93]
fW.x; p/
„!0D n.x/ıD

p  r.x/

D fd.x; p/ : (5.20)
Correspondence to Vlasov equation At leading order, the Wigner Vlasov equation (5.19)
differs from the Vlasov equation (6.1) only by a term proportional to „2
@t .fW   f / ' „
2
24
@xi@xjrxV @pi@pjrpfW CO.„4/ :
Therefore one might hope that they are in good agreement. However, as was shown exemplarily
in [Tak89], the correspondence between the time-evolution of the Wigner distribution fW and
Vlasov distribution function f is in general very poor by virtue of the violent oscillations of fW
on scales „, related to the fact that fW can become negative. In this context one has to bear in
mind that the semiclassical limit „ ! 0 is not meaningful in the sense that it does not drive the
solution towards a classical one in a continuous way.
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5.2.4.3 Coarse-grained Wigner distribution function
The so-called Husimi-Q [Hus40] representation can be understood as a smoothing of the Wigner
quasi-probability distribution (5.16) by a Gaussian filter of width x and p in x and p space,
respectively
NfW D exp

x
2
2
x C p
2
2
p

fW : (5.21)
In contrast to the Wigner distribution itself the coarse-grained version is a positive-semidefinite
function if the filter is of appropriate size xp  „=2 for a semi-classical description, see
[Car75]. Note that for the FRW case, the form of NfW remains unchanged provided x is comoving
and p is the conjugate momentum 1-form.
Husimi-Vlasov equation The corresponding Husimi-Vlasov equation for the coarse-grained
fW is then easily obtained by acting with the coarse-graining operators onto Eq. (5.19) employing
again the product rule (5.11)
@t NfW D   p
a2m
rx NfW   p
2
a2m
rxrp NfW Cm NV exp.x2  rx !rx/2„ sin
„
2
  rx !rp

NfW ; (5.22a)
D exp

x
2
2
x C p
2
2
p

p2
2a2m
CmV.x/

exp

x
2  rx !rx C p2  rp !rp


 2„ sin
„
2
.
  rx !rp    rp !rx/

NfW :
This equation is the generalization of the result given in [Tak89] allowing for cosmological back-
grounds, arbitrary potentials and smoothing scales x; p. It is the resummation of the equation
given up to second order in x in [SRV89], which we obtained by explicit calculation performed
analogously to the one presented for fW.
In [WK93] the Husimi representation was used instead, in which the wave function is repre-
sented in a (over-complete) basis of Gaussian wave packets
 H.x; p/ D
Z
d3yKH.x; y; p/ .y/ ; (5.23a)
KH.x; y; p/ D
exp
h
  .x y/2
4x2
  i„ p 
 
y   1
2
x
i
.2„/3=2 .2x2/3=4
; (5.23b)
such that when going from to H no information is sacrificed. Defining the Husimi distribution
function to be
fH D j Hj2 ; (5.23c)
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Figure 5.2: Comparison between fW and NfW at the initial time aini D 0:01 using linear dust-like initial conditions
n D nd and  D d. The left panel shows the strongly oscillating fW (red is negative, blue is positive), the right
panel is its smoothed version NfW (with the same coloring as in Fig 5.1). We choose the minimal values of x and p
such that NfW  0, which turned out to be xp D 0:03„.
it is easy to check that it is a special case of the coarse-grained Wigner function, namely
fH D NfW if xp D „=2 : (5.23d)
This representation is very convenient numerically, because fH is manifestly real and positive.
Also the integration to get fH from  is much simpler to evaluate than for fW. The main advan-
tage is that one does not need to sample the quite heavily oscillating fW to construct NfW. Fig .5.2
(left) provides an impression of fW for cold initial conditions. We also know that xp  „=2
ensures NfW  0 [Car75]. Therefore the Husimi representation picks the smallest sufficient p
for a positive phase space distribution given a x and „. However we would like to point out
that for cold dust-like initial conditions well within the linear regime we are free to choose even
xp < „=2 without encountering any trouble, compare Figs. 5.1 (1st panel) and 5.2 (right). It
is also important to realize that the dynamics at early times well before shell-crossing is not af-
fected by the seemingly poor phase space resolution, see Fig. 5.1 (1st panel). We can see this by
inspecting the Madelung representation (5.14) of the Schrödinger equation from which it is clear
that for smooth dust-like initial conditions the quantum potential with
Q D   „
2
2a2m2

p
np
n
; (5.24)
will be subdominant for sufficiently small „=m.
Correspondence to coarse-grained Vlasov equation Comparing the coarse-grained Vlasov
equation (5.12) and the Husimi-Vlasov equation (5.22) we find that they are equal at first order
in 2x and 
2
p
@t
  NfW   Nf  ' „2
24
@xi@xjrx NV @pi@pjrp NfW CO.„4; „2x2/ : (5.25)
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The Husimi-Vlasov equation (5.22) is in good correspondence to the coarse-grained Vlasov
equation (5.12) if xp & „=2, which ensures the removal of the violent oscillations and there-
fore approximates the Vlasov equation well if x  xtyp and p  ptyp. Hereby we compared
the two distribution functions which are obtained with the same coarse-graining parameters x
and p in phase space. As described in [Tak89], the coarse-grained Wigner function NfW re-
veals a considerably better correspondence to the probability distribution function f in classical
mechanics than the Wigner function fW does.
5.2.4.4 Appropriate choice of the smoothing scales
If xtyp and ptyp are the (minimal) scales of interest we have to ensure that
x  xtyp and p  ptyp : (5.26)
Furthermore in general the maximal achievable resolution in phase space is limited by the value
of „ such that x and p have to be chosen to fulfill
„=2 . xp ; (5.27)
see however Fig. 5.2 for an exception well before shell-crossing. On a FRW background these
bounds take the same form if distances are comoving and if utyp D ptyp=m is absolute value of
the comoving (or canonical) momentum 1-form. For translating these bounds into requirements
for numerical simulations, for example grid time resolution, we refer the reader to [WK93].
5.3 Hierarchy of Moments
In practice one is usually interested in following the evolution of the spatial distribution instead
of describing the fully fledged phase space dynamics encoded in the Vlasov equation. For this
purpose, the relevant information can be extracted by taking moments of the distribution function
with respect to momentum.
Generating functional The moments M .n/ of the phase space distribution function f .x; p/
can be obtained from the generating functionalGŒJ by taking functional derivatives. In a similar
way the cumulants can be determined from the moments. They provide a good way to understand
the prominent dust-model which is the only known consistent truncation of the Vlasov hierarchy.
The generating functional, moments and cumulants are given by
GŒJ D
Z
d3p exp Œi p  J f ; (5.28a)
M
.n/
i1in WD
Z
d3ppi1 : : : pinf D . i/n
@nGŒJ
@Ji1 : : : @Jin
ˇˇˇˇ
JD0
; (5.28b)
C
.n/
i1in WD . i/n
@n lnGŒJ
@Ji1 : : : @Jin
ˇˇˇˇ
JD0
: (5.28c)
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Vlasov hierarchy The evolution equations for the moments M .n/ of the phase space distribu-
tion f can be determined from the Vlasov equation (6.1a) by multiplying it with pi1   pin and
performing an integration over momentum
@tM
.n/
i1in D  
1
a2m
rjM .nC1/i1inj  mr.i1V M .n 1/i2in/ : (5.29)
Indices enclosed in round brackets imply symmetrization according to a.ibj / D aibj C ajbi . It
turns out that a coupled Vlasov hierarchy for the moments emerges which means that in order to
determine the time-evolution of the n-th moment the .nC1/-th moment is required. This closure
problem for the hierarchy becomes more transparent when looking at the dynamical equation for
the n-th cumulant C .n/. The time evolution can be determined from the generating functional
(5.28a) using the Vlasov equation (6.1a) and reads
@tC
.n/
i1in D  
1
a2m
(
rjC .nC1/i1inj C
X
S2P.fi1; ;ing/
C
.nC1 jS j/
l…S;j  rjC .jS j/k2S
)
  ın1 mri1V ; (5.30)
where S runs through the power set P of indices fi1;    ; ing and the Kronecker ın1 in last term
ensures that the potential contributes only to the equation for the first cumulant C .1/ describing
velocity. From this equation it becomes clear that one can set C .n2/  0 in a consistent manner
since each summand in the evolution equation ofC .2/ contains a factor ofC .n2/. In contrast, the
time evolution of C .3/ depends also on summands containing solely C .2/ such that it cannot be
trivially fulfilled when setting C .n3/  0. A similar reasoning applies to all higher cumulants
C .n3/ and demonstrates that there is no consistent truncation of the hierarchy of cumulants apart
from the one at second order. These arguments are seconded by numerical evidence indicating
that as soon as velocity dispersion encoded in C .2/ becomes relevant, even higher cumulants are
sourced dynamically, see [PS09].
Strategies for closing the hierarchy Describing the physical system analytically in terms of a
small number of degrees of freedom demands either (i) truncating the hierarchy (5.30) at some n
by neglecting higher cumulants and setting them to zero, or (ii) to add an ansatz for the velocity
dispersion to the Euler equation, or (iii) to resort to an ansatz f Œ˚a.x; t /; p with some fields
˚a.x; t / for which the p-integrations can be performed analytically and for which the hierarchy
is automatically fulfilled as soon the fields ˚a.x; t / fulfill their equations of motion.
The prominent dust model is an example which belongs to (i), (ii) and (iii); It provides
the only known consistent truncation of Eq. (5.30), has the “ansatz” ij  0 for the velocity
dispersion and it is also of the type f Œ˚a.x; t /; p with ˚a D .nd.x; t /; d.x; t //.
For instance, the approach of [McD11] is to assume C .n>2/ D 0 and corresponds to (i).
Postulating an ansatz for the velocity dispersion – for example an imperfect fluid – or introducing
an artificial adhesion-term in the evolution equation for the velocity, see [SZ89], corresponds
to (ii). In both cases (i) and (ii) it is difficult to assess wether one is actually still modelling
collisionless matter.
The ScM is an approach relying on (iii), namely it provides a special ansatz for the distri-
bution function which allows to compute cumulants analytically, but it does not truncate the
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cumulant hierarchy. The magic of the ScM is that if ˚a.x; t / D  .x; t / fulfills the SPE, then the
Vlasov hierarchy is automatically satisfied to arbitrary precision, if „; x; p are chosen appro-
priately.
In the following we will compare three different ansätze for the distribution function f : the
dust model fd, the Wigner function fW as well as the Husimi distribution function NfW.
5.3.1 Hierarchy of moments of fd
The generating functional for the dust model where fd was inserted according to (5.7) is given
by
GdŒJ D nd exp Œird  J : (5.31)
The moments M .n/d and cumulants C
.n/
d are then given by
M
.0/
d D nd ; Md.1/i D ndd;i ; Md.n2/i1in D ndd;i1   d;in ; (5.32a)
C
.0/
d D lnnd ; Cd.1/i D d;i ; Cd.n2/i1in D 0 : (5.32b)
Since the exponent of the generating functional is manifestly linear in J, all cumulants of order
higher than one vanish identically. This means that the dust model does not include effects
like velocity dispersion, which is encoded in the second cumulant C .2/, or vorticity since the
velocity is determined from a potential . Therefore for the dust ansatz fd, the Vlasov equation
is equivalent to its first two equations of the hierarchy of moments, the pressureless fluid system
(5.8) consisting of the continuity and Euler equation. The first two moments of the Vlasov
hierarchy (5.29) are
@tnd D   1
a2m
rk.ndd;k/ ; (5.33a)
@t.ndd;i/ D   1
a2m
rj

ndd;id;j
  mndriVd : (5.33b)
If nd and d fulfill these equations then all evolution equations of the higher moments are auto-
matically satisfied, for example Eqs. (5.33) imply that
@t.ndd;id;j / D   1
a2m
rk
 
ndd;id;jd;k
  mndr.iVd  rj /d : (5.34)
5.3.2 Hierarchy of moments of fW
For simplicity we first consider the Wigner distribution function fW as a model for a general dis-
tribution function f fulfilling the Vlasov equation. This case will serve as pedagogical demon-
stration how the closure of the hierarchy can be achieved by choosing a special ansatz for the
distribution function. The generating functional can be computed by plugging the expression for
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fW in terms of  D pn exp .i=„/ in (5.28a) and simplified by adopting again the shorthand
notation g˙.x0/ WD g  x0 ˙ „
2
J

GŒJ D
p
nCn  exp

i
„.
C    / : (5.35)
From this expression the calculation for the moments M .n/ is straightforward and yields
M .0/ D n ; M .1/i D n;i : (5.36a)
As expected, even all higher momentsM .n2/ of fW are given in terms of the two scalar degrees
of freedom n and  introduced as modulus and phase of the wave function  , respectively
M
.2/
ij D n

;i;j C „
2
4
n;in;j
n2
  n;ij
n

; (5.36b)
M
.3/
ijk
D n
24;i;j;k C „2
4
0@ Ccyc. perm.n;in;j
n2
  n;ij
n

;k  ;ijk
1A35 ; (5.36c)
ij WD „
2
4
n;in;j
n2
  n;ij
n

D C .2/ij ; C .3/ijk D  
„2
4
;ijk : (5.36d)
To those terms which are marked by ‘+ cyc. perm.’ cyclic permutations of the indices have
to be added. As we will explain in the following, this special form of the higher moments and
cumulants amounts to having closed the infinite Wigner-Vlasov hierarchy for the moments of
fW without truncating it. To demonstrate this we take moments of the Wigner-Vlasov equation
(5.19) where we consider corrections to the Vlasov equation up to arbitrary order in „2. The
„-terms constitute correction terms to the Vlasov hierarchy (5.29) which become relevant for
M .n3/ but do not contribute to M .n2/ since they have at least three derivatives with respect to
momentum which cancel all lower moments than the third. Therefore the first three evolution
equations are completely analogous to the ones obtained for the dust model. By plugging in the
expression for M .2/ we obtain a closed system of differential equations for n and ;i .
@tn D   1
a2m
rk.n;k/ ; (5.37a)
@t.n;i/ D   1
a2m
rj

n;i;j C „
2
4
n;in;j
n
  n;ij

  nmriV : (5.37b)
We see that Eqs. (5.37) determining time evolution of the first two moments of fW are identical
to the fluid-like equations obtained directly from the Schrödinger equation (5.15). This can be
verified easily by plugging (5.37a) into (5.37b) and using that the difference in the ’quantum
velocity dispersion’ term arising from (5.41c) and (5.14b) is only apparent since
„2
4
rj
n;in;j
n
  n;ij

D  „
2
2
nri


p
np
n

: (5.38)
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Note that a proper pressure term in the Euler equation would have the form rp with some p
and not the form nrQ. Rather the left hand side of (5.37b) suggests that this term constitutes
a ’quantum velocity dispersion’, since it is of the form ri.nij /. Equivalently, one can interpret
the „ term as a correction to the Newtonian potential V ! V CQ.
The evolution equation for the second moment M .2/ involves the third moment M .3/ and is
given by
@tM
.2/
ij D  
1
a2m
rkM .3/ijk   nmr.iV  rj / : (5.39)
For the Wigner function fW all moments M .n/ can be expressed entirely in terms of the density
n and conjugate velocity r. Hence, this ansatz closes the hierarchy since Eq. (5.39) is automat-
ically fulfilled when M .2/ and M .3/, taken from (5.36b) and (5.36c) respectively, are expressed
in terms of n and  which fulfill the corresponding fluid equations (5.37). The same is true for
all higher moments.
5.3.3 Hierarchy of moments of NfW
5.3.3.1 Moments up to third order
We want to resort to a special ansatz for the p-dependence of f which allows to compute mo-
ments up to arbitrary order analytically. The coarse-grained Wigner distribution function NfW
provides us with such an ansatz. Furthermore it is well-suited to model a general distribution
function f fulfilling the Vlasov equation as was demonstrated in [WK93]. By plugging in the
expression for NfW in terms of  D pn exp .i=„/ we can rewrite the generating functional to
get
NGŒJ D exp
h
x
2
2
   p2
2
J2
ip
nCn  exp

i
„.
C    / : (5.40)
From this expression the calculation for the moments xM .n/ is straightforward and yields
xM .0/ DW Nn D exp

x
2
2


n ; (5.41a)
xM .1/i DW m Nn Nui D exp

x
2
2


.n;i/ : (5.41b)
The corresponding velocity Nu is mass-weighted which is obtained by smoothing the momentum
field and then dividing by the smoothed density field. This is precisely the definition commonly
used in the effective field theory of large-scale structure, compare [MP13, BNSZ12c]. From a
physical point of view Nu describes the center-of-mass velocity of the collection of particles inside
a coarsening cell of diameter x around x.
As expected, even all higher moments xM .n2/ of NfW are given in terms of the two scalar degrees
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of freedom n and  introduced as modulus and phase of the wave function  , respectively
xM .2/ij D exp

x
2
2

˚
n

;i;j C p2ıij C ij
	
; (5.41c)
xM .3/
ijk
D exp

x
2
2

(
n
"
;i;j;kC
Ccyc. perm. 
p
2ıij C ij

;k  „
2
4
;ijk
#)
: (5.41d)
The corresponding cumulants can be calculate from the previous results using
NC .2/ij D
xM .2/ij
xM .0/  
xM .1/i xM .1/j
Œ xM .0/2 (5.41e)
D p2ıij C nijNn C
n;i;j
Nn  
n;i n;j
Nn2 ; (5.41f)
NC .3/
ijk
D
xM .3/
ijk
xM .0/ 
Ccyc. perm.
xM .2/ij xM .1/k
Œ xM .0/2 C2
xM .1/i xM .1/j xM .1/k
Œ xM .0/3 (5.41g)
D
xM .3/
ijk
xM .0/ 
Ccyc. perm.
NC .2/ij NC .1/k   NC .1/i NC .1/j NC .1/k : (5.41h)
As we will explain in the following, this allows to close the infinite hierarchy for the moments
of NfW arising from the Husimi-Vlasov Eq. (5.22) without setting any of the cumulants to zero.
Instead, all higher moments are determined self-consistently from the lowest two, which are
dynamical and represent the coarse-grained density Nn and velocity Nu, respectively. This distin-
guishes our formalism fundamentally from phenomenological models which attempt to close the
hierarchy by postulating an ansatz for the second cumulant, called stress tensor nij , but simulta-
neously setting all higher cumulants to zero. For example, the ansatz for the velocity dispersion
of a cosmological imperfect fluid is given by nij D pıij C.riujrjui   23ıijr u/C ıijr u
where p denotes the pressure and  and  are shear and bulk viscosity coefficients respectively.
The underlying approximation ij  0 is valid during the first stages of gravitational instability
when structures are well described by a single coherent flow (single-stream). However, as soon
as multiple streams become relevant after shell-crossings, velocity dispersion and vorticity are
generated dynamically and at once all higher moments become relevant too [PS09]. Thus, the
hierarchy of cumulants of CDM dynamics cannot be truncated after shell-crossing has occurred.
In the subsequent calculation it will be necessary to reexpress all higher moments entirely in
terms of xM .0/ / Nn and xM .1/ / Nn Nui . For this purpose we introduce the D-symbol which allows
us to express the coarse-graining of any product or quotient entirely in terms of its coarse-grained
constituents, for example
exp

1
2
2
  
n;i;j
 D exp 1
2
2.  D/ . Nn Nui/. Nn Nuj /Nn

: (5.42)
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5.3.3.2 Properties of theD-symbol
D fulfills the Leibniz product rule of a first derivative operator when acting on compositions of
A;B;C 2 f Nn; Njig
or derivatives thereof, but when acting on a single function it is the Laplacian.
D.A/ D A ; D.g.A// D @Ag.A/DA D @Ag.A/A ; (5.43a)
D.AB/ D .DA/B C A.DB/ D .A/B C A.B/ : (5.43b)
Applying the definition of the D-symbol one can derive the following expressions for the evalu-
ation of Dn
Dn

AB
C

D
nX
kD0
 
n
k
!
n kX
lD0
 
n   k
l
!
lA n k lB Dk

1
C

; (5.44a)
Dk

1
C

D
kX
rD0
. 1/rrŠ
C rC1
Bk;r

C;2C; :::; k rC1C

; (5.44b)
where Bk;r are the Bell polynomials. Furthermore we have that
1
exp .x2/C
D exp  x2D  1
C

: (5.44c)
5.3.3.3 Evolution equations for the moments of NfW
We take moments of the Husimi-Vlasov equation where we consider corrections to the Vlasov
equation up to arbitrary order in x2, p2 and „2. Eq. (5.22) can be employed to obtain evolution
equations for the first two moments Nn D xM .0/ and Nui D xM .1/i =.m Nn/ which correspond to
density and mass-weighted velocity, respectively. The velocity Nui which follows from a coarse-
grained distribution function Nf is automatically a mass-weighted one computed according to
m Nui D n;i= Nn and does not coincide with the volume-weighted velocity N;i . In particular, the
volume-weighted velocity is automatically curl-free whereas the mass-weighted velocity will
have vorticity in general.
By plugging in the expression for xM .2/ and rewriting it according to (5.42) we obtain a closed
system of differential equations for Nn and Nui
@t Nn D   1
a2
r  . Nn Nu/ ; (5.45a)
@t. Nn Nui/ D   1
a2m2
rj NM .2/ij   ri NV exp

x
2  rx !rx

NnC p
2
a2m2
ri Nn (5.45b)
D exp

x
2
2
.  D/
(
  1
a2m2
rj
"
. Nn Nui/. Nn Nuj /
Nn C
„2
4
 Nn;i Nn;j
Nn   Nn;ij
#
  Nn ri NV
)
;
 NV D 4G %0
a

Nn   1

: (5.45c)
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These equations are supplemented by the constraint that there exists a scalar function N such that
m Nn Nu D Nn exp

x
2  rx !rx

r N : (5.45d)
The last constraint equation is the analogue of the curl-free constraint Eq. (5.9c). It enforces a
very particular non-zero vorticity for Nu. The evolution equation for the second moment xM .2/
involves the third moment xM .3/ and is given by
@t xM .2/ij D  
1
a2m
rk xM .3/ijk  mr.i NV exp

x
2  rx !rx

. Nn Nuj //C p
2
a2
. Nn Nu.i/;j / : (5.46)
For the coarse-grained Wigner distribution function NfW all moments xM .n/ can be expressed en-
tirely in terms of the density Nn and velocity Nu. This ansatz closes the NfW hierarchy since all higher
moment equations are automatically fulfilled when xM .n/ is calculated from (6.5), expressed in
terms of Nn and Nu which are to be determined from the coarse-grained fluid equations (5.45). In
appendix 5.A we show by explicit computation that Eq. (5.34) is automatically satisfied when
xM .2/ and xM .3/ are taken from (5.41c) and (5.41d) respectively.
Alternatively and for practical applications, instead of solving the coarse-grained fluid equations
(5.45) for Nn and Nu one can simply solve the SPE (5.13) for n and  and construct the cumu-
lants of interest according to (5.41). Both procedures automatically and self-consistently include
multi-streaming effects. Note that Eqs. (5.45) are naturally written in terms of the macroscopic
momentum Nj  Nn Nu, which is just the coarse-grained quantum momentum and therefore free
from phase jump pathologies, see Sec. 5.2.4.1.
5.3.4 Comparison between the models
If we compare the fluid equations obtained via the Husimi approach Eqs. (5.45) with the one
obtained directly from the Madelung representation Eqs. (5.14) of the underlying Schrödinger-
Vlasov system we see that our special ansatz for the distribution function f D NfW amounts to
considering a spatially coarse-grained Schrödinger-Vlasov system. However, we have to bear in
mind that this is not equivalent with a direct coarse-graining of n and ;i since the mass-weighted
velocity ism Nui D n;i= Nn is not the same as the volume-weighted velocity N;i . It is nontrivial that
although NfW is coarse-grained with respect to space and momentum, the Schrödinger equation
(5.14) and the first moment equations (5.45) of NfW are related only by spatial coarse-graining.
Note however that for instance the velocity dispersion NC .2/ij does depend on p as well as on x
and „, see Eq. (5.41c).
One the one hand, by neglecting the „-corrections which constitute a ‘quantum velocity dis-
persion’ term in the Euler-type equation in (5.45b) we obtain the same evolution equations for
the coarse-grained fields Nn and Nu as given in [Dom00, BD05]. Their approach started from a
microscopic system of N particles, which was spatially coarse-grained to obtain a set of hydro-
dynamic equations for the macroscopic fluid variables Nn and Nu. This was done by expanding the
smoothing operator exp

1
2
x
2

up to first order in the so-called large-scale expansion. Interest-
ingly, these closed-form equations can be derived from our formalism based on the Schrödinger
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equation when setting „ ! 0 in (5.45b)
@t. Nn Nui/ D exp

x
2
2
.  D/
(
  1
a2m2
rj

. Nn Nui/. Nn Nuj /
Nn

  Nn ri NV
)
: (5.47)
In this sense we provide a formal resummation in the large-scale parameter of [Dom00]. Fur-
thermore we can clearly see that one would have arrived exactly at same equation by spatially
coarse-graining a dust fluid (5.33). However, this identification is only meaningful as long as
no shell-crossing has occurred in the microscopic dust fluid as otherwise the filtering cannot be
inverted. This explains the apparent contradiction between the fact that the dust model breaks
down at shell-crossing although, according to [Dom00], the macroscopic system shows adhesive
behavior. Obviously, the exact dust solution extended after shell-crossing, see red dashed line
in Fig. 5.1, does not exhibit adhesive behavior and coarse-graining cannot change this. This ex-
emplifies that it is no longer possible to obtain the macroscopic quantities as the coarse-grained
solution to the microscopic dust equations (5.33).
On the other hand, numerical examples show that the „-term in the ScM regularizes shell-
crossing caustics already on the microscopic level, see [Tak89, CS03] and the next section. This
allows to derive (5.45) from the SPE (5.13) and shows that in order to obtain a solution to the
macroscopic system (5.45) one can simply coarse-grain the solution to the microscopic system.
Therefore the Schrödinger method may be viewed as improved dust model with built-in infin-
ity regularization (quantum potential proportional to „2 in (5.15d)) as well as built-in eraser of
regularization artefacts (spatial coarse-graining with x in (5.45)).
Nearly cold initial conditions can be implemented by choosing
 ini.x/ D
p
nd.aini; x/ exp Œid.aini; x/=„ ; (5.48)
at some early time where shell-crossings have not occurred yet, where nd and d denote solutions
to the dust system (5.8). Although we have our focus on cold dark matter, let us remark that ScM
also opens up the possibility to study warm initial conditions.
5.4 Numerical example
We study the standard toy example of sine wave collapse, whose exact solution up to shell-
crossing is given by the (in this case exact) Zel’dovich approximation [Zel70] and therefore has
a long tradition in testing techniques of LSS calculations [KS83]. Of particular relevance to our
work is [CS03] were the collapse of a wave function fulfilling the Schrödinger Poisson equation
and modifications to it were studied and compared to the exact Zel’dovich solution.
5.4.1 Initial conditions
As reviewed in App. 5.B, the Zel’dovich approximation in the 1D (or plane parallel or pancake)
collapse is the exact solution to the hydrodynamic Eqs. (5.9). We choose as initial linear density
contrast
ılin.a; q/ D D.a/ cos
q
L

; (5.49a)
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which guarantees collapse at a D 1, because according to Eq. (5.61) the nonlinear density for
dust is given by
nd.a; q/ D Œ1   ılin.a; q/ 1 (5.49b)
choosing D.1/ D 1. The displacement field 	 describes the trajectories x.q/ D q C 	.a; q/ of
fluid elements and is given by
	d.a; q/ D  D.a/L

sin
q
L

; (5.49c)
which can be used to express the velocity
@xd D ud.q/ D a3H.a/@a	d.a; q/ (5.49d)
and density nd in terms of x. We choose an Einstein-de Sitter universe, H 2 D 8G=3 %0a 3
with H.aD1/ D 70 km s 1Mpc 1 and we pick L D 10Mpc.
We start to solve the Schrödinger equation at aini D 0:01 and choose as initial wave function
Eq. (5.48) with periodic boundary conditions such that  L < x < L. We verified that during the
linear stage of collapse, the phase  and amplitude n of the wave function, agree with their dust
analogues d and nd if Q„  „=m . 10 4 Mpc c, where c is the speed of light. This agrees with
findings of [CS03]. In the remaining section we will mostly show results for Q„ D 210 5 Mpc c
and x D 0:1Mpc. Only for the study of relaxation (a D 30:0 in the following plots) as well
as the Bohmian trajectories – the integral lines of @x – in App. 5.B we choose the larger valueQ„ D 10 4 Mpc and x D 0:2Mpc. Note that the mass m can be absorbed in  and d, whereby
m disappears from the Schrödinger and fluid equations, respectively. The Wigner and coarse-
grained Wigner functions are depicted in Fig. 5.2.
It turns out that in single-streaming regions one can choose xp  „ while still ensuringNfW  0, see Fig. 5.2. Comparing to the top panel of Fig. 5.1, it becomes clear that NfW can achieve
a much higher resolution than fH in u-direction. It exemplifies that the initial conditions are well
modeled by the SPE and that the large width of fH in the initial conditions shown in Fig. 5.1
does not imply that the dynamics is poorly resolved. In contrast, it only means that if we want to
use the more convenient fH we sacrifice available information once we calculate moments and
cumulants. Another possibility to circumvent the oscillatory behaviour of the Wigner function is
to use a mixed state corresponding toN gravitating wave functions rather than a single one. This
was the method of choice in [SBRC13]. It turns out that ifN is large enough, the Wigner function
becomes well behaved even without any smoothing. Since our goal is to develop analytical tools
on the basis of the ScM, is seems to be more prospective to consider a single wave function and
adopt the Husimi representation.
5.4.2 Time evolution of  , fH and moments
We numerically evolve the initial wave function  Eqs. (5.48, 5.49) describing a nearly cold and
linear CDM overdensity using the SPE (5.13). Within the linear regime the phase  and ampli-
tude n are basically indistinguishable from d and nd, however once shell-crossing is approached
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Figure 5.4: The phase  of the wave function at different
times. The wiggly behaviour is characteristic for multi-
streaming regions.
they start to deviate. The occurrence of singularities in nd and phase jumps  are the most dra-
matic differences. In Fig. 5.3 we show the phase closely before and after the time of first phase
jump a , shortly after the time a D 1, where nd diverges. Shortly before (full) and after (dotted)
a ,  develops very steep gradients (diverging at the the time of phase jump and changing sign).
For the wave function  this causes no problem since the amplitude
p
n vanishes when the step
becomes infinitely sharp and allows the phase to “reconnect” (upper panel), while keeping  
smooth. For the Madelung representation this causes another problem: at the moment of phase
jump, not only r but also P diverges on a whole spatial interval (lower panel). This second
type of divergence is an artifact caused by neglecting the fact that  is defined only modulo 2 .
At the time a and point x where the phase develops the sharp step we have
p
n D 0.
Therefore it makes sense to determine the variance of position and momentum
hx2i D
R x
 x j j2x2 dxR x
 x j j2 dx
; hp2i D  „2
R x
 x  
 dxR x
 x j j2 dx
: (5.50)
Doing the numerical integrals it shows that hx2ihp2i ' .„=2/2, with „=.2m/ D 10 5Mpc c
specified for our simulation. The physical interpretation of this result is that the wave function
collapsed to its densest possible state given the initial conditions: a minimum uncertainty wave
packet forms within Œ x; x at the time a , which expands consequently. We therefore can
say that the ScM contains “shell-crossing without shell-crossing”. This bounce only looks like
shell-crossing when coarse-grained over, see App. 5.B. The result also suggests optimal values
for the coarse-graining parameters p2 D hp2i and x2 D hx2i of the 1D collapse. We therefore
conclude that shell-crossing infinities appearing in nd are now traded for infinities in r, which
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the second cumulant at x D 0.
fortunately do not cause infinities or other pathologies in  because n vanishes at those instances
and  remains smooth.
The wiggly form of the phase, see Fig. 5.4, corresponds to large r, which are visible as
the strongly oscillating green dotted lines in the right panel of Fig. 5.7. Because of many phase
jumps the amplitude n shows strong spatial oscillations Fig. 5.7, left. These oscillations are
invisible in the physical quantities of interest: the moments and cumulants of fH. We show
the density and the first 3 cumulants in Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.5. They are smooth and physically
meaningful. Fig. 5.5 also shows that all higher cumulants are switched on at the same time such
that the cumulant hierarchy cannot be truncated. In the ScM the two degrees of freedom of  
store information about all cumulants.
It is also interesting to note that NC .2/, Eq. (6.6e), can be decomposed into a purely spatial av-
erage induced velocity dispersion, a smoothed but microscopic velocity dispersion and a constant
part. Most notably, the first two contributions are equally large and show oscillations over time
but add up to a smooth sum, see Fig. 5.6. Finally let us consider the full phase space dynamics
in Fig. 5.1. The Husimi distribution fH contains like  the information about all cumulants, but
unlike  , in a form directly related to physical quantities. The most interesting features are the
regularity at shell-crossing, the formation of multi-stream regions and the possibility to follow
the dynamics until virialization.
Notice that NC .2/ within multi-stream regions remains always positive while NC .1/ basically
vanishes. We therefore checked that the (macroscopic) tensor virial theorem [BT08], following
from the Euler-type equation (5.45b) and a steady state assumption (within the virialized object
Nu D 0),
1
a2
Z xvir
 xvir
dx . xM .2/xx   p2 Nn/ D
Z xvir
 xvir
dx x expŒ1
2
x
2 .n.x/@xV.x// (5.51)
is approximately satisfied for xvir ' 2:8Mpc for a D 30. The p-term as well as the boundary
terms from integrating by parts are completely negligible. Looking at the right panel of Fig. 5.7
we see that below xvir the macroscopic velocity Nu is basically zero for a D 30:0, looking at the
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left panel we see that the macroscopic density peaks around xvir and drops off afterwards. Note
that relaxation is known to take much longer in 1D than 3D [TGK96].
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Figure 5.7: left Number density (full) and amplitude squared of wave function (dotted). right The first three cu-
mulants and the gradient of phase of the wave function, r. All these quantities are shown at four characteristic
times: the unset of the nonlinear regime around a D 0:5, shell-crossing of the dust model at a D 1, formation of
multi-stream regions around the second shell-crossing at a D 2:5, and virialization a D 30. These four times are
also shown in Fig. 5.1.
5.5 Prospects
For analysing, understanding as well as estimating statistical errors of observations of LSS, one
is interested in n-point correlation functions of the phase space density. Within ScM these corre-
lation functions are simply related to the 2n-point correlation functions of the scalar  
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hf .t; r1; p1/:::f .t; rn; pn/i D
 
nY
iD1
Z
d3xid
3yi KH.ri ; xi ; pi/KH.ri ; yi ; pi/
!

 h .t; x1/ .t; y1/::: .t; xn/ .t; yn/i ;
where KH is the Husimi kernel Eq. (5.23) and the angle brackets denote ensemble average over
all initial conditions, usually assumed to be Gaussian distributed. This allows the construction of
n-point redshift space matter and halo correlation functions through a simple projection
h Nn.t; s1/::: Nn.t; sn/i D
 
nY
iD1
Z
d3pid
3ri ıD

si   ri   pi  Oz
a2mH
Oz
!
hf .t; r1; p1/:::f .t; rn; pn/i ;
where Oz points along the line of sight and si are the observed positions in redshift space. As a first
step one can study the redshift space 2-point correlation in the case where „ D 0, keeping only
x and p. This will be the topic of Chapter 6. This approach is motivated by the observation that
keeping only x results in a resummation in the large-scale parameter of the macroscopic model
suggested in [Dom00, BD05], namely Eq. (5.47).
Ultimately we would like to keep „, since from our numerical study it is clear that the
quantum pressure plays a crucial rule not only in shell-crossing regularization but also within
the cumulants, see Fig. 5.6. Therefore we need a method to calculate the time evolution of
h .t; x1/::: .t; yn/i including „ and most desirably in a non-perturbative fashion.
There is a simple Lagrangian and action for from which the SPE follow from the variational
principle [AS01]. Therefore one might take the route of [Tas11] and integrate the nonperturbative
renormalization group flow with time as flow parameter [GKP10]. Another possibility would be
to explore the fact that „ corresponds to the phase space resolution and thus might be used as a
flow parameter with interpretation of Kadanoff’s block spin transformation [Kad66].
It might also be possible to interpret the formation of wiggly phases via phase jumps, see
Figs. 5.3 and 5.4, as something akin to a phase transition. Halo formation under time evolution
would then correspond to magnetic domain formation in a ferromagnet under adiabatic cooling.
The ScM could also be connected to effective field theory formulations of LSS formation
[BNSZ12c, PSZ13, CLP13]. Since the ScM is a “UV complete” theory it might be possible to
derive an effective field theory including its parameters.
Another research route could be to look for stationary complex solutions of the SPE4 with
the aim of understanding the universality of density profiles of virialized objects by varying the
entropy functional SŒ  D   Rd3xd3p fH lnfH. Since ScM allows for virialization it could
prove useful in further analytical understanding of violent relaxation [Lyn67, SH92] that leads to
universal phase space and density profiles [NFW97, HK11, He12, DM14].
The original aim of the Schrödinger method was to provide a numerical alternative to N-body
simulations in order to follow the phase space dynamics of collisionless and only gravitationally
4To our knowledge, so far only real solutions have been studied [AS01, MPT98]. Fig. 5.4 however suggests that
stationary solutions that result from gravitational collapse are complex.
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interacting matter [WK93]. Note that although [WK93] showed that nothing is gained in terms
of speed and resources, both methods have different strengths. Let us mention here some advan-
tages of the ScM. A N-body simulation samples phase much more detailed in regions of high
density, because there are simply more particles, while the ScM has fixed phase space resolu-
tion. For instance, in order to understand the phase space structure of voids, which are sparsely
sampled in N-body simulations, the ScM should be better suited. Another advantage of the
ScM is that after a slight modification – using a complex Klein-Gordon equation instead of the
Schrödinger equation [Wid97] – it can model relativistic collisionless matter. This would allow
to follow the phase space dynamics of relativistic neutrinos, that depending on mass can become
non-relativistic once the frozen-in but decreasing temperature falls below their rest mass. For
every species – be it warm, cold, relativistic or non-relativistic collisionless matter – a complex
Klein-Gordon or Schrödinger field has to be introduced and the corresponding equations have
to be solved. The set of these equations then needs to be supplemented by the Poisson equation
sourced by all the fields.5 For numerical simulations [WK93, Wid97] explain how to create the
desired initial conditions, which need not to be cold and in case of initially relativistic neutrinos,
should be sampled from a Fermi-Dirac distribution.6 Therefore the ScM opens up the possibil-
ity to self-consistently study the combined dynamics of CDM and neutrinos and thus provides
a way to constrain neutrino masses and their mass hierarchy through the study of large-scale
structure formation [MCVC11], which together with CMB observations, might even lead to first
measurement of neutrino masses.
5.6 Conclusion
We started with the coupled nonlinear Vlasov-Poisson system (6.1) for the phase space distri-
bution function f which is relevant for LSS formation of CDM particles which interact only
by means of the gravitational potential. Inspired by the Schrödinger method (ScM) proposed
in [WK93] for numerical simulations we aimed at employing its ability to describe effects of
multi-streaming while extending recent studies regarding coarse-grained descriptions of CDM
and their implications investigated in [PMSV12b, Dom00].
Following closely [WK93], we introduced a complex field  whose time-evolution is gov-
erned by the Schrödinger-Poisson equation (SPE) (5.13) and constructed the coarse-grained
Wigner probability distribution NfW according to (5.21) from this wave function. We derived
that the time-evolution of NfW is determined by Eq. (5.22) which is in good correspondence to
the one governed by the coarse-grained Vlasov equation (5.12). Using a numerical toy example
we showed how the ScM is able to regularize shell-crossing singularities and allows to follow
the dynamics into the fully nonlinear regime. Furthermore we showed how higher order cumu-
lants (5.41) like velocity dispersion can be calculated directly from the wave function and that a
vorticity is generated by the coarse-graining procedure.
5A priori one should rather use the Einstein equation sourced by the energy momentum tensors of all the fields
and check that Newtonian gravity is justified, as we did in the case for pure CDM in Chapters 3 and 4.
6Note that one cannot describe fermions using a scalar field on a fundamental level, but one can still model the
phase distribution of fermions with a scalar field if the fermions behave collisionless.
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This means that it suffices to solve the SPE (5.13) with dust-like initial conditions (5.48),
express the result obtained for  in Madelung form
p
n exp .i=„/, and then simply coarse-
grain n and nr to obtain the physical density Nn and momentum m Nn Nu, respectively. In a similar
fashion all higher cumulants (5.28c) following from (6.5) can be obtained from a solution to SPE
(5.13).
We derived the corresponding closed-form fluid-like equations (5.45) for the smooth density
field Nn and the mass-weighted velocity Nu. This is only possible because the ‘quantum pressure’
term proportional to „2 resolves shell-crossing singularities already on the microscopic level. We
showed that solving the macroscopic equations (5.45) means closing the hierarchy for the mo-
ments of NfW, without truncating the cumulant hierarchy, thereby proposing a different approach
to the closure problem than truncation in terms of cumulants. Indeed, all higher cumulants can
be written in terms of of Nn and Nu.
We are now equipped with a model containing only two degrees of freedom that is able to
fully describe structure formation.
Appendix 5
5.A Explicit calculation for closure of the hierarchy
As mentioned in 6.2.1 it can be shown that the evolution equation for the second moment (5.46)
is automatically fulfilled when the coarse-grained fluid equations (5.45) for density Nn and mass-
weighted velocity Nu are satisfied. In order to prove that we perform the following steps:
1. Start with the time evolution equation for the second moment (5.46) which involves the third
one.
@t xM .2/ij ‹D  
1
a2m
rk xM .3/ijk  mr.i NV exp

x
2  rx !rx

. Nn Nuj //C p
2
a2
. Nn Nu.i/;j / (5.52)
2. Insert the explicit expressions for xM .2/ and xM .3/ given by (5.41c) and (5.41d).
@t exp

x
2
2


n;i;j C p2nıij C „
2
4
n;in;j
n
  n;ij

(5.53)
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x
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
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8<:n;i;j;kC Ccyc. perm.p2ıijn;k C„24
24 Ccyc. perm.n;in;j
n
  n;ij

;k  n;ijk
359=;
  r.i NV exp.x2  rx !rx/. Nn Nuj //C p2. Nn Nu.i/;j /
3. Express everything in terms of Nn and Nji D Nn Nui D .n;i/ using the rule for the D-symbol
(5.42).
@t

exp

x
2
2
.  D/
  Nji Njj
Nn C
„2
4
 Nn;i Nn;j
Nn   Nn;ij

C p2 Nnıij

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4. Pull the time-derivative through the smoothing operator and apply the product rule to re-
express the terms.
exp

x
2
2
.  D/
 
@t Nj.i Njj /
Nn  
Nji Njj@t Nn
Nn2 C
„2
4

@t Nn;.i Nn;j /
Nn  
@t Nn Nn;i Nn;j
Nn2   @t Nn;ij

(5.55)
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5. Employ the fluid equations (5.45) to carry out the time derivatives @t. Nn/ and @t Nji .
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6. Combine the different D-symbols acting successively on the terms to yield an overall D-
symbol according to
exp

1
2
x
2.  DABC /
   NA NB NC  D exp 1
2
x
2.  DA.BC//
  NA exp 1
2
x
2.  DBC /

. NB NC/ :
This is possible since the action of theD-symbol depends on the product structure it is acting
on.
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One has to note that equality is only established once we make use of the constraint Eq. (6.7c).
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Figure 5.8: red dotted Zel’dovich trajectories Eq. (5.60),
blue Bohmian trajectories Eq. (5.59).
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Figure 5.9: Detailed view of the Bohmian trajectories,
Eq. (5.59).
We follow [RB12] to rewrite the fluid-like system Eqs. (5.15) formulated in terms n and r eval-
uated at the Eulerian position x, into a Lagrangian system in which the sole dynamical variable
is the displacement field Ψ , that maps between x and the Lagrangian (or initial coordinate of a
fluid element) q. Since the continuity and Euler equation Eqs. (5.9) are unchanged apart from
the added quantum potential Q in Eq. (5.15b) the analogue of Eq. 2.31 in [RB12] is
.1C 	l;l/ıij   	i;j C 	 ci;j /

	 00i;j D ˛./.J F   1/C J F
„2
4m2
x

xŒ.J
F / 1=2
.J F / 1=2

; (5.58)
which can be obtained by solving the continuity equation with 1 C ı D 1=J F , where J F D
det.Fij / D det.ıi;j C 	i;j / and Fij D @xi=@qj is the Jacobian relating x and q and with
rx=m D Ψ 0, where a prime denotes a derivative wrt to superconformal time  related to cosmic
time t via dt D a2d. In eq. (5.58) the Laplacians are with respect to x, rather than q and have
therefore to be rewritten in terms of q using the Jacobian Fij . The equation is supplemented
by a constraint equation Fi;nnjkFl;jF 0l;k D 0 that follows from rx  u D 0. If the density
and velocity distribution depend only on x D .x; 0; 0/, (and therefore q D .q; 0; 0/), the above
system can be written, using qqq D 0 and 	i DW 	ıiq and J F D 1C 	;q as
	 00 D ˛./	 C „
2
2m2

10.	;qq/
3
.1C 	;q/6   8
	;qq	;qqq
.1C 	;q/5 C
	;qqqq
.1C 	;q/4

; (5.59)
where ˛./ D 4Ga%0. Note that compared to the 3D case (5.58), we were able to integrate
already once over q in order to obtain (5.59).
In the case of „ D 0, we recover the case of dust
	 00d D ˛./	d ; (5.60)
whose exact solution is the Zel’dovich approximation 	;q.q; a/ D  D.a/ılin.x D q/, where
ılin.x/ is the initial condition Eulerian density field (which is assumed to vanish at a D 0)
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linearly extrapolated to a D 1 using the linear growth D.a/. The red dashed lines in Fig. 5.1 are
points .q C 	;	 0/, parametrized by q and can be extended after shell-crossing. Unfortunately,
this continuation does not behave as CDM and the trajectories continue on their straight lines
indefinitely, see red lines in Fig. 5.8. Including the „-terms, a separation ansatz does not work
anymore and we do not expect to find an exact solution of (5.59), see Figs. 5.8 and 5.9 for the
complicated dynamics of 	 for the case of initial conditions studied in Sec. 5.4. Under a coarse-
grained view the Bohmian and collisionless CDM trajectories would turn into network that is
indistinguishable. On a microscopic level though, they are very different, see Fig. 5.9. Although
the phase space density fH behaves as if shell-crossings and multi-stream regions form, the phase
 of the wave function  is single-valued and therefore the trajectories q C Ψ never intersect.
The intricate behaviour of Ψ emulates multi-streaming. Given the Bohmian trajectories Ψ.q; a/
one can recover n.x; a/ and .x; a/ via
n.x; a/ D 1
1C 	;q.q; a/
ˇˇˇ
qDq.x;a/
(5.61)
@x.x; a/=m D 	 0.q; a/
ˇˇˇ
qDq.x;a/
; (5.62)
where the q-dependent expressions are converted into x-depend ones via inversion of x D
q C 	.q; a/. The Lagrangian formulation Eq. (5.58) of the Madelung representation, Eq. (5.14)
suffers from the same singularities as the Euler-type equation Eq. (5.15b); at the isolated space-
time points where the phase  jumps about 2 , the velocity r and therefore PΨ diverge and
change sign. Figs. 5.8 and 5.9 were constructed from the solution of the Schrödinger-Poisson
equation (5.13) and not from Eq. (5.59).
6
Gaussian multi-streaming model for redshift
space distortions
This chapter arose in collaboration with Cora Uhlemann and Thomas Haugg. We study the ef-
fect of coarse-graining the dynamics of a pressureless selfgravitating fluid (coarse grained dust)
in the context of nonlinear cosmological perturbation theory, both in the Eulerian und Lagrangian
framework, as well as in real and redshift space. We calculate from first principles the large scale
vorticity power spectrum. We extend the Gaussian streaming model (GSM) together with con-
volution Lagrangian perturbation theory (CLPT) to the case of general phase space distribution
functions and explicitly evaluate it for case of “coarse grained dust”, which is the limit „ ! 0 of
the Schrödinger method discussed in the last chapter. This extendeded CLPT we denote by cg-
CLPT. Large scale vorticity and velocity dispersion are automatically included and we compare
results for halo correlation functions in real and redshift space to our measurements within the
publicly available Horizon Run 2 halo catalog. We find that the real space correlation functions
of halos and the mean pairwise velocity are optimised if the coarse graining scale is chosen to
be 1Mpc=h, while the second pairwise velocity moment entering the GSM is optimised if the
smoothing scale is chosen to be the Lagrangian size of the halo. CLPT is basically the same
as the (Post-)Zel’dovich approximation, for which it is well known that a smoothing of the ini-
tial conditions can improve the agreement with N-body simulations. We therefore compare our
cgCLPT to the case where one only coarse-grains the initial conditions but uses standard dust
dynamics and CLPT.
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6.1 Introduction
Among analytical methods developed to describe the formation of large-scale structure (LSS),
perturbative schemes based on the popular dust model [Pee80] play an important part. The
dust model describes self-gravitating collisionless cold dark matter (CDM) as a pressureless
fluid which fulfills a coupled system of differential equations consisting of continuity, Euler and
Poisson equation. These equations can be solved perturbatively – either in the Eulerian frame
[BCGS02b] where everything is expanded in terms of density and velocity or in the Lagrangian
framework [BMW94b] where fluid-trajectories or displacements are considered. Those pertur-
bative techniques provide satisfactory results within the linear regime of structure formation and
resumming some classes of perturbative corrections [SC06, MP07, Mat08] can enhance their
range of applicability towards mildly nonlinear scales. However, they are condemned to break
down eventually in the deeply nonlinear regime due to their fundamental limitation to describe
the ensemble of self-gravitating dark matter particles as a pressureless fluid characterized solely
by density and velocity. Indeed, the dust model is a truncation of the infinite hierarchy for the
cumulants of the phase-space distribution of particles which fulfills the Vlasov (or collisionless
Boltzmann) equation. Truncating the hierarchy is only consistent as long as the particle trajec-
tories are well described by a single coherent flow, called single-stream approximation, since
as soon as multiple streams become relevant all higher cumulants are sourced dynamically, see
[PS09].
To tackle this shortcoming several semi-analytical methods based on Effective Field Theory
(EFT) both in the Eulerian [PMSV12b, CHS12, CFGS13, MP13] and Lagrangian framework
[PSZ13, SZ14] as well as in a path integral approach [CLP13] have been developed. They de-
scribe the large scale physics in terms of an effective fluid that is treated perturbatively and
characterized by several parameters arising from small scale physics. These parameters are not
calculable within the EFT framework itself but have to be inferred from observations or N-body
simulations, at least as long as no full theory describing the small scale physics is at hand. The
strategy of EFT is to integrate out (or formally solve) the dynamics of the short-wavelength part
in order to obtain closed-form equations of motion for the long-wavelength quantities. All for-
mulations of EFT of LSS have an underlying coarse-graining approach in common but differ in
the precise implementation of the cut-off, while some rely on sharp-k filtering, others employ
smooth filters like spherical top-hat or Gaussian window functions. The coarse-graining proce-
dure allows to separate long from short scale modes and handle the former perturbatively while
regarding the latter as source terms for higher phase space cumulants like velocity dispersion.
In [Dom00] a spatially coarse-grained description of a many-body gravitating system for the
evolution of LSS has been studied and shown to lead to a fluid-like description which recovers the
usual dust model when scales substantially larger than the coarse-graining scale are considered.
It was noted that the corresponding hierarchy for the moments can in principle be closed by
expressing the microscopic degrees of freedom through the macroscopic density and velocity.
This requires the filtering to be invertible which excludes sharp-k and top-hat filter but favors the
Gaussian window which was considered. In contrast to the Schrödinger method, the Gaussian
filter was Taylor-expanded in the filter length x up to leading order, called large-scale expansion.
In this expansion the lowest order term was shown to automatically yield the dust model whereas
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the first order involves a correction proportional to the coarse-graining scale squared x2. It
was demonstrated that this term gives rise to a velocity dispersion which enters into the Euler
equation and it was argued that it leads to adhesive behavior, see also [BD05]. This method was
conjectured to allow for successive improvements over the aforementioned dust and adhesion
models.
Our approach is based on the Schrödinger method (ScM) as described in Chapter 5, which is
able to catch the fully-fledged N-body dynamics and incorporate higher cumulants like velocity
dispersion which are relevant for multi-streaming. In the limit „ ! 0, which will be considered
in the following, the ScM constitutes a full resummation in the filter length x of the coarse
grained hydrodynamics described in [Dom00]. In this limit the ScM method reduces to the
coarse grained dust model which will – in analogy to the dust model – be studied perturbatively.
One shortcoming of the dust model, namely the absence of vorticity and inability to generate
it dynamically, becomes evident if one compares velocity power spectra obtained from pertur-
bation theory directly to cosmological N-body simulations, see for example [PS09, HAA14].
While it has been supposed in [PS09] that considering a mass-weighted velocity may account
for large scale vorticity, we provide the first consistent implementation of this idea and perform
a comprehensive analysis based on a coarse-graining approach.
We are mainly interested in studying the coarse-grained dust model in terms of the dis-
placement field within Lagrangian perturbation theory (LPT). In first order LPT it is possible
to exactly compute the density correlation function from the first order displacement field in
a nonperturbative fashion which is called Zel’dovich approximation (ZA), see [Zel70]. In the
ZA particles are displaced along straight trajectories, parametrized by the linear growth func-
tion, with an initial velocity determined by the Newtonian potential at their initial position. The
ZA is capable of accurately describing gravitational dynamics over a surprisingly wide range of
scales. In [CMS93] the so-called truncated Zel’dovich approximation (TZA) was proposed as
phenomenological method to improve agreement with N-body data by artificially smoothing the
initial power spectrum at the nonlinear scale of the final time of the simulation. The effect of the
smoothing is to reduce velocity in high density regions thereby preventing shell-crossings and
subsequent erasure of overdensities. Therefore, counterintuitively, smoothing the initial power
spectrum, thereby reducing the initial power on small scales, in turn increases the final power
on these scales. A detailed study and comparison between different filters in [MPS94] revealed
that a Gaussian leads to best agreement with N-body data and considerable improvement over
sharp k-truncation as originally suggested in [CMS93] and top-hat in coordinate space as studied
in [PMSV12b]. This is an empirical indication, entirely independent from the theoretical one
described before, why the invertability of Gaussian smoothing should prove useful in describing
CDM dynamics. Furthermore, it also provides a prescription how to appropriately choose the
filter size x, namely in correspondence to the nonlinear scale kTZA by requiring xkTZA ' 1.
Note that, similarly, assuming „ D 0 in the ScM requires x to be large enough to prevent
shell-crossing singularities, see Sec. 5.3.4. Focusing on statistical properties of the nonlinearly
evolved density field like the power spectrum, the TZA amounts to smoothing the linear initial
power spectrum without affecting the dynamics itself.
It is known that the Post-Zel’dovich approximation (PZA), where the displacement fields are
calculated from second rather than first order perturbation theory, improves over the ZA. Ac-
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cordingly, the truncated Post-Zel’dovich approximation (TPZA), in which again only the initial
power spectrum is smoothed, performs even better than TZA, compare [BMW94b, WGB96].
Our coarse-graining dust model recovers the TZA at lowest order. At second and higher or-
der though – unlike TPZA – it is not only a smoothing of the initial conditions that occurs but
also the underlying dynamics is changed. In particular, we apply the framework of Convolu-
tion Lagrangian perturbation theory (CLPT) developed in [CRW13] for the dust model to our
coarse-grained dust model. CLPT can be understood as a partial resummation of the formalism
presented in [Mat08] which provides a partial resummation of LPT while incorporating nonlin-
ear halo bias. A big advantage of ZA/PZA/CLPT is the clearer physical picture it offers for the
study of halo correlation functions, which are a key ingredient of the halo model [CS02] that
is widely used in the analysis of galaxy, cluster and lensing surveys. In order to understand
halo correlations one needs to understand halo bias. But halo bias is best understood using the
spherical collapse model and excursion set theory, both of which operate in the initial conditions
and therefore in Lagrangian space, where they locally assign mass and collapse time to clouds
or proto-halos within the initial density field. Therefore once the clustered or biased field of
proto-halos is known it can be propagated to Eulerian space using a Lagrangian method.
Another advantage concerns convergence properties and accuracy of the correlation function
on scales of interest, like the BAO scale or the mildly nonlinear scales. It is known that ZA per-
forms much better on those scales, see the first Figure of [Tas14]; a higher precision is achieved
with a smaller order in perturbation theory. This is in part due to better convergence properties
of the LPT displacement field and in part due to fact that ZA takes place in real space rather than
Fourier space such that potentially wrong small k parts of the power spectrum P.k/ cannot get
mixed into large r parts of the correlation function .r/. Although independent, but making use
of the same advantage is the observation that small r in the correlation function can be strongly
affected by baryonic physics, while large r , most importantly the BAO peak, are not affected, see
[AWSH13].
In order to infer the correlation function in redshift space, relevant to observations made in
galaxy surveys, one has to take peculiar velocities into account which affect the observed redshift
due to the Doppler shift. In [Fis95] the correlation function in redshift space was derived by
considering the joint probability distribution of density and velocity. Assuming that the density
is a Gaussian random field and the velocity is related to density as in linear perturbation theory,
one obtains that the redshift space correlation function is given by a convolution of the real
space distribution function and an approximately Gaussian kernel whose mean and variance are
given by the the scale dependent mean and variance of the pairwise velocity. This so-called
Gaussian streaming model (GSM) can be understood as generalization of the streaming model
originally introduced in [Pee80] to a scale-dependent rather than constant velocity dispersion
which correctly reproduces the linear theory result derived in [Kai87]. To compute correlation
functions and in particular halo correlation functions in redshift space the GSM has also been
applied in the context of second order perturbation theory (CLPT) for the dust model in [RW11,
WRW14, Whi14].
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Structure This chapter is organized as follows: In Sec. 6.2 we review the dust model, introduce
the coarse-grained dust model and determine the moments of the different phase space distribu-
tion of coarse grained dust. In Sec. 6.3 we provide a review of the two standard schemes of
perturbation theory, Eulerian as well as Lagrangian Perturbation Theory and explain their con-
nection. Sec. 6.4 is devoted to the derivation of the corresponding Eulerian perturbation kernels
to determine the power and cross spectra for the coarse-grained dust model. Then we describe
how these kernels can be mapped to Lagrangian space. In Sec. 6.5 we recapitulate the Gaus-
sian Streaming model for the single-stream case and generalize it to include multiple streams.
Finally we apply this result to compute the functions entering the Gaussian streaming model
for the coarse-grained dust model. In Sec. 6.6 we present the results for the halo correlation
functions in real and redshift space as well as halo velocity statistics and compare them to mea-
surements of the same quantities within the publicly available Horizon Run 2 (HR2) halo catalog
[KPGD09, KPRC11]. We propose a new “hybrid” approach which introduces two smoothing
scales, one to optimise the real space correlation function and mean pairwise velocity and one to
optimise the second pairwise velocity moment. We conclude in Sec. 6.7.
6.2 Coarse-grained dust model
6.2.1 Vlasov equation and cumulant hierarchy
We recapitulate from Chapter 5 that the dynamics of cold dark matter (CDM) can be conveniently
described using a phase space distribution function f .t; x; p/ which contains all relevant infor-
mation about the system. Imposing phase-space conservation one directly obtains the Vlasov (or
collisionless Boltzmann) equation which governs the time evolution of the distribution function.
This equation is supplemented by the Poisson equation which encodes gravitational interaction
and causes the Vlasov equation
@tf D   p
a2m
 rxf CmrxV  rpf ; (6.1a)
V D 4G %0
a
Z
d3pf   1

(6.1b)
to be nonlocal and nonlinear in the phase space distribution f . We use comoving coordinates
x with associated conjugate momentum p D a2m d x=dt , where a is the scale factor satisfying
the Friedmann equation of a ƒCDM or Einstein-de Sitter universe. %0 is the (constant) comov-
ing matter background density such that f has a background value or spatial average value
hRd3pf ivol D 1 for volumes larger than the homogeneity scale. For convenience we will in
general suppress the t -dependence of the distribution function.
The phase space distribution function f encodes all information about the dynamics of the
system. However, as it depends on seven variables in total – three each for position and mo-
mentum and one for time – it is more manageable to consider purely spatial distributions which
characterize the system. This can be done by taking cumulants of the phase space distribution
function with respect to momentum. We explained in Sec. 5.3 that the amount of complexity is
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conserved in going from the single Vlasov equation for f .x; p; t / to the hierarchy of local cu-
mulants C .n/.x; t / equations since it is an infinite hierarchy of coupled partial differential for the
C .n/.x; t / if we want to describe multi-streaming collisionless matter. Only for single streaming
collisionless matter – dust – the truncation at second order is possible.
In Chapter 5 we described an approach relying on a special ansatz for the distribution func-
tion NfWŒ .x; t /; p that allows to obtain cumulants analytically due the simple p-dependence,
while at the same time the cumulant hierarchy is kept intact and solved automatically if  .x; t /
satisfies the Schrödinger poisson equation. In Sec. 5.3 we compared three different ansätze for
the distribution function f : the dust model fd, the Wigner function fW constructed out of a wave
function fulfilling the Schrödinger equation as well as the coarse grained Wigner distribution
function NfW. In the following we will consider the coarse-grained dust model Nfd which can also
be obtained from the coarse-grained Wigner ansatz NfW when sending „ ! 0.
The distribution function for the coarse-grained dust model is simply the coarse grained dust
phase space distribution (5.7) by a Gaussian filter of width x and p in x and p space, respec-
tively. For convenience we will adopt the shorthand operator representation of the smoothing
which can be easily obtained by switching to Fourier space
Nfd D
Z
d3x0d3p0
.2xp/3
exp

 .x   x
0/2
2x2
  .p  p
0/2
2p2

fd.x0; p0/ ;
Nfd D exp
 
1
2
x
2x C 12p2p

fd ; (6.2)
which can be obtained from the coarse grained Wigner function NfW in the limit „ ! 0
NfW.x; p/ „!0D Nfd.x; p/ : (6.3)
If xtyp and ptyp are the (minimal) scales of interest we have to ensure that
x  xtyp and p  ptyp : (6.4)
Moments and cumulants The generating functional for the coarse-grained dust model is given
by
NGdŒJ D exp
 
1
2
x
2   1
2
p
2J2

GdŒJ : (6.5)
From this expression the calculation for the moments xM .n/ is straightforward and shows that the
first two moments are given by a spatial coarse-graining of the dust moments (5.32a)
xM .0/ D exp  1
2
x
2

M .0/ DW Nn ; xC .0/ D ln Nn (6.6a)
xM .1/i D exp
 
1
2
x
2

M
.1/
i DW m Nn Nui ; xC .1/i D m Nui : (6.6b)
Note that we drop the label d on n; Nn and u; Nu from now on and it is understood that microscopic
quantities n;u now refer to dust, and barred quantities Nn; Nu to coarse-grained dust. The coarse-
grained velocity Nu is a mass-weighted one which is obtained by smoothing the momentum field
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M
.1/
i and then dividing by the smoothed density field. This is precisely the definition commonly
used in the EFT of LSS, compare [MP13, BNSZ12c]. From a physical point of view Nu describes
the center-of-mass velocity of the collection of particles inside a coarsening cell of diameter x
around x.
Note that higher moments xM .n2/ are not simply given by the coarse-graining of M .n2/ but
receive an extra p2-term
xM .2/ij D exp
 
1
2
x
2
 n
M
.2/
ij C p2M .0/ıij
o
; (6.6c)
xM .3/
ijk
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2
x
2
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.3/
ijk
C
Ccyc. perm.
p
2M
.1/
i ıjk
)
: (6.6d)
Similarly the corresponding cumulants are not just given by a coarse graining of the dust cumu-
lants (5.32b), which would vanish for n > 1, rather we find nonzero expressions for all n. For
instance
xC .2/ij D p2ıij C
n;i;j
Nn  
n;i n;j
Nn2 ; (6.6e)
xC .3/
ijk
D
xM .3/
ijk
xM .0/  
Ccyc. perm.
xC .2/ij xC .1/k   xC .1/i xC .1/j xC .1/k ; (6.6f)
with the shorthand notation n;i;j WD exp
 
1
2
x
2
 ˚
n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;j
	
and n;i WD exp
 
1
2
x
2
 fn;ig.
We can observe that all higher moments are determined self-consistently from the lowest two,
which are dynamical and represent the coarse-grained density Nn and mass-weighted velocity Nu,
respectively.
Evolution equations The dust equations (5.8) can be employed to obtain evolution equations
for the first two moments Nn D xM .0/ and Nui D xM .1/i =.m Nn/ corresponding to coarse-grained
density and mass-weighted velocity, respectively
@t Nn D   1
a2
r  . Nn Nu/ ; (6.7a)
@t. Nn Nui/ D   exp
 
1
2
x
2
 ( 1
a2m2
rj

n;i;j
C n riV ) : (6.7b)
Note that one would obtain exactly the same expressions and evolution equations when con-
sidering the coarse-grained Vlasov equation and sending „ ! 0 in the final equations (5.41)
and (5.45). A specific feature of the Gaussian filter we employed in Chapter 5 was that it can
be inverted for sufficiently smooth functions such that there exists a closed-form analogue of
Eq. (6.7b) for the macroscopic quantities Nn and Nu, namely Eq. (5.47).
The velocity Nui which follows from a coarse-grained distribution function Nf is automatically
a mass-weighted one computed according to m Nui D n;i= Nn and does not coincide with the
volume-weighted velocity N;i . Therefore these equations are supplemented by the constraint
m Nn Nu D exp  1
2
x
2

.nr/ : (6.7c)
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which is the analogue of the curl-free constraint u D r=m Eq. (5.9c) and enforces a very
particular non-zero vorticity for Nu. For practical applications, instead of solving the coarse-
grained fluid equations (6.7) for Nn and Nu one can simply solve (5.8) for n and  and construct
the cumulants of interest according to (6.6) . Note that Eqs. (6.7) are naturally written in terms
of the macroscopic momentum Nj  Nn Nu.
6.3 Perturbation Theory for dust
In this section we will shortly review the standard of perturbation theory for the dust model both
in the Eulerian (SPT) and Lagrangian framework (LPT).
6.3.1 Eulerian perturbation theory
In Eulerian perturbation theory the quantities under consideration are the density contrast ı.; x/,
which is defined via the normalised number density field n.; x/ D 1C ı.; x/ and the peculiar
velocity field v.; x/ D u.; x/=a./ with conformal time  given by dt D a./d . Then the
dust equations (5.9) can be recast in the following form
@ı C r  Œ.1C ı/v D 0 ; (6.8a)
@vCHvC .v  r/v D  rV : (6.8b)
The two coupled evolution equations for a fluid modeling CDM are supplemented by the Poisson
equation
V D 4G%0
a
ı : (6.8c)
The velocity field v can be decomposed into velocity divergence  D r v and vorticityw D rv.
The corresponding equations on an Einstein-de Sitter background can be obtained easily from
(6.8b) when using the Poisson equation (6.8c)
@ CH C r Œ.v  r/v D  3
2
H2ı ; (6.9a)
@wCHwC r  .v  w/ D 0 : (6.9b)
We see that if there is no initial vorticity then it cannot be generated, which we discussed already
in Chapter 4. Since furthermore in linear perturbation theory any initial vorticity decays due to
the expansion of the universe, it seems to be a good assumption that velocity is a gradient field
given by v D r=.
Perturbative expansion The density contrast ı and the divergence of velocity  D r  v D
=am can be written in Fourier space and expanded in terms of the scale factor a./ for the
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fastest growing mode
ı.; k/ D
1X
nD1
an./ ın.k/ ; (6.10a)
.; k/ D H./
1X
nD1
an./ n.k/ : (6.10b)
Although we restricted ourselves here to the Einstein-de Sitter (EdS) case, one can easily trans-
late the result to a general ƒCDM universe, as described in [BCGS02b], by replacing a ! D
and H ! fH , where D./ is the linear growth function and f ./ D d lnD./=d ln a./ the
linear growth rate.
We define the integral kernels Fn andGn of ı and  with respect to the linear density contrast
ı1 as
ın.k/ D
Z
d3p1 : : : d3pn
.2/3.n 1/
ıD.k   p1:::n/ Fn.p1; : : : ; pn/ı1.p1/ : : : ı1.pn/ ; (6.10c)
n.k/ D  
Z
d3p1 : : : d3pn
.2/3.n 1/
ıD.k   p1:::n/ Gn.p1; : : : ; pn/ı1.p1/ : : : ı1.pn/ ; (6.10d)
where p1:::n D p1C    C pn. Substituting the ansatzes (6.10) into the fluid equations (6.8a) and
(6.9a) rewritten in Fourier space allows to separate the time dependence and obtain for n > 1
nın.k/C n.k/ D  
n 1X
mD1
k1  k2
k21
ın m.k2/m.k1/ ;
3ın.k/C .1C 2n/n.k/ D  
n 1X
mD1
k2.k1  k2/
2k21k
2
2
n m.k2/m.k1/ ;
where k D k1C k2. Solving this system for ın and n, respectively we obtain recursion relations
for Fn and Gn with starting values F1 D G1 D 1, compare [JB94]
Fn.p1; : : : ; pn/ D
n 1X
mD1
Gm.p1; : : : ; pm/
.2nC 3/.n   1/
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.2nC 1/ k  k1
k21
Fn m.pmC1; : : : ; pn/
C k
2.k1  k2/
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Gn m.pmC1; : : : ; pn/
#
; (6.12a)
Gn.p1; : : : ; pn/ D
n 1X
mD1
Gm.p1; : : : ; pm/
.2nC 3/.n   1/
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#
; (6.12b)
where k1 D p1 C :::C pm; k2 D pmC1 C :::C pn and k D k1 C k2.
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6.3.2 Lagrangian Perturbation Theory
In the Lagrangian scheme the quantity under consideration is the displacement field Ψ.; q/
which maps initial particle or fluid element positions q into their final Eulerian position x./
x./ D qCΨ.; q/ : (6.13)
The Jacobian Fij of the transformation from Eulerian to Lagrangian coordinates is given by
Fij D @xi
@qj
D ıij C 	i;j ; (6.14a)
and has the following properties
JF D det

ıij C 	i;j

; F  1ij D 12J 1F "ilm"jpqFplFqm ; (6.14b)
where "ijk refers to the totally antisymmetric Levi-Civita symbol. Mass conservation implies the
following relation between the Jacobian determinant JF .q/ and the density contrast ı.x/
N%Œ1C ı.x/ d3x D N% d3q , 1C ı D J 1F : (6.14c)
The equation of motion for the Eulerian position x is
d 2x
d2
CH./d x
d
D  rxV : (6.15a)
By taking the divergence of (6.15a) and using the Poisson equation (6.8c) as well as mass con-
servation (6.14c) one obtains an equation for the displacement field Ψ
JF .; q/ rx 

d 2Ψ
d2
CH./dΨ
d

D N% ŒJF .; q/   1 ; (6.15b)
supplemented by the constraint r  v D 0
"ijk.Fmj /
 1F 0km D 0 : (6.15c)
The exact displacement field Ψ.; q/ can be expanded in a series with spatial parts Ψ .n/.q/
and temporal coefficients using the scale factor a./, concentrating on the fastest growing mode
within an EdS universe
Ψ.; q/ D
1X
nD1
an./Ψ .n/.q/ : (6.16)
Then we express the different orders Ψ .n/ in Fourier space with the help of perturbative kernels
L.n/ in terms of powers of the linear density field ı1
Ψ .n/.k/ D i
Z
d3p1 : : : d
3pn
.2/3.n 1/
ıD.k   p1n/L.n/.p1; : : : ; pn/ı1.p1/    ı1.pn/ : (6.17)
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Note that we employ here a different notation for L.n/ compared to Eq. (A2) in [Mat08] such that
when translating the results an additional prefactor nŠ has to be taken into account. The vector
valued kernels L.n/ can be split into a longitudinal component S.n/ and a transverse part T.n/
according to
L.n/ D S.n/ C T.n/ ; (6.18a)
k  S.n/.p1; : : : ; pn/ D 0 ; (6.18b)
k  T.n/.p1; : : : ; pn/ D 0 ; (6.18c)
where k D p1 C : : :C pn.
6.3.3 Mapping between Eulerian and Lagrangian picture
Note that LPT correctly recovers SPT when the exact relation between the density and displace-
ment field, encoded in the continuity equation (6.14c) with (6.14b), is expanded in the same
manner. In lowest order LPT it is possible to keep this nonperturbative relation between 	 and
the ı, which is done in the Zel’dovich approximation (ZA) [Zel70]. This allows to partially re-
sum perturbation theory in a physically motivated way by combining i) an approximate law for
the movement of particles from first order LPT (1LPT) with (ii) a proper determination of the
density within a small volume as the sum of all particles divided by this volume. Performing
this proper counting is the resummation, giving it up leeds to SPT. The generalization of the ZA
to second order LPT (2LPT) is referred to as Post-Zel’dovich approximation (PZA), for which
an exact translation from displacement to density field Eq. (6.14c) would demand solving a non-
Gaussian integral when computing correlation functions. Since this is analytically not tractable
some approximation methods to the PZA, like integrated perturbation theory (iPT) [?] or Con-
volution Lagrangian perturbation theory (CLPT) [CRW13] have been proposed that leave the
relation, which is solved exactly in the ZA, at least partially resummed. It is because of those
and many other advantages of the Lagrangian approach [Tas14] that we also derive LPT for the
coarse grained dust model. In particular, for ZA it is known that a smoothing of the initial linear
power spectrum improves ZA even further. This coarse graining procedure is known as “trun-
cated” ZA [BMW94b], but compared to our coarse grained dust, only the initial conditions are
smoothed while the dynamics is that of dust. We will explore CLPT, “truncated” CLPT both
based on dust to a modified CLPT based on coarse grained dust (cgCLPT) in Sec. 6.5.
In the following we will shortly describe the relation between the Eulerian framework that
is based on the density contrast ı and the velocity divergence  and the Lagrangian description
which relies on the displacement field Ψ . For a more detailed study of the connection between
the series in Lagrangian and Eulerian perturbation theory we refer to [RB12]. Rewriting the
density contrast in Fourier space and employing (6.14c) gives
ı.k/ D
Z
d3x e i kxı.x/ ; (6.19a)
D
Z
d3q e i kq

e i kΨ.q/   1

: (6.19b)
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Similarly, the divergence of the velocity  D rx  v can be transformed to Lagrangian space by
using v D d x=d D Ψ 0.q/ with (6.16) and transforming rx to rq which leads to
.x.q//
H D F
 1
ij

a	
.1/
j;i C 2a2	 .2/j;i C 3a3	 .3/j;i

.q/ : (6.19c)
Using the explicit formula for F  1ij (6.14b) we can obtain the Fourier transform of .q/
.k/
H D
Z
d3q e i kq i kΨ.q/JF
.x.q//
H : (6.19d)
Note that, within the mapping from Eulerian to Lagrangian frame the absence of vorticity w D 0
implies a constraint (6.15c) for the transverse parts of Ψ , see [RB12].
6.4 Perturbation theory for coarse grained dust
In order to obtain a solution to Eq. (6.7) for the coarse grained quantities Nı and Nv, we can solve
the microscopic system (5.8) for ı D n  1 and v D r= where  D =am and then simply
coarse grain the result according to
Nı D exp  1
2
x
2

ı ; (6.20a)
.1C Nı/Nv D exp  1
2
x
2

Œ.1C ı/v : (6.20b)
As mentioned before, this procedure is possible as long as the solution space of the “micro-
scopic” functions ı;  allows to invert the gaussian smoothing operation; this it what justified
the use of Eq. (6.7b) instead of Eq. (5.47). However, at shell-crossing caustics, where ı diverges
at point-, line- or sheetlike structures a deconvolution is impossible. Therefore considering the
coarse-grained dust case does not allow us to genuinely go beyond shell crossing. However,
microscopic vorticity and velocity dispersion contribute to the true macroscopic vorticity Nw and
velocity dispersion Nij . Those microscopic contributions simply add to the corresponding quan-
tities of the coarse grained dust model that arise without any microscopic origin [PMSV12a].
Therefore one might hope that coarse grained dust captures some aspects of the true macroscopic
Nw and Nij . Indeed, we will see in the following that it improves the modelling of a collisionless
fluid compared to the standard dust model.
6.4.1 Eulerian kernels for density and velocity
We write the solution of the coarse-grained dust model (6.20) again as a perturbative series by
separating time and momentum dependence,
Nı.; k/ D
1X
nD1
an./ Nın.k/ (6.21a)
Nv.; k/ D H./
1X
nD1
an./Nvn.k/ : (6.21b)
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To obtain formal solutions we proceed in the same manner as in standard perturbation theory, see
6.3.1. The general solution may be written in terms of Fourier kernels
Nın.k/ D
Z
d3p1 : : : d3pn
.2/3.n 1/
ıD.k   p1n/ xFn.p1; : : : ; pn/ı1.p1/    ı1.pn/ ; (6.22a)
Nvn.k/ D i
Z
d3p1    d3pn
.2/3.n 1/
ıD.k   p1:::n /xVn.p1; : : : ; pn/ı1.p1/    ı1.pn/ : (6.22b)
It is convenient to decompose the velocity Nv into velocity divergence N WD r  Nv and vorticity
xw WD r  Nv for which we also define Fourier kernels according to
Nn.k / D 
Z
d3p1    d3pn
.2/3.n 1/
ıD.k   p1:::n / NGn.p1; : : : ; pn/ı1.p1/    ı1.pn/ ; (6.22c)
xwn.k / D 
Z
d3p1    d3pn
.2/3.n 1/
ıD.k   p1:::n / xWn.p1; : : : ; pn/ı1.p1/    ı1.pn/ : (6.22d)
The corresponding kernels are related to those of velocity xVn via NGn D k  xVn and xWn D k xVn.
Since the macroscopic density contrast Nı is trivially related to the microscopic ı, see Eq. (6.20a)
we have that
xFn D exp
  1
2
x
2k2

Fn : (6.23a)
where Fn are the SPT kernels from (6.12). Therefore, in Eulerian perturbation theory, the matter
power spectrum for the coarse-grained dust model at any order is simply given by the coarse-
graining of the dust power spectrum, see Eq. (6.26a).
In order to determine the coarse-grained velocity field we have to expand Eq. (6.20b) pertur-
batively in terms of the micro- and macroscopic fields we have solved for before which gives
Nvn D exp
 
1
2
x
2

vn C
n 1X
mD1
˚
exp
 
1
2
x
2

.ımvn m/   Nım Nvn m
	
; (6.23b)
where vn D rn=. Note that the curly bracket in (6.23b) basically calculates the difference
between the average of a product and the product of averages (this statement is exact at 2nd
order). It is precisely this deviation that sources the vorticity xwn D r  Nvn which becomes
relevant at 2nd order. In the limit x ! 0, this contribution vanishes identically at all orders
such that the velocity remains a gradient field thereby recovering the standard SPT kernels from
(6.12) for x ! 0. The kernels xVn for the velocity Nv can be read off from (6.23b) and give
xVn.p1; : : : ; pn/ D k
k2
exp
  1
2
x
2k2

Gn (6.23c)
C
n 1X
mD1
(
exp
  1
2
x
2k2

Fm
k2
k22
Gn m   xFmxVn m
)
Note that the kernel NGn of N D r  Nv is not simply given by the coarse-graining of the kernel
Gn of  D =am since the velocity is mass-weighted according to (6.20b) . However, at first
order we recover a curl-free velocity Nv1 D exp
 
1
2
x
2
r1= and N1.k/ D  Nı1.k/.
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6.4.2 Eulerian power and cross spectra
In order to check whether our new kernels give sound results in perturbation theory, we calculate
here some power and cross spectra up to one-loop order and therefore up to third order in per-
turbation theory. It turns out that expressions, displayed in App. 6.A are convergent and reduce
to the correct results in the limit where x ! 0. The most interesting result of these checks will
be the power spectrum for the vorticity w, because it vanishes identically in the standard dust
model.
The power spectra P.k/ corresponding to density ı, velocity divergence  and vorticity w
are defined via the two-point correlation in Fourier-space
hı.k/ı.k0/i D .2/3ıD.kC k0/Pıı.k/ ; (6.24a)
h.k/.k0/i D .2/3ıD.kC k0/P.k/ ; (6.24b)
hw.k/  w.k0/i D .2/3ıD.kC k0/Pww.k/ : (6.24c)
Furthermore we have the cross spectrum between density ı and velocity divergence 
hı.k/.k0/i D .2/3ıD.kC k0/Pı.k/ : (6.24d)
The velocity power spectrum is defined accordingly
hv.k/  v.k0/i D .2/3ıD.kC k0/Pvv.k/ : (6.25a)
Since v D .r  r w/= it can be easily obtained from the divergence  D r  v and vorticity
w D r  v power spectra
k2Pvv.k/ D P.k/C Pww.k/ : (6.25b)
In the following we will derive the power and cross spectra up to one-loop order for the coarse-
grained dust model (cgSPT), and compare it to both standard SPT as well as standard SPT with
a different coarse-graining procedure (SPTcg) where only the linear input power spectrum PL is
smoothed. This is done merely to illustrate the effect of the coarse graining on the perturbation
kernels rather than to suggest an improvement of SPT. SPT is known to fail to converge as a
perturbative series, see [BGK13] and is less accurate in predicting the nonlinear density field
than Lagrangian methods [Tas14], which will be our main focus in the following sections.
Density power spectrum For the density power spectrum the effect of the coarse grained fluid
equations (6.7) is simply to coarse grain the power spectrum obtained from SPT according to
P Nı Nı.k/ D NPıı.k/ D exp
  x2k2Pıı.k/ : (6.26a)
This result holds at any order in SPT and shows that, as expected, the smoothing becomes ef-
fective only at small scales k & 1=x. Note that, since the power spectrum is quadratic in ı it
gets smoothed with
p
2x when ı is coarse-grained on scale x. Therefore we will write in the
following NP .k/ WD exp   x2k2P.k/ even though Nı.k/ WD exp   12x2k2 ı.k/. The resulting
power spectrum depicted in Fig. 6.1 shows that power on small spatial scales corresponding to
large k is suppressed due to the coarse-graining.
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Figure 6.1: Comparison between density powerspectrum for SPT and cgSPT in 1st (lin) and 2nd (one-loop) order
perturbation theory.
Velocity power spectrum At linear level the velocity kernel xV1 obtained from Eq. (6.23c) has
only one contribution corresponding to a coarse-graining of the microscopic velocity divergence.
Because of this, the linear power spectrum of macroscopic velocity divergence N is just given by
the coarse-grained SPT result and the vorticity vanishes identically
P N N;L.k/ D NP;L.k/ ; (6.27a)
Pxwxw;L.k/ D Pww;L.k/ D 0 : (6.27b)
Note that since N1.k/ D  Nı1.k/ the linear velocity power spectrum is identical to the linear
density power spectrum. At one-loop level the different contributions to the total velocity kernel
xVn according to Eq. (6.23c) have been evaluated explicitly in Appendix 6.A.
As can be seen in the Fig. 6.3, the effect of the dynamical coarse graining (cgSPT) for the ve-
locity v power spectrum differs from coarse graining the initial conditions in SPT (SPTcg). Most
notably, our coarse-graining procedure determining the mass-weighted velocity Nv introduces a
nonzero vorticity xw D r  Nv which manifests itself from second order on. This vorticity slightly
affects the velocity power spectrum at one-loop order via its contribution P Nwxw;22. This term is
a fundamental difference to SPT where vorticity vanishes by definition. The corresponding ex-
pression can be computed from the recursion relations for the kernels of velocity given in (6.23c)
and reads
Pxwxw;22.k/ D 2
Z
d3p
.2/3
ˇˇˇ
xW.s/2 .p; k   p/
ˇˇˇ2
PL.p/PL.jk   pj/
D k
3
22
Z 1
0
dr
Z 1
 1
dx NPL.kr/ NPL

k
p
1   2rx C r2


 
1   x2 .1   2rx/2 ex2k2.r2 rx/   12
4 .r2   2rx C 1/2 : (6.28)
Note that we wrote in the second line the result in terms of the smooth NPL. The bracket containing
the exponential in the third line partially undos the smoothing, see App. 6.A for details.
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Figure 6.3: Comparison between velocity powerspec-
trum for SPT and cgSPT in 1st (lin) and 2nd (one-loop)
order perturbation theory.
Very interestingly, the only effect of increasing the coarse-graining scale is to cause vorticity
to become relevant at larger length scales. However, the shape of the vorticity power spectrum
remains unchanged and the slope seems to be a universal feature.
In [Sco00, PS09] it has been suggested that the basic features of the vorticity power spectrum
can be understood if one assumes that the vorticity is induced by mass-weighting the single-
stream velocities in each coarsening cell. However, they used as estimate w / rŒ.1Cı/v=.1C
ı/ where, in contrast, no real mass-weighting has been performed. Instead, they considered the
vorticity of the momentum j D .1 C ı/v and afterwards divided by .1 C ı/. In contrast, our
approach based on coarse-graining automatically implements this idea correctly and yields a
vorticity according to xw D r  Nv D r 
h
.1C ı/v=.1C Nı/
i
. Since in [PS09] there was no
prediction for the amplitude of the vorticity power spectrum we can only compare the spectral
index nw WD d lnPww=d ln k which is depicted in Fig 6.2.
Interestingly, our results qualitatively agree with predictions made in the context of EFT of
LSS, see [CFGS13], which gives
nw D

4 for k ŒhMpc 1 . 0:1
3:6 for 0:1 . k ŒhMpc 1 . 0:3
2:8 for 0:3 . k ŒhMpc 1 . 0:6 :
(6.29)
Both the large scale limit as well as the slow decrease of the spectral index can be observed for
the top curves in Fig 6.2.
The blue (bottom) curve in Fig 6.2 falls off much faster and it corresponds to the estimate
w / r  Œ.1C ı/v =.1 C ı/ made in [Sco00, PS09]. Note that their expression is actually
proportional to the metric vector perturbation in Poisson gauge ω and related to vorticity via
Eq. (4.12). We therefore denoted the spectral index of the corresponding power spectrum in
Fig. 6.2 by !! since we calculated it from Eq. (4.21c).
We can compare the vorticity power spectrum also to cosmological numerical simulations,
as given in [PS09] and [HAA14]. Note that within both works a different Fourier convention has
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been employed. Therefore we show our power spectra divided by .2/3 in order to allow for
comparison which reveals good qualitative agreement. Note also that our .k/ is dimensionless
because we factored out anH in (6.10b), while [HAA14] measure  in km/(s Mpc/h). Taking
this into account and comparing to Fig.12 in [HAA14] and Fig.3 in [PS09] we see that the
vorticity power spectra are in good qualitative agreement. In [PS09] it was noted that the vorticity
power spectrum shows significant sensitivity on the mass resolution which was confirmed by
[HAA14]. Similarly, a strong dependence on the smoothing scale shows up in the vorticity
power spectrum for cgSPT. The main effect of an increased coarse-graining scale is to shift
the wavenumber at which vorticity becomes relevant to smaller values corresponding to larger
length scales. However, the spectral index nw is a rather universal feature of the vorticity power
spectrum and was determined in [HAA14] as a function of k. Its asymptotic values were found
to agree with Pww / k5=2 on large scales, consistent with [CFGS13], and Pww / k 3=2 on small
scales.
6.4.3 Lagrangian displacement kernels
Well before the onset of strong non-linearity the dynamics of a perfect pressureless fluid qualita-
tively resembles coarse-grained hydrodynamics. Therefore the Zel’dovich approximation based
on the dust fluid, which in the mildly nonlinear regime has proven quite successful, should re-
tain its applicability even in the coarse grained dust model. We will thus consider the effect of
the coarse-graining on LPT and employ in following section the CLPT resummation scheme to
derive a Post-Zel’dovich approximation.
In order to compute the correlators in Lagrangian space we closely follow the notation and
procedure described in [Mat08]. First, we expand the displacement field xΨ.; k/ perturbatively
according to (6.16). Then we express the different orders xΨ .n/ with the help of the perturba-
tive kernels NL.n/, see (6.17), and their longitudinal NS.n/ and transverse parts xT.n/ according to
(6.18). The expressions given for microscopic density ı and velocity divergence  in terms of
displacements Ψ , see (6.19), can be directly translated to those for the macroscopic quantities
Nı and N . In addition we need a corresponding expression for the vorticity xw which is present
in the coarse-grained dust model but absent in the dust model. We perform a transformation to
Lagrangian coordinates q in which the particle postions are given by the old Eulerian coordinates
x D qC xΨ , where xΨ.q; / are the integral lines of Nv.q; / D @ jq xΨ.q; / with initial positions
at q which now encode all the dynamical information. Using the Jacobian xFij D @xi=@qj , we
can write the vorticity as
Nwi D .rx  Nv/i D "ijk@xj Nvk D "ijk. xFmj / 1 xF 0km (6.30a)
By multiplying with J xF D det xFij , the solution to the continuity equation (6.14c), inserting Fij
according to (6.14a) and using Eqs. (3d) and (6f) from [EB97] to simplify the expression we
obtain
J xF Nwi D xFin"njk xFlj xF 0lk (6.30b)
D  "ijk
  x	 0k;j   x	l;j x	 0l;k   x	i;n"njk   x	 0k;j   x	l;j x	 0l;k :
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This allows to express the vorticity xw in Fourier space entirely in terms of xΨ according to
Nwi.k/ D
Z
d3q e i kq i k xΨJ xF Nwi.q/ : (6.30c)
Inserting the above expression for J xF Nwi and the perturbative ansatz for xΨ , see (6.16), we can
match the Eulerian and Lagrangian expressions at each order
  xW.2/s .p1; p2/ D 2 k  xT.2/.p1; p2/ ; (6.31a)
  xW.3/s .p1; p2; p3/ D 3 k  xT.3/ C
1
3
h
k1  k2 NS.1/ 
h NS.2/ C xT.2/iC 2 k2  xT.2/ k  NS.1/ 
  2 NS.1/ k1 

k2  xT.2/
 
C cyclic permutations of .p1; p2; p3/
i
:
(6.31b)
For the sake of brevity we suppress the functional dependencies on the right hand side. They can
be easily restored by attaching each NS.n/ or xT.n/ a dependence on .pi ; : : : ; piCn 1/ in ascending
order beginning with i D 1 from the left, for example NS.1/  xT.2/ WD NS.1/.p1/  xT.2/.p2; p3/. Note
that xW.n/s .p1; ::; pn/ D 1nŠ
P
2Sn xW.n/.p.1/; ::; p.n//, where the sum goes over all nŠ permuta-
tions  of n indices. Similar equations can be derived from the energy conservation relating xFn
and S.n/, see Eqs. (6.9) and (B1)-(B3) in [RB12]
xF s1.p1/ D k  NS.1/ ; (6.32a)
xF s2.p1; p2/ D k  NS.2/ C
1
2

k  NS.1/
 
k  NS.1/

; (6.32b)
xF s3.p1; p2; p3/ D k  NS.3/ C
1
6

k  NS.1/
 
k  NS.1/
 
k  NS.1/

C 1
3
Ccyclic permutation of .p1;p2;p3/
k  NS.1/
 
k 
h NS.2/ C xT.2/i :
(6.32c)
Since k  xT D 0 we have k  .k  xT/ D  k2xT which allows to invert (6.31) for xT. Therefore
we can determine the longitudinal NS.n/ and transverse xT.n/ kernels of the displacement field from
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the Eulerian kernels for density xFn and vorticity xWn.
NS.1/.p1/ D exp
  1
2
x
2p21
 p1
p21
;
xT.1/.p1/ D 0 ; (6.33a)
NS.2/.p1; p2/ D p12
p212

xF s2  
1
2

p12  NS.1/
 
p12  NS.1/

;
xT.2/.p1; p2/ D 1
2
1
p212
p12  xW.2/s .p1; p2/ ; (6.33b)
NS.3/.p1; p2; p3/ D p123
p2123
(
xF s3  
1
6

p123  NS.1/
 
p123  NS.1/
 
p123  NS.1/

 
  1
3
Ccyclic permutation of .p1;p2;p3/
p123  NS.1/
 
p123 
h NS.2/ C xT.2/i ) ; (6.33c)
xT.3/.p1; p2; p3/ D 1
3
p123
p2123

(
xW.3/s C
1
3
h
p1  p23
 NS.1/  h NS.2/ C xT.2/iC
C 2 p23  xT.2/

p123  NS.1/

  2 NS.1/

p1 
h
p23  xT.2/
i
C
C cyclic permutation of .p1; p2; p3/
i)
:
Note that our expressions for NS.n/ and xT.n/ reduces to the corresponding expressions in App. A
of [RB12] in the limit x ! 0. The next sections are devoted to apply the Lagrangian kernels.
6.5 Generalized Gaussian Streaming model
In order to infer predictions for the correlation function in redshift space we use the Gaussian
streaming model, originally derived in [Fis95] and combine it with Convolution Lagrangian per-
turbation theory (CLPT), introduced in [CRW13]. Since we will modify CLPT into cgCLPT
using the new coarse grained dust kernels from the last section, we present a self-contained yet
concise derivation of the Gaussian streaming model, suggested in [RW11] for the dust case and
consistently generalize it to multiple streams relevant for the coarse-grained dust model.
6.5.1 Single-stream case
We will assume in the following that for biased tracers1 X the following relations hold
.1C ıX.s; t // d3s D .1C ıX.r; t // d3r D F ŒıR.q/; t  d3q : (6.34)
1X can stand for galaxies, clusters, or halos. Given the simplicity of the bias model F used later on, we will
think of X as halos of a given mass.
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The first equality states the trivial fact that objects in a real space volume d3r observed in a
redshift space volume d3s cannot disappear (assuming that all objects remain observable). The
second equality states that proto-halos identified in the linear initial conditions, depending only
on the smoothed initial linear density field ıR.q/ are conserved until they form a proper halo at
time t . The proto-halo initial density field is assumed to be a local function F ŒıR.q/; t  of the
initial linear density field ı1.q/ smoothed over some scale related to the Lagrangian sizeR of the
proto-halo
ıR.q/ D
Z
d3k
.2/3
W.kR/ei kqı1.k/ (6.35)
and each proto-halo moves along trajectories, determined by fluid trajectories x.q; t / with initial
conditions ıR.q/. This means we assume local Lagrangian bias for the halo density field and
zero velocity bias. In Sec. 6.6.1 we will say more about the choice of R. In the distant observer
approximation, the line of sight is assumed to be a fixed direction Oz, without loss of generality
chosen as the direction of the z axis, such that the observed comoving distance
s D rCH 1.v  Oz/ Oz ; (6.36)
is affected by the peculiar velocity v  Oz D vz of the tracer along the line of sight. The tracer’s
observed position perpendicular to the line of sight s? remains unaffected if we neglect gravita-
tional lensing, whereas its coordinate sk parallel to the line of sight Oz depends on vz
s? D r? ; sk D s  Oz D rk CH 1vz : (6.37)
Although H 1vz  rk, the clustering is affected considerably since the change of volume mea-
sure, the Jacobian between d3s and d3r , involves the gradient of vz, which we know from Chap-
ters 3 and 4 is as large as density fluctuation.
We can rewrite the relation (6.34) between the densities in redshift, real and Lagrangian space
in the following ways
1C ıX.s; t / D
Z
d3r .1C ıX.r; t // ıD

s   r   vz.r; t /H Oz

; (6.38)
1C ıX.r; t / D
Z
d3q F ŒıR.q/; t  ıD .r   q  Ψ.q; t // ; (6.39)
or in a single step
1C ıX.s; t / D
Z
d3q F ŒıR.q/; t ıD

s   q  Ψ.q; t /   v.q; t /  OzH Oz

: (6.40)
Within LPT we can replace v D a PΨ which follows from the fact that the integral lines of the
single-streaming velocity v are given by the displacement field Ψ . In the next subsection 6.5.2,
we will generalize this to multiple streams.
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Previous studies Originally, in [CRW13] Eq. (6.40) was used to obtain a Post-Zel’dovich ap-
proximation for biased tracers (CLPT) and to derive an expression for the two-point correlation
function
1C X.s; t / D
D
.1C ıX.s1//.1C ıX.s2//
E
; (6.41)
where s D s2 s1. Later on, in [WRW14], Eq. (6.39) together with the Gaussian streaming model
[Fis95, Sco04] was employed instead to take care of the redshift space distortions and obtain the
redshift-space correlation function. The following formula (6.42) was suggested in [RW11] to
calculate Gaussian streaming redshift space distortions (GSRSD) as an approximation to the full
Gaussian streaming model [Fis95] and as its extension to the nonlinear case. It is given by
1C X.sk; s?; t / D
Z 1
 1
drkp
2 Q12.r; rk; t /
.1C X.r; t// exp
"
 
 
sk   rk   v12.r; t/rk=r
2
2 Q212.r; rk; t /
#
;
(6.42)
where within this integral r2 D r2k C s2?. The mean pairwise velocity is computed according to
v12.r/
rk
r
WD h.1C ıX.r1//.1C ıX.r2// Œ.v.r2/   v.r1//  Ozi
1C X.r; t/ ; (6.43a)
with r D r2   r1 and the 2nd pairwise velocity moment is
Q212.r; rk/ WD
h.1C ıX.r1//.1C ıX.r2// Œ.v.r2/   v.r1//  Oz2i
1C X.r; t/ : (6.43b)
The quantities v12 and Q12 entering the model can be calculated using standard perturbation
theory [RW11] or CLPT [WRW14].
Derivation We show here that, with a slight modification, one can directly obtain formula
(6.42), proposed in [RW11] and applied in [WRW14], from Eq. (6.40). We start combining
Eqs. (6.38, 6.39) into
1C ıX.s; t / D
Z
d3r
Z
d3q F ŒıR.q/; t ıD
 
s   r  
PΨ.q; t /  Oz
H
Oz
!
ıD .r   q  Ψ.q; t // :
(6.44)
From this we obtain the redshift space two-point correlation function 1 C X.s; t / D h.1 C
ıX.s2; t //.1 C ıX.s1; t //i, with s D s2   s1. In the course of the calculation we will choose
cylindrical coordinates
s D s?Œcos./ OxC sin./OyC sk Oz
since X.s; t / does not depend on . After expressing ıD in Fourier space and integrating over
Q D q1C q2 and X D x1C x2 as well as over two Fourier space momentum integrals, we obtain
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1C X.s; t / D
Z
d3r
Z
d3p
.2/3
ei p.r s/Z

r; J D .p  Oz/ Oz; t

; (6.45a)
Z.r; J; t / D
Z
d3q
Z
d3k
.2/3
ei k.q r/
Z
d1d2
.2/2
QF .1/ QF .2/heiXi ; (6.45b)
with
X D 1ıR.q1/C 2ıR.q2/C k  ∆C J 
P∆
H
; (6.45c)
where q D q2   q1 and ∆ D Ψ.q2; t /   Ψ.q1; t /. Note that the p and r integrals in (6.45) can
be trivially done, and one ends up with the original CLPT expression [CRW13]
1C X.s; t / D
Z
d3q
Z
d3k
.2/3
ei k.q s/
Z
d1d2
.2/2
QF .1/ QF .2/heiX.JD.kOz/ Oz/i : (6.46)
We will however not do that, since (6.46) involves a 3D integral and we want to derive the
computationally simpler Gaussian streaming model. To this end we Taylor expandW.J/ WD lnZ
around J D 0
W.J/ D
1X
nD0
1
nŠ
@nW
.@i J/n
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
JD0
.i J/n : (6.47)
Keeping only the terms up to second order n D 2 we obtain
W.J/ ' ln.1C X.r; t//C iv12  J   1
2
JTσ212J ; (6.48a)
with
v12.r; t / D @W
.i@J/
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
JD0
D
@Z
.@i J/
ˇˇ
JD0
.1C X.r; t// ; (6.48b)
σ212.r; t / D
@2W
.i@J/2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
JD0
D
@2Z
.i@J/2
ˇˇ
JD0
.1C X.r; t//  
@Z
.i@J/
@Z
.i@J/
ˇˇ
JD0
.1C X.r; t//2
D Qσ212.r; t /   v12.r; t /v12.r; t / : (6.48c)
The justification for the Taylor expansion up to second order is the observation that the final
result (6.49) looks very much like the Gaussian streaming model (6.42) of [RW11, WRW14]
which requires only 2D integrals and is known to provide a good fit to N-body simulations. The
expansion of W up to 2nd order in J in (6.47) means that all redshift space distortion induced
clustering is encoded in the scale dependent mean v12rk=r and width 12 of the Gaussian. Per-
forming five of the six integrals in Eq. (6.45a) we obtain what we will call in the following the
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Gaussian streaming model (GSM)
1C X.sk; s?; t / D
Z 1
 1
drkp
212.r; rk; t /
.1C X.r; t// exp
"
 
 
sk   rk   v12.r; t/rk=r
2
2212.r; rk; t /
#
:
(6.49)
More precisely, the pz integral in (6.45) introduces the Gaussian, while the trivial px; py integrals
enforce r? D s?.2 The r? integral ensures r2 D r2k C s2?, while the -integral gives a factor 2 .
We defined
v12.r; t/
rk
r
WD v12.r; t /  Oz ; 212.r; rk; t / WD OzTσ212.r; t /Oz (6.50)
which deviates from the notation of [WRW14] where the 2nd pairwise velocity moment Q212 is
denoted by 212 related to the actual pairwise velocity dispersion 
2
12 via Eq. (6.48c). Also their rk
is our sk, while their y is our rk. IfZ is evaluated within CLPT we recover the Gaussian streaming
model (6.49) that differs from (6.42) by a different expression for the variance of the Gaussian. If
we had expandedZ D Z0.1CZ1=Z0CZ2=Z0C:::/ instead ofZ D exp.W0CW1CW2C:::/, we
would have obtained (6.42) after writingZ ' Z0 exp.Z1=Z0CZ2=Z0C:::/. It is however more
natural to follow an expansion inW , since for an exactly Gaussian pairwise velocity distribution,
characterized by Wn>2 D 0, the Taylor expansion up to second order in J becomes exact. Note
also that after linearizing both expressions, (6.49) and (6.42) agree because v212 is 2nd order.
In order to evaluate and compare X.sk; s?/ toN -body simulations it will be useful to expand
X.sk; s?/ into Legendre polynomials Ln./ using s2 D s2k C s2? and  D sk=s
X.s; ; t/ D
1X
nD0
Ln./X;n.s; t/; (6.51)
where X;n D .1C 2n/=2
R 1
 1 X.s; ; t/Ln./d vanishes for all odd n. In linear perturbation
theory, the only non-zero moments are the monopole 0, quadrupole 2 and hexadecapole 4. We
will see in Sec. 6.6 that the magnitude of n rapidly decreases with n.
6.5.2 Generalization to multiple streams
If at a position r the tracer velocity is not single valued but has multiple streams, the observed
value s will depend in general on the full line of sight. The previously one-to-one relation s D
rCH 1v  Oz which we started with, does not hold anymore and the multi-valued relation between
s and r is determined by fX and the redshift space density is given by
1C ıX.s; t / D
Z
d3r
Z
d3ufX.r;u; t /ıD

s   r   u  Oz
a2H
Oz

; (6.52)
2This conditions breaks down if we would also take into account gravitational lensing; while redshift space
distortions distort the apparent position along the line of sight, gravitational lensing distorts the apparent position
perpendicular to it, see Eq. (3.9). The neglected lensing becomes only important for large redshifts [CL11, BD11].
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see [SM11]. In the case of single-streaming tracers, fd D .1 C ıX.r; t //ıD.u   av.r; t //, we
recover (6.38). As before we can re-introduce the Lagrangian formulation and obtain
1C X.s; t / D
Z
d3r
Z
d3p
.2/3
ei p.r s/Z.r; J D .p  Oz/ Oz; t / ; (6.53a)
Z.r; J; t / D
Z
d3q
Z
d3k
.2/3
ei k.q r/
Z
d1d2
.2/2
QF .1/ QF .2/
D Z
d3u1
Z
d3u2 Qf1 Qf2 eiX
E
;
with
X D 1ıR.q1/C 2ıR.q2/C k  ∆C J  u2   u1
a2H
: (6.53b)
In the following we will make the assumption for Qf
Qf .u; r; t / WD fX.u; r; t /
1C ıX.r; t / '
f .u; r; t /
1C ı.r; t / ; (6.54)
which means – in analogy to the single-streaming case – that we assume that tracers and dark
matter are unbiased with respect to velocity.
Comparing the general expression for multiple streams (6.53) to the single-streaming one
(6.45) suggests to define a zX viaD Z
d3u1
Z
d3u2 Qf1 Qf2 eiX
E

D
ei
zX
E
such that the formula (6.53) can be recast in a structurally analogous form (6.45). This can be
achieved by using the moment generating functional GŒJ which allows to relate the expression
for zX via the cumulant expansion theorem to the cumulants C .n/ of the phase-space distribution
function f , computed according to Eq. (5.28c)Z
d3u1
Z
d3u2 Qf1 Qf2 exp Œi J  .u2   u1/
D
Z
d3u2 Qf2 exp Œi J  u2
Z
d3u1 Qf1 exp Œ i J  u1

D GŒJ
GŒJD0.x2/
GŒ J
GŒJD0.x1/
D exp
" 1X
ND1
iN
NŠ
Ji1 :::JiN

C
.N/
i1:::iN
.x2/C . 1/NC .N/i1:::iN .x1/
#
:
Hence we can rewrite the Gaussian streaming model for multiple streams in analogy to the one
for single-streaming (6.45)
1C X.s; t / D
Z
d3r
Z
d3p
.2/3
ei p.r s/Z

r; J D .p  Oz/ Oz; t

; (6.55a)
Z.r; J; t / D
Z
d3q
Z
d3k
.2/3
ei k.q r/
Z
d1d2
.2/2
QF .1/ QF .2/hei zXi ; (6.55b)
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with
zX D 1ıR.q1/C 2ıR.q2/C k  ∆C (6.55c)
C
1X
ND1
iN 1
NŠ
Ji1 :::JiN
h
C
.N/
i1:::iN
.x2.q2/C . 1/NC .N/i1:::iN .x1.q1//
i
:
The first cumulants C .1/ corresponding to the term P∆=H in Eq. (6.45c) are also present in the
single-streaming Gaussian streaming model and contribute both to the mean and variance of the
Gaussian. In contrast, the second cumulant C .2/ is conceptually knew and contributes only to the
variance whereas all higher cumulants C .n3/ are irrelevant for the Gaussian streaming model.
It would be interesting to compare this approach to [VSOD13], which is also based on the phase
space distribution function.
In analogy to [CRW13, WRW14] we define
Kp;i1;:::;ip.k; q; 1; 2/ D
*
@
i@Jik
p
ei
zX
+ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
JD0
; (6.56a)
which allows to compute
@pZ
.i@Jik/p
D
Z
d3q
Z
d3k
.2/3
ei k.q r/
Z
d1d2
.2/2
QF .1/ QF .2/Kp;i1;:::;ip.k; q; 1; 2/ : (6.56b)
By integrating over  we obtain the bias parameters, which are expectation values of derivatives
of the Lagrangian halo density field F ŒıR.q/, according to [Mat08]Z
d
2
QF ./.i/n exp   1
2
22R
 D hF .n/i : (6.56c)
6.5.3 Application to the coarse-grained dust model
In the following we will concentrate on the coarse-grained dust model, such that f D Nfd. We
again Taylor expand W D lnZ up to second order in J. But this time we also need to do the u-
integrals. Note that ZjJD0 and @Z=@Ji jJD0 have the same form as the single-stream expressions
when all displacements Ψ and velocities v are replaced by their corresponding averages xΨ and
Nv, respectively. This is becauseZ
d3u Qf .u; r; t / D
xM .0/
.1C Nı/.r; t / D 1 ; (6.57a)Z
d3uui Qf .u; r; t / D
xM .1/i
.1C Nı/.r; t / D a Nvi.r; t / : (6.57b)
In contrast, the second order term @2Z=.@Ji@Jj /jJD0 introduces extra structure, because it is
given by the second moment xM .2/, see (6.6c) which cannot be written in terms of xM .1/ xM .1/= xM .0/Z
d3uuiuj Qf .u; r; t / D
xM .2/ij
.1C Nı/.r; t / ¤ a
2 Nvi Nvj .r; t / : (6.57c)
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If Z is evaluated within CLPT using the dust model we recover the Gaussian streaming model
(6.49) with a different expression for the variance of the Gaussian (see the discussion above).
Apart from this, the CLPT evaluation is affected by the coarse-graining via (i) modified ex-
pressions for the kernels involving average displacements xΨ and velocities Nv D a PxΨ (including
vorticity) instead of microscopic ones and (ii) the ocurrance of velocity dispersion xC .2/ related
to multi-streaming.
Evaluation of 1CX and v12 The expressions for the real-space two-point correlation function
1C X.r; t / and the mean pairwise velocity v12.r; t / are
1C X.r; t / D
Z
d3q
Z
d3k
.2/3
ei k.q r/
Z
d1d2
.2/2
QF .1/ QF .2/K0.k; q; 1; 2/ ;
(6.58a)
Œ.1C X/v12;i .r; t / D
Z
d3q
Z
d3k
.2/3
ei k.q r/
Z
d1d2
.2/2
QF .1/ QF .2/K1;i.k; q; 1; 2/ :
(6.58b)
where K0 and K1 have to be evaluated according to Eq. (6.56a). Since for those quantities only
effect (i) is relevant, they can be computed in full analogy to [WRW14] but with coarse-grained
instead of microscopic correlators, see appendices 6.C.1 and 6.109.
Evaluation of Q12 In order to evaluate σ12 given by
Œ.1C X/ Q212;ij .r; t / D
Z
d3q
Z
d3k
.2/3
ei k.q r/
Z
d1d2
.2/2
QF .1/ QF .2/K2;ij .k; q; 1; 2/ ;
(6.58c)
we need to determine K2 which can be computed using
zX D 1 NıL.q1/C 2 NıL.q2/C k  N∆.q/C (6.59)
C
1X
ND1
iN 1
NŠ
Ji1 :::JiN
h xC .N/i1:::iN .x2.q2/C . 1/N xC .N/i1:::iN .x1.q1//i :
The cumulants xC for the coarse-grained dust model can be simply taken from Eqs. (6.6). We re-
call that the second cumulant xC .2/ contributes only to the variance of the Gaussian and all higher
cumulants xC .n3/ are irrelevant for the Gaussian streaming model. It is therefore interesting to
study how the pairwise velocity dispersion 212;ij Ozi Ozj depends on x and p as well as keeping or
dropping the second cumulant which only contributes to the pairwise velocity dispersion. This
will be investigated in the next section.
It is useful to split Q212;ij .r/ into the components
Q212;ij .r/ D Q2k Or i Orj C Q2?.ıij   Or i Orj / (6.60a)
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parallel and perpendicular to the pair separation vector r with
Q2k D Q212;ij Or i Orj ; Q2? D . Q212;ij ıij   2k /=2 (6.60b)
and similarly 212;ij .r/, such that 
2
k D Q2k   v212 and 2? D Q2?.
The explicit expression which has to be evaluated up to second order to obtain 212;ij within
cgCLPT is
K2;ij D exp
" 1X
ND1
iN
NŠ
h zXNJD0ic
# 1X
ND0
iN
NŠ
D PNi PNj zXNJD0E
c
C (6.61)
C
1X
ND0
iN
NŠ
D PNi zXNJD0E
c
1X
MD0
iM
MŠ
D PNj zXMJD0E
c
C
1X
ND0
iN
NŠ
*(
22p ıij C
"
.1C ı/vivj
1C Nı   Nvi Nvj
#
.x1.q1//C
C
"
.1C ı/vivj
1C Nı   Nvi Nvj
#
.x2.q2//
)
zXNJD0
+
c
!
;
where
.1C ı/vivj D exp
 
1
2
x
2
 n
.1C ı/vivj
o
.1C Nı/ Nvi D exp
 
1
2
x
2
 n
.1C ı/vi
o
:
Within the large round brackets of (6.61), only the first two terms survive the limit x ! 0,
p ! 0 and then agree with standard CLPT for the dust model Eq. (34) in [WRW14]. The
explicit and tedious calculations for the modified first two terms and for the conceptually new
third term in (6.61) can be found in appendix 6.C.3, where we assume Gaussian statistics for the
linear initial conditions.
6.6 Results: Improved two-point statistics
In order to understand the effects of the various modifications introduced by the coarse-grained
evolution, we will compare our model called cgCLPT to original CLPT and to CLPT in which
we use a smoothed input power spectrum motivated by [Mat12]. We will compare predictions
for halo correlation functions as well as pairwise velocity statistics to measurements within the
publicly available Horizon Run 2 (HR2) simulation halo catalog [KPGD09, KPRC11]. As this
is work in progress we restrict our attention the case where p D 0 and consider only z D 0.
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Figure 6.4: left mass function measured from HR2 at z D 0 and z D 1 (dots) and the best fitting mass function
obtained from Eqs. (6.63) and (6.64). right Here we converted the mass function into the multiplicity function f .
The Inset shows the relative difference between model and HR2.
6.6.1 Horizon Run halo catalog and mass function
The HR2 has an enormous size of 7200 Mpc/h and consists of 60003 particles of mass lgM D
11:097, where we introduced the notation lgM  log10.Mh=Mˇ/. We measured halo correla-
tion functions and velocity statistics from large galaxy-sized halos lgM D 13:0 to cluster-sized
halos lgM D 15:2 at the redshifts z D 0 and z D 1. In Fig. 6.4 (left) we show the measured halo
mass function (dots) and the mass bins used in grey. The relevant cosmological parameters are
˝m D 0:26 ;
˝b D 0:044
h D 0:72
8 D 1=1:26 ' 0:794 :
The halo mass function is of interest because it directly determines the bias parameters trough
the conditional mass function. We will use the formalism developed in [Mat08, Mat12], that
relate hF 0i and hF 00i to the Lagrangian bias parameters following from a excursion set mass
function. Dark matter halos result from the non-linear collapse of initial density perturbations.
The abundance and clustering of these virialized structures depends on both the properties of
the initial matter density field and the nonlinear dynamics encapsulated in the collapse threshold
ıc . Following the seminal work of [PS74], the excursion set approach [BCEK91] computes the
abundance of dark matter halos as a function of their mass. The method involves the at scale R
smoothed initial density field ıR.q/ and the idea that once ıR.q/ is above a threshold ıc.z/ for
the largest possible smoothing scale R.M/, that the region will collapse at z and correspond to
a halo of mass M
M D 4
3
%0R.M/
3 : (6.62)
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The excursion set mass function n.M/ is obtained by equating the fraction of collapsed comov-
ing volume to the comoving density of halos n.M/ per mass range ŒM;M C dM
n.M/ D f ./ %0
M
d ln  1
dM
; (6.63)
where %0 is the comoving background matter density and f ./ is related to the fraction of col-
lapsed volume per mass and is called multiplicity function. For the multiplicity function f we
use Eq. (2.52) based on [MR10a, MR10b, CA11b, CA11a] which we will denote in this chapter
fACMR./ D f0./C f m m1;ˇD0./C f m m1;ˇ .1/ ./C f m m1;ˇ .2/ ./ ; (6.64)
where f0 is the Markovian part, while the other terms are non-Markovian corrections that arise
when taking into account correlations between different scales introduced by a top-hat smooth-
ing. In [ARSC12] it was shown that the first order approximation in  is sufficient to reproduce
the exact solution to 5% accuracy, using parameter values ˇ D 0:12,DB D 0:4. In order to fit
the HR2 halo mass function we find different values, namely ˇ D  0:07, DB D 0:34 for z D 0,
and ˇ D  0:245, DB D 0:29 for z D 1. With these values fACMR fits the HR2 mass function
again within 5% accuracy, see Fig. 6.4. The fact that a negative ˇ is required in both cases might
signal a problem within HR2. A positive ˇ corresponds to the physically well understood picture
that small masses require a larger density amplitude to collapse due to the more likely ellipticity
of low variance peaks [SMT01]. In the following we will fix ˇ D  0:07, DB D 0:34 because
we will restrict our attention to z D 0. We will see that these parameters will lead to reasonable
predictions for the bias parameters hF 0i and hF 00i, which we will derive in the next section from
f0.; ˇD 0:07;DBD0:34/.
6.6.2 Correlation functions and pairwise velocity
We estimate the correlation functions using a simple estimator [MW96], which is sufficient for
our purposes because of the large number of about 4  108 of halos in the periodic box. By re-
sampling the whole box with 27 jackknife samples [EG83], we estimate the covariance matrix
of the various correlation functions for model parameter fits and error bars in the plots. Each of
these 27 subsamples consists of the whole box, with 1 out of 27 sub-boxes of size 2400 Mpc/h
removed.
6.6.2.1 Real space correlation function
In real space the simplest estimator for the full box is given by [MW96]
1C O.r/ D P.r/
ntot4r2r
; (6.65)
where P.r/ is the mean number of neighbour halos in a shell at distance r with width r
around a halo at r D 0, and ntot is the mean number density of halos in the simulation at a given
time, such that ntot4r2r gives the mean number of neighbour halos if the halos were evenly
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distributed. Therefore O.r/ estimates the excess probability to find a halo within an interval
Ir WD Œr   r=2; r C r=2 away from another halo. We determine P.r/ as DD.r/=Ntot,
where Ntot is the total number of halos in the box and DD.r/ is the number of all halo pairings
with distance r ˙r=2. In practice we calculate
DD.r/ D
NtotX
k;i;k¤i
ırik ;rırki ;r ; (6.66)
where rik D jri   rkj is the distance between a halo at ri and another halo at rk and ırik ;r is 1 if
rik 2 Ir and 0 otherwise. In order to estimate the error bars and the covariance matrix of O.r/,
we instead calculate
1C O.j /.r/ D P
.j /.r/
ntot4r2r
; (6.67)
where P .j /.r/ is the mean number of neighbour halos in a shell at distance r ˙r=2 around
a halo in the subsample j , which is obtained be removing the subbox j . Therefore O.j /.r/
is the excess probability to find a halo at distance r ˙ r=2 away from another halo within
the subsample j . We determine P .j /.r/ as DD.j /.r/=N .j /tot , where N
.j /
tot is the total number of
halos in the subsample j andDD.j /.r/ is the number of all halo pairings with distance r˙r=2,
with at least one partner lying in j
DD.j /.r/ D
NtotX
k;i;k¤i
ırik ;rı
.j /
rki ;r
; (6.68)
where ı.j /rik ;r is 1 if rik 2 Ir and rk lies the subsample j and 0 otherwise. The correlation function
is then given by
ON.r/ D 1
27
27X
jD1
O.j /.r/ ; (6.69)
with covariance matrix
C O.r; r
0/ D 26
27
27X
iD1
h O.j /.r/   ON.r/i h O.j /.r 0/   ON.r 0/i ; (6.70)
which will be used for fitting the bias model. The error bar
 O.r/ D
p
26
27
27X
iD1
h O.j /.r/   ON.r/i2 (6.71)
is only used in plots. We choose r D 2Mpc=h and cover 100 r-bins. Fig. 6.5 shows the halo
correlation for 7 mass bins at z D 0. We indicate with the dotted line at  D 1 the nonlinear
regime. For the largest mass bin corresponding to large galaxy clusters, a drop in the correlation
function for r smaller than twice the virial radius is due to halo exclusion arising in a friend-of-
friend halo finder that was used in HR2.
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Figure 6.5: The measured halo auto-correlation function at z D 0 for masses specified in the legend.
The bias model We will later fit for the optimal mass Mopt using a bias model (6.75a) to
determine the two parameters
hF 0i  b1.Mopt/ and hF 00i  b2.Mopt/ (6.72)
entering the cgCLPT as well as the CLPT model. For a given mass bin of the measured function ON
the bias parameter b1 and b2 could also be predicted, but it makes sense to “help” the bias model
by fitting for M similar to what was done in [CRW13, WRW14]. We derive the bias parameters
bn from f0, Eq. (2.52b) because the full fACMR, Eq. (6.64) which includes non-Markovian correc-
tions  cannot be interpreted as a conditional mass function [Ach12]. In contrast, the Markovian
mass function f0 is the limit S0 ! 0; ıR0 ! 0 of the conditional mass function [Ach12] for a
drifting and diffusing barrier
f0.S jı0; S0/ D
q
2

.ıc   ıR0/ SaB
S
aB
  S0
3=2 exp
24 .ıc C ˇS   ı0/2
2

S
aB
  S0

35 ; (6.73)
and therefore f0.S/ can be used to obtain the bias parameters (6.75a). According to the peak-
background split [BCEK91], where R (or S or M ) is the peak scale, while R0 (or S0 or M0) is
the background scale, the conditional mass function describes the local mass function in a region
of sizeR0 that has an overall over/underdensity ıR0 . The physical picture of (6.73) is that a long-
wavelength mode ıR0 > 0 .< 0/ reduces (increases) the local threshold for collapse. Another
way to understand halo bias is in terms of the peak model [BBKS86], which takes into account
that proto-halos are density peaks with high (low) ıR= , which are naturally (anti-) clustered in
a Gaussian random field. The subsequent gravitational dynamics described by the displacement
field Ψ then leads to additional clustering which is a physically distinct effect and leads to a
nonlocal Eulerian bias. The Lagrangian halo fluctuation field F introduced in Eq. (6.34) for
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halos of mass M.S/ therefore is
F ŒıR0.q/ D
f0.S jıR0.q/; S0/
f0.S/
(6.74a)
D 1C
1X
nD1
bn.S; S0/
nŠ
ıR0.q/
n : (6.74b)
It encodes the initial clustering of proto-halos. In the large scale limit S  S0, the bias coeffi-
cients become independent of S0 and can be calculated from f0
bn.M; z/ D . 1/n
@n
ıc
f0
f0
(6.75a)
b1.M; z/ D aBˇ   ı 1c C 2maBıc (6.75b)
b2.M; z/ D .aBˇ/2   2aBˇı 1c C
 
2a2Bˇıc   3aB

2 C a2Bı2c4 ; (6.75c)
where we used that @ıR0f0.S jıR0.q/; S0/jS0!0 D  @ıcf0.S/. In principle, the numerical values
of the bias parameters can also be calculated without the need to fit for Mopt. The average bias
parameters using the mass function (6.63) are given by
Nbn D
R lgMmax
lgMmin
d lgMn.lgM/bn.lgM/R lgMmax
lgMmin
d lgMn.lgM/
; (6.76)
where lgMmin and lgMmax are lower and upper value of the mass bin. But as mentioned before we
will assist the bias model by instead fitting for lgM. The bias parameters are then kept fixed for
the prediction of v12, 2? and 
2
k , Eqs. (6.58) and therefore also for the evaluation of the redshift
space correlation functions n.s/ Eq. (6.55).
Choosing the smoothing scale It is important to note that once a smoothing scale is introduced
in the initial conditions for the proto-halo density field F , the assumption of zero velocity bias,
or vX D v, requires the smoothing of the initial density field ı1.q/ entering all parts of the
perturbation theory formalism, in particular within (cg)CLPT the initial conditions for Ψ . This
smoothing scale is a priori completely independent from x which is an additional parameter in
the coarse grained dust model. It is clear that F derived from the peak-background split depends
on the smooth ıR0 see Eq. (6.74a).
The reason for why we expect to smooth also the initial conditions for the displacement Ψ
is that the initial proto-halo velocity field vX should be smoothed at the same scale as the initial
proto-halo density field F since the protohalo velocity corresponds to the mean velocity of CDM
particles comprising the proto-halo. The velocity v of the (nonlinearly evolving) dark matter field
ı and the conservation of the number of proto-halos up to virialization zc can be written as
dıX.x; z/
d
D .1C ıX.x; z//r x  vX.x; z/ (6.77)
dı.x; z/
d
D .1C ı.x; z//r x  v.x; z/ : (6.78)
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Figure 6.6: left: Comparison of RNL ' 6Mpc=h (dashed) to the Lagrange radius (full) as a function of lgM. right
Comparison between real space halo correlation function times r2 for 7 mass bins measured in HR2 (thin lines).
All curves a rescaled by the best fitting b1.Mopt/ for the nonlinear theory shown in Fig. 6.8. Also shown are the
linear correlation function (black, thick), the linear correlation function convolved with W.k 6Mpc=h/2 (dotted)
and W.k 10Mpc=h/2 (thin, black).
Where  is conformal time, d=d D @ C v  r x is the convective derivative and ıX.x; z/ D
ıX.x; zjzc;M/ is short hand notation for the nonlinearly evolving proto-halo density field that
will virialize at time zc with mass M . For vX D v, these equations can be integrated exactly
1C ıX.x; zjM/ D
 
1C ıX.q; zjM/
 
1C ı.x; z/ ; (6.79)
with initial conditions ı.x; z!1// D 0 and x.q; z!1// D q and ıX.x; z!1jzc;M/ D
ıX.qjzc;M/. Writing
F D 1C ıX.qjz;M/ ;
we see that Eq. (6.79) coincides with (6.34) if vX D v. Therefore the smoothing scale entering
the initial conditions for the proto-halo density field, should also be used in the initial conditions
for the displacement field Ψ in order to ensure that there is no velocity bias [CLMP98]. If R0 is
kept consistently within the whole perturbation theory calculation, the shape of M would appear
smeared out on scales below R0. But M .r/ is affected even for r  R0, in particular the BAO
peak, see the thin black line in Fig. 6.6 for the rather small R0 D 10Mpc=h. To see how this
arises we consider linear SPT and obtain from Eq. (6.34) or (6.79)
1C ı1;M .x/ D .1C ıR0.x//F ŒıR0.qD x/ (6.80a)
ı1;M .x/ D Œ1C b1.S.M/; S0/ıR0.x/ (6.80b)
and in Fourier space
ı1;M .k/ D Œ1C b1.S.M/; S0/W.kR0/ıL.k/; (6.81)
such that the linear halo power spectrum and the correlation function become
P11;M .k/ D Œ1C b1.S.M/; S0/2W.kR0/2PL.k/ ; (6.82a)
11;M .r/ D 1
22
Z 1
0
dkP11;M .k/k
2 sin.kr/
kr
: (6.82b)
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Figure 6.7: The halo correlation for lgM D 13 at small scales. It is clearly visible that that a smoothing of the
initial conditions with R D 1Mpc=h increases the power on small scales and improves the agreement to HR2 (data
points) compared to the cases R D 0; 2Mpc=h and R D R.lgMD13/ ' 3Mpc=h.
Physically it is clear that the arbitrary scale R0 should not enter the final result, because it was
introduced as a tool to estimate how the local number density of halos depends on the initial
density field. A formal way to avoid the introduction of R0 right from the start is to consider
a different conditional mass function, where the condition is not that there exists a large scale
density field of a fixed value ıR0 when the first up-crossing occurs at R, but rather that there
exists another first up-crossing at the same scale R but at a different point in space [PMLC98].
In a Monte-Carlo realization of this idea one would consider a correlated pair of random walks
at a fixed distance. It is clear from Fig. 2.8 that the positions of the first up-crossings (blue
dots) are highly correlated. Another idea is to get rid of R0 through renormalization by simply
absorbing the background smoothing scaleR0 into renormalized albeit nonlocal bias coefficients
[SJD13] such that the halo fluctuation field F ŒıR.M/.q/ only depends on the physical peak scale
R.M/ and not on the arbitrary background scale R0. After “renormalization”, the expression
for F might receive a nonlocal term proportional to the Laplacian of the density field and other
correction terms which we neglect. The point we want to emphasise is that the smoothing scale
R0 in the window function gets replaced by the peak scale R.M/ leading to an expression free
of R0
F ŒıR.q/ D 1C
1X
nD1
1
nŠ
.bn.S/ıR.q/n C :::/ : (6.83)
Although smoothing at the peak scale R.M/ is physically meaningfull [BM96], the CLPT cor-
relation function M .r/ and also the linear correlation function 11;M .r/ again show significant
deformations even if the Lagrangian smoothing scale R.M/ is used in the window function, see
Figs. 6.6 and 6.7. For masses lgM > 13:8, the smoothing scale R.M/ will be as large as the
nonlinear scale
RNL.z/ 
p
hΨ2i=3 ; (6.84)
which is also the average displacement of a particle. The problem becomes manifest in an ap-
proximation to CLPT, called iPT [Mat08], where it turns out that a Gaussian window function
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with width RNL multiplies the whole expression for the nonlinear halo correlation function:
PiPT;M D W.kRNL/2
˚
.1C b1.M//2W.kR/2PL.k/C :::
	
; (6.85)
where we omitted other nonlinear terms and restored the window function in front ofPL [Mat08].
At z D 0 the average displacement RNL ' 6Mpc=h is responsible for the nonlinear smoothing
of the BAO peak in the Zel’dovich approximation. No extra mass-dependent smoothing is ob-
served in the simulation; all mass bins show a similarly smoothed-out BAO peak after rescaling
with the best fitting bE1 D 1C b1.Mopt/, see Fig. 6.6. Note that Mopt was obtained by fitting our
cgCLPT model to the data, see the next paragraph, and not with the aim to overlap all BAO peaks
for the different mass bins. As one can see in Eq. (6.85) any mass related smoothing R.M/ adds
to the already existing RNL-smoothing leading to an effective smoothing
p
R2NL CR.M/2. The
shape of the thin black line around the BAO peak in Fig. 6.6 does look very similar3 in iPT (6.85)
and CLPT if one smoothes the initial conditions at R D R.lgMD14:2/ ' 8 Mpc=h.
A pragmatic way to avoid this problem is the widespread negligence of the window function
W.kR.M// depending on the peak scale. For instance, in [Mat08] the problem is mentioned but
it is argued that the window function can be set to 1 (or R D 0), at the end of the calculation if
one is interested only in scales much larger than R.
Although this sounds reasonable, in reality, as we have just seen, the result for M is changed
dramatically if the window function is kept, even on scales seemingly large compared to R;
the BAO peak is smeared out much stronger than observed in simulations. The best corre-
spondence between the nonlinear M and simulations, see Fig. 6.8, is obtained by choosing
x; R ' 1Mpc=h where x is the coarse-graining scale within cgCLPT and R is the smoothing
scale applied to the initial linear density field. Apart from the fact that this procedure seems to be
ad hoc, it also does not lead to accurate predictions of the pairwise velocity dispersion Qσ12. As
we will see soon, the agreement between theory and simulation actually improves significantly
for Qσ12 if a smoothing around the Lagrangian scale R.M/ is performed!
All this combined seems paradoxical for several reasons
 We describe the dynamics of “particles”, in our case (proto-)halos, in terms of a fluid.
Why should we obtain the best result if we resolve the fluid on scales much smaller than
inter-particle distance and even smaller than intrinsic size of the particles?
 In the Lagrangian point of view, the displacement field, generates both density field and the
velocity field. Why is the velocity dispersion better described when we smooth at a “parti-
cle” size R.M/, while halo density correlation and pairwise velocity is better described if
we smooth on a scale around R D 1Mpc=h?
A possible explanation for this discrepancy is that the halo correlation function and pairwise
velocity depend very sensitively on the relative displacements of the halos, because ı '  r Ψ .
In linear perturbation theory Qk.r/, Q?.r/ are independent of ı, while .r/ and v12.r/ do depend
on ı. Since proto-halos move on average a distance hjΨ ji ' RNL, it is clear that the typical
3The reason why it does not look exactly the same is thatRNL itself depends on the scaleR with which the initial
linear density field is smoothed.
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scales RNL=ı over which Ψ varies can become much smaller than RNL. Therefore smoothing on
scales RNL will introduce a large error in the halo density field. The size of large proto-halos is
about R.M/ ' RNL, see Fig. 6.6. Thus if we smooth at the Lagrangian scale R.M/ we cannot
analytically resolve the relative positions of formed halos which have sizes Rvir ' 0:14R.M/ ,
and whose centers of mass can be determined to even higher precision in the N-body simulation.
On the other hand the velocity of a proto-halo arises as the average velocity of all particles
constituting the proto-halo. Since the proto-halo has a size R.M/, it is natural that one should
average or smooth at the scale R.M/ to get PΨ .
While experimenting with the smoothing scale, we observed that the agreement with the N-
body velocity statistics becomes worse for both R  R.M/ and R  R.M/. Similarly the
halo correlation is optimized by a nonzero R ' 1Mpc=h. The latter fact is also employed in the
truncated Zel’dovich approximation (TZA) to improve ZA type simulations [MPS94, BCM94],
as well as in analytical methods based on the ZA [MHP93, Por97]. In the case lgM D 13, where
the smearing of the BAO peak is not strongly affected by changing R D 0; 1; 2; 3Mpc=h, the
increase and improvement on the small scale power is clearly visible in Fig. 6.7. In Sec. 6.6.3 we
will consider the TZA in redshift space.
Within cgCLPT we have to deal with the additional smoothing scale x which coarse grains
the dynamics, while R coarse grains the initial conditions. If we would stick to first order dis-
placements, then cgCLPT does exactly correspond the TZA, because ΨTZA depends on R and x
exactly the same way. Taking into account nonlinear contributions to Ψ , this degeneracy breakes
down and we need to find a reasonable prescription to choose R and x. In the following we will
compare the cases
 R D 1Mpc=h; x D 0 and R D R.M/; x D 0 will be labeled with CLPT in plots,
because it corresponds to CLPT [CRW13] in which the input power spectrum is smoothed.
 R D 0:1Mpc=h; x D 1Mpc=h and R D R.M/=
p
2; x D R.M/=
p
2 will be labeled
with cgCLPT in plots, for which we use our new kernels and expressions (6.58) with
p D 0 to derive the ingredients of the GSM.
Fitting the bias model In this paragraph we fit hF 0i D b1.M/, hF 00i D b2.M/ for the 7 mass
bins trough a least square fit for M . We fix the cgCLPT model parameters to R D 0:1Mpc=h,
x D 1Mpc=h, p D 0, and do not discuss R D 1Mpc=h, x D 0 because within the r-
range of our fit they are undistinguishable. We will not consider the Lagrangian smoothing
scales either, since as discussed in the last section it leads to unreasonable results for the halo
correlation function. We will consider the Lagrangian smoothing for velocity statistics in the
next subsection.
For the 2-fit we did not use all 100 r-values per mass bin of the measured correlation func-
tion ON , because we only want to force our model to match scales larger than 40Mpc=h. From
the 80 remaining data points per mass bin we only used 26 linear combinations. The reason for
this is that we measured the covariance matrix C O.ri ; rj /, where i; j label r-bins, only trough 27
samples and therefore the 80 eigenvalues Evalm.C /, decreasing with increasing m, are sharply
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Figure 6.8: left. Comparison between halo correlation functions times r2 obtained by cgCLPT .x D 1;R D 0:1/
(thin lines) and as measured in HR2 (data points). For each curve, Mopt was fitted by minimising the 2 (6.86).
right. The same information is shown, but rescaled by the square of bE1 D 1C b1.Mopt/. The thin lines show HR2,
the dashed lines cgCLPT and the dotted black line the linear correlation function.
lgM 13.00 13.35 13.59 13.79 13.99 14.25 14.67
lgMopt 12.93 13.35 13.63 13.85 14.07 14.39 14.79
2 27.4 9.5 19.5 24.7 14.0 19.9 23.2
b1.lgMopt/ -0.01 0.26 0.51 0.77 1.11 1.68 3.17Nb1 0.02 0.25 0.47 0.69 0.98 1.49 2.71
b2.lgMopt/ -0.74 -0.83 -0.79 -0.61 -0.18 1.06 7.41Nb2 -0.76 -0.83 -0.80 -0.68 -0.36 0.64 5.37
Table 6.1: Best fit values for the mass lgMopt of the given mass bin for z D 0, denoted here by the average mass
lgM (6.87). Also given are the bias parameters (6.75a) evaluated at lgMopt as well as the average bias (6.76). There
is good agreement between lgM and lgMopt as well as the resulting best fitting b1;2.lgMopt/ and model predictions
Nb1;2, which becomes worse for the largest masses.
dropping to zero after m D 26. We therefore minimize
2 D
26X
mD1
24 100X
jD21
Evecmj .C /
Evalm.C /

.rj ;M/   ON.rj /
352 : (6.86)
Evecmj .C / is the eigenvector matrix of C O.ri ; rj /, that projects the data onto de-correlated linear
combinations. Those linear combinations with the largest eigenvalues (smallest m) are called
principal components and have the strongest impact on Mopt.
The measured HR2 correlation functions times r2 as well as the model with best fittingM D
Mopt are shown in Fig. 6.8. The left plots show the halo correlation function measured for all
mass bins (see the legend on the right) estimated using (6.69) with error bars (6.71). The full
lines show the model predictions with Mopt. In order to get an impression about the non-locality
of the halo bias and its mass dependence, we divide all correlation functions by the linear local
Eulerian bias bE1 D 1Cb1.Mopt/. We plot in Fig. 6.8 on the right the HR2 correlation function as
continuous lines and the model with dashed lines, whereby it becomes clear that the BAO peak
can be aligned for all masses after rescaling with .bE1/
2 both theory and data. Therefore (i) the
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Figure 6.9: Real space correlation function times r2 for the largest mass bins; the mass function fit for lgMopt
does not work anymore. Finding lgMopt including correlation function data down to 10Mpc=h causes the fit not to
recover the linear scales for the biggest mass (left). Fitting for both hF 0i and hF 00i leads to a good 2 ( black dashed
line).
BAO peak height and shape are not affected by non-local biasing neither in the N-body simulation
nor the theory and (ii) the nonlinear theory matches the shape of the BAO peak for all masses.
We can also observe at scales 30Mpc=h < r < 90Mpc=h that the Eulerian non-locality induced
by the nonlinearly evolved local Lagrangian bias spreads out the different correlation functions,
with highest masses having the smallest slope and the biggest deviation with respect to linear
theory (the black dashed line in Fig. 6.8).
It is also obvious from Fig. 6.8 that the nonlinear model has problems on small scales r <
30Mpc=h for the largest mass bins shown in red, corresponding to galaxy clusters. This problem
persists regardless of the chosen filter scales x and R (including CLPT as p D x D 0) and
regardless of the chosen mass function; we tested also the Sheth-Tormen [ST99] mass function
that gives similar results for b1 and b2 but is problematic because lgMopt can be far away from
lgM D
Z lgMmax
lgMmin
n.lgM/ lgM d lgM : (6.87)
This shows that if the mass function is calibrated, as we have done for f0 by fitting for DB and
ˇ, then also the bias parameters become more consistent.
We also fitted for hF 0i and hF 00i independently to see whether they can be adjusted such
that the problem for cluster-sized halos disappears. If only r-values larger than 40Mpc=h are
used, the independent fit for hF 0i and hF 00i gives values very close to b1.Mopt/ and b2.Mopt/
and thus the same problem occurs. For the largest halos 14:5 < lgM < 15:2 we find when
taking into account a larger r-range, r 2 Œ10; 200Mpc=h for the fit, one obtains lgMopt D 14:66
leading to b1.Mopt/ D 2:66 destroying the agreement on large scales, see Fig. 6.9. We exclude
scales smaller than 10Mpc=h because we expect there halo exclusion: two objects identified in
HR2 through a friend-of-friend algorithm cannot come arbitrary close to each other. The two-
parameter fit (hF 0i, hF 00i) also shows some artefacts below r D 10Mpc=h for the largest mass
bin but gives a good fit on larger scales for (hF 0iopt D 3:01, hF 00iopt D 1:97), compare the last row
in Table 6.1. Therefore it is possible to fit cluster correlation functions with the local Lagrangian
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bias model based on the Taylor expansion of a general function F.ıR/ around ıR D 0. It is
however unclear whether this is physically meaningful due to the failure of the conditional mass
function f0 (6.73) that fills F with physics. In order to understand the reason of this failure we
plan to look into the initial conditions of a N-body simulation in order to identify the proto-halos
and measure the initial clustering and therefore properties of F directly.
6.6.2.2 Real space velocity statistics
An important ingredient of the Gaussian streaming model (6.49) is the statistics of the pairwise
infall velocity of which the first two mass weighted moments are given by v12;i.r/ and Q212;ij .r/
and which can be split according to (6.60), into parts parallel and perpendicular to Or. In the
HR2 halo catalog, for fixed r 2 Ir and mass bin, we simply average over all velocity differences
.vi   vk/  Orik projected onto the pair separation vector rik and divide the result by the measured
real space correlation function O to obtain a mass-weighted average of Ov12.r/
Ov12.r/ D
NtotX
k;i;k¤i
ırik ;rırki ;r
.vi   vk/  rik
rikDD.r/
: (6.88)
We proceed similarly for Q2? and Q2k according to (6.60).
The linearised expressions for all quantities can be found in [RW11] and are given by
vlin12 D  aH
f bE1
2
Z 1
0
dkP.k/j1.kr/
Q2 link D 2.aH/2f 2

R2NL  
1
22
Z 1
0
dkP.k/

j0.kr/   2j1.kr/
kr

Q2 lin? D 2.aH/2f 2

R2NL  
1
22
Z 1
0
dkP.k/
j1.kr/
kr

;
with R2NL D 1=.62/
R1
0
dkP.k/ evaluated in linear perturbation theory, see Eq. (6.84) . The
linear expressions will be used as a reference when we compare theory to simulation in the
following plots. Compared to the real space correlation, where the difference between cgCLPT
and CLPT is nearly invisible, it will be significant for the velocity statistic. In particular we also
show now the case where we smooth at the Lagrangian scale R.M/.
In Fig. 6.10 we show the HR2 data as dots. The CLPT results are overplotted in the left panels
and the cgCLPT results are overplotted in the right panels. In both cases the thin lines correspond
to a smoothing of 1Mpc=h which optimizes the halo correlation function. The thick lines cor-
respond to a smoothing on the Lagrangian size R.M/ of the halo, which clearly improves the
agreement between HR2 and theory for the velocity statistics Ov12.r/, Q2? and Q2k .
Focusing only on v12 in the upper panels in Fig. 6.10, it becomes clear that cgCLPT slightly
improves over CLPT for the case of 1Mpc=h smoothing. We want to emphasize again that
there is no further fit involved; we simply took the best fitting bias parameters obtained in the
last section and use them to calculate the velocity statistics. Looking at the lower panels for
212 it is obvious that the Lagrangian smoothing R.M/ moves the very large and strongly mass
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Figure 6.10: top Mean pairwise velocity v12 divided by the linear theory for the 7 mass bins (with largest mass on
top). We shifted all values by a constant .i   1/0:2 according to the i -th mass bin for better visibility, with i D 1
for smallest mass. The data points are measurements from HR2 which we compare on left to CLPT and on the right
cgCLPT. The thin lines correspond to smoothing R D 1Mpc=h; x D 0 in CLPT, or R D 0:1Mpc=h; x D 1 in
cgCLPT. The thick lines use a smoothing R D R.M/; x D 0 for CLPT and R D R.M/=
p
2; x D R.M/=
p
2
for cgCLPT. Smoothing at R D 1Mpc=h leads to a general improvement between theory and data, which becomes
more significant for large masses (upper curves). It is also clearly visible that cgCLPT improves over CLPT on
small scales.
middle and bottom 2nd pairwise velocity moment Q2ij split into Q2k and Q2?. We observe a significant improvement
if we smooth on the Lagrangian scale R.M/ rather than 1Mpc=h. The black lines show the linear theory which is
independent of bias and since we did not include any smoothing, independent of mass.
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depend predictions for 1Mpc=h towards the data points which show comparatively small mass
dependence.
It was noticed in [RW11] that within linear theory 212.r; / D 2k .r/2 C 2?.r/.1   2/
only contributes to redshift space correlations through its second derivative along the line of
sight d2=dr2k 
2
12.r; rk=r/ and thus any isotropic constant added to 212 does not contribute. It
is therefore interesting to compare the shape of 2? and 
2
k by shifting them in such a way that
the model agrees with the data on large scales and to check that the required shifts for 2? are
identical to 2k . The result of the shift is shown in Fig. 6.11. For better visibility we added to the
already shifted curves and the data points a constant for each mass bin. We find that within all
models and mass bins considered the shift to make theory and data overlap at r D 200Mpc=h is
basically identical for 2? to 
2
k .
Unfortunately, the shapes of the theory predictions for v12 and 2k do not agree very well, see
Fig. 6.11, at least compared to 2?, see the bottom panels of Fig. 6.10. At the time of writing, we
are still investigating this problem.
It is known that nonlocal Lagrangian bias derived from peaks theory is increasing the sharp-
ness of the proto-halo correlation function despite the use of the physical Lagrangian scale
[BDS14]. We therefore hope that once we use a peak bias and also the resulting velocity bias
instead of the excursion set bias, it will turn out that the Lagrangian smoothing scale is the opti-
mal choice for all statistical quantities. It is also possible that the inclusion of the p-terms will
improve the agreement.
6.6.2.3 Redshift space
From the HR2 halo catalog we generate the redshift space by simply changing the z-coordinate
rz of each halo to sz D rzCvz=.aH/, where vz is the z-component of the halo peculiar velocity
v. This, of course, does not correspond to the real observed light cone, but it directly corresponds
to the distant observer approximation used in the theory Eq. (6.36). We choose again bins Is WD
Œs  s=2; s Cs=2 with width s D 2Mpc=h, and s the pair separation in redshift space. In
addition to s, we need to consider bins with respect to  D Os  Oz, the cosine of the angle between
the line of sight and and the halo separation in redshift space. An analog of the simple estimator
(6.65) in redshift space is
1C O.s; / D P.s ; /
ntot2s2s
: (6.89)
For convenience we display here only expressions for the full box while the Jackknife versions
and covariance matrices can be obtained analogously to the real space O in Sec. 6.6.2.1. We are
mostly interested in the Legendre moments of .s; /, because the size of the moments quickly
decays as a function of n. In the linear theory the moments with n > 4 vanish identically. So
instead of sampling in s and , we integrate directly over 1
2
.1 C 2n/Ln./d and obtain the
172 6. Gaussian multi-streaming model for redshift space distortions
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Figure 6.11: Another perspective on Qij as shown in the middle and bottom panel of Fig. 6.10; here we shifted again
all values by a constant 2.i   1/.Mpc=h/2 according to the mass bin i , for better visibility. The smallest mass
lgM D 13 is unshifted. But in addition to this constant shift the theory lines for 2nd velocity moments Qk and Q?
are shifted such that they agree with HR2 at 200Mpc=h. Smoothing at R.M/ does not considerably improve the
shape over R D 1Mpc=h apart from the largest masses. However the large scale “temperature” does improve, see
Fig. 6.10
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Figure 6.12: The first 4 multipoles of the redshift space correlation function .s; / measured in the HR2 halo
catalog. We indicate with the dotted line at  D 1 the nonlinear regime.
where sik D jsi   skj is the halo separation. Eq. (6.90b) holds only for n > 0 and vanishes for
all odd n, because then Ln is odd in ik, where ik is the cosine of the angle between the halo
separation vector si   sk and the line of sight Oz, that will appear twice for each pair but with
different sign. We calculated the first 4 moments using the Legendre polynomials
L0 D 1 ; L2 D 1
2
.32   1/ ; L4 D 1
8
.354   302 C 3/ ;
L6 D 1
16
.2316   3154 C 1052   5/ :
The hexacontatetrapole 6, or for short the 64-pole, is a purely nonlinear effect since it vanishes
in the linear, or Kaiser limit [Kai87] and therefore contains purely nonlinear information, similar
to the three-point correlation in absence of primordial non-Gaussianity. In Fig. 6.12 we display
the measured O0; O2; O4; O6. It is interesting to observe that for the smallest mass bin with lgM '
13 (the bottom curves), the clustering on small scales quickly decreases about two orders of
magnitude with increasing n, while for largest halos with lgM ' 14:7 (the top curves) the
clustering decreases quite slowly, less than one order of magnitude, such that observed galaxy
cluster correlation functions are strongly affected by redshift space distortions. Indeed, for the
cluster-sized halos at the smallest scales the correlation strength is unchanged going from n D 0
to n D 2 and remains fully nonlinear even for the 64-pole. In the following figures we use the
linear predictions, see e.g. [RW11], as a reference
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174 6. Gaussian multi-streaming model for redshift space distortions
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Figure 6.13: The monopole times r2 for all masses. left We show the HR2 correlations as thin lines rescaled by the
linear redshift bias (6.91), that is constructed from the best fitting real space bias. Note that BAO peaks all overlap
similar to real space, see Fig. 6.6. The dashed line is the linear correlation function. right We again rescaled the HR2
points and the theory by the linear bias and shifted all lines according the .i   1/10.Mpc=h/2 for better visibility.
where the jn are spherical Bessel functions.
Regarding the theory, we will use a hybrid approach; to construct the GSM correlation
n.s/, Eq. (6.49) we will use the real space correlation .r/ that was calculated by smoothing
at 1Mpc=h, while for 212 and v12 we use results from the last section that were either smoothed
at 1Mpc=h or R.M/. Note that when we use in the GSM the Lagrangian scale R.M/ for Q2?
and Q2k we will also use it for v12. This ensures that 212 is positive. In the Figs. 6.13, 6.14, 6.15,
6.16 the CLPT lines denoted by R D R.M/; x D 0, actually use 1Mpc=h for the 1C .r/, but
R.M/ for 212 and v12 and analogously for the cgCLPT lines. In Fig. 6.13 we show the monopole
0 times r2 for all masses. We rescaled the HR2 points and the theory by a combination of linear
bias and linear growth rate that multiplies the linear matter correlation to give the linear halo
monopole (6.91). Similarly to the real space correlation Fig. 6.8, the rescaling reveals that apart
from this Eulerian local bias factor, all BAO peaks lie on top of each with no mass dependence.
And again, the mass dependence shows up for r < 90Mpc=h similar to Fig. 6.8. Let us empha-
size that the theory lines are predictions based on the fitting of lgMopt in real space, no further
fit was performed. They are in excellent agreement with the data, apart from the two largest
mass bins, which were already problematic in real space. Note that the hybrid-GSM model (the
thick lines) does fit the data better than the GSM model where we smoothed all quantities around
1Mpc=h. There is no significant difference between CLPT and cgCLPT.
For the quadrupole 2, Fig. 6.14, there is a large difference between CLPT and cgCLPT,
with CLPT performing better! This is hard to understand since we already established that the
ingredients of the GSM are modelled equally well for .r/ and that cgCLPT performs even better
for v12; 212. This paradox is currently under investigation; the plan is to test GSM in a model-
independent way by inserting into GSM O.r/, Ov12 and O212 measured in the simulation, and see
whether the resulting n.s/ agrees with On.s/ measured directly. We will also calculate non-
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Figure 6.14: The quadrupole times r2 for all masses. We rescaled the HR2 points and the theory by the linear bias.
After this all lines overlap at large scales, therefore we shifted all lines and points according to .i   1/20.Mpc=h/2
for better visibility, where i labels the mass bin.
Gaussian corrections to the pairwise velocity distribution function and test different bias models.
In particular the peak bias which successfully test in [BDS14].
Fig. 6.14 for the quadrupole and Fig. 6.15 for hexadecapole tell us that the hybrid-GSM is
significantly better than smoothing only at R D 1Mpc=h (and, of course, it is better than R D 0
which is the wide-spread standard). This is clearly visible if the thick and thin lines are compared
to the data points, especially for the lower mass range. The fact that for the largest mass bins the
thin lines perform better is very likely an accident considering the nonsensical behavior of .r/
for the largest mass bin for r < 40Mpc=h in Figs. 6.8 and 6.13.
The hybrid GSM model therefore significantly improves our abilities to model observations
and the precision to extract cosmological parameters from them.
The 64-pole basically vanishes both in HR2 data as well as in CLPT+GSM as can be seen in
Fig. 6.16 for the lower mass range. For the upper mass range the measured 6 is clearly non-zero
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Figure 6.15: The hexadekapole times r2 for all masses. We rescaled the HR2 points
and the theory by the linear bias. After this all lines overlap at large scales, therefore
we shifted all lines and points according to .i   1/20.Mpc=h/2 for better visibility,
where i labels the mass bin. The hybrid method performs significantly better than
smoothing only at R D 1Mpc=h
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Figure 6.16: The 64-pole
times r2 for all masses, with
same shift as in Fig. 6.15.
on small scales, where it it also strongly scale dependent. The result for cgCLPT does not change
qualitatively.
6.6.3 Status of the truncated (Post-)Zel’dovich approximation
It was recently claimed [Whi14] that a smoothing of the initial power spectrum PL does not im-
prove or change the resulting redshift space quadrupole 2 within CLPT+GSM. However CLPT
is basically the (Post-)Zel’dovich approximation and in the so called “truncated” Zel’dovich ap-
proximation (TZA) the linear power spectrum is smoothed with a Gaussian filter on an optimal
scale depending on redshift and cosmology (we find 1Mpc=h) in order to significantly improve
the ZA [MPS94]. The reason for the improvement is that within Lagrangian perturbation the-
ory the displacements never stop and therefore, after the ocurrance of shell crossings, structures
which should be held in place by gravity disperse instead indefinitely, see Fig. 5.8. We saw this
improvement already in Fig. 6.7, where the power on small scales increased for a smoothing scale
of R D 1Mpc=h compared to R D 0 or R D 2. Therefore contrary to what was claimed in
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Figure 6.17: Comparison between different smoothing procedures within CLPT+GSM
[Whi14], the TZA does improve analytical computations. Although we are not the first to observe
the better performance of TZA in analytical calculations for the real space [MHP93, Por97], we
want to advocate the TZA and show that a much more significant improvement happens for the
quadrupole and hexadecapole if the linear input power spectrum PL is smoothed PLW.kR/2
and fed into the CLPT+GSM model, see Fig. 6.17. The dashed lines show the case where R
is the same for calculating .r/, v12, 2? and 
2
k with CLPT. The black thin line shows the lin-
ear theory. While the thick blue line shows the hybrid approach in which we smooth within
CLPT at 1Mpc=h to obtain .r/, but at R.M/ to obtain v12, 2? and 
2
k and combine them to
2 and 4 using GSM. In particular note the improvement between the cases R D 0:1Mpc=h
and R D 1Mpc=h which corresponds to ZA and TZA. In addition note that R D 1Mpc=h and
therefore TZA, is outperformed by the hybrid-smoothing, which might be considered as the most
practical result of this chapter.
6.7 Conclusion and Outlook
We considered a coarse grained dust fluid to model collisionless selfgravitating matter, which
to a good approximation captures the basic properties of cold dark matter, baryons and even
whole halos on large scales. We derived Eulerian perturbation kernels up to third order. From
first principles we derived the vorticity power spectrum, which is in qualitative good agreement
with complentary work where it was derived using effective field theory techniques [CFGS13]
or measured in simulations [HAA14]. We translated the new Eulerian kernels to Lagrangian
space in order to leave SPT behind and consider the Zel’dovich approximation (ZA) in its CLPT
incarnation [CRW13] which performs much better in the nonlinear regime. We rederived the
Gaussian streaming model for redshift space distortions from CLPT and generalized it to the
case of arbitrary phase space distributions and applied it to the coarse grained dust model.
We extended CLPT to include our new kernels, which we denoted by cgCLPT. We find that
the prediction of the mean pairwise velocity is significantly improved for all masses compared
to CLPT, in particular compared to the standard procedure in which the linear power spectrum is
not smoothed.
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The introduction of the smoothing scale x forced us to rethink the meaning of smoothing
in perturbation theory and we found that for the halo correlation function in redshift space a
hybrid approach delivers the best results, where the calculation is performed partially with x '
1Mpc=h to obtain the real space halo correlation, and partially with x D R.M/, where R.M/
is the Lagrangian radius of halos with massM , to obtain the pairwise velocity statistics of halos.
This procedure also significantly improves the model if the standard Lagrangian kernels are used
and the smoothing is only performed on the linear input power spectrum.
The improvement achieved by the smoothing of the linear power spectrum is well known in
the context of the ZA as truncated ZA (TZA). We showed that our hybrid approach involving
two different smoothing scales outperforms TZA.
Clearly, more work is necessary to fully understand all the ingredients of the model. Apart
from this, we want to apply (cg)CLPT to higher order correlation functions in order test their
accuracy against N-body simulations. This is because large angular surveys will contain enough
statistics to measure these higher order correlation functions. In addition when two probes of
LSS like cluster counts n.M/ and the cluster correlation function .r/ are combined to infer
cosmological parameters, as done for instance in [MGWC13], it is desirable to have analytic
predictions not only for the observables but also for covariance matrices like C.r; r 0/ (6.70) and
cross covariances between n.M/ and .r/, including correlations for different mass bins. These
covariance matrices are required to correctly estimate error bars on the inferred cosmological
parameters. Analytic estimates of those covariance matrices require the knowledge of the con-
nected three .r1; r2; r3/ and four-point .r1; r2; :::; r6/ halo correlation functions, where the ri
are the edge lengths of the observed triangle or tetrahedron, respectively [SM14]. It would be
interesting to check whether (cg)CLPT evaluation of these quantities is feasible and whether a
Gaussian streaming model can be developed to convert the real space results into the redshift
space quantities. The results for halo correlation function could then be implemented into the
halo model [MF00, CS02] to additionally obtain correlation functions for the dark matter field
which is required for predicting statistics involving weak gravitational lensing [TB07].
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Appendix 6
6.A Power spectra
6.A.1 Vorticity and velocity divergence
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.xk/2
h
e2x
2k2r.3r2 C 6r   25/   .3r2   6r   25/
i
C 12r
.xk/4
h
.3r3   12r2   19r   28/   e2x2k2r.3r3 C 12r2   19r C 28/
i
C 48
.xk/6
h
e2x
2k2r.3r2   12r C 7/   .3r2 C 12r C 7/
i
C 576
.xk/8

e2x
2k2r   1
)
P;13.k/ D k
3
168
 1
22
PL.k/
Z 1
0
dr PL.kr/
(
12
r2
  82C 4r2   6r4  (6.92h)
  3
r3
 
r2   13  r2 C 2 log ˇˇˇˇ r   1
r C 1
ˇˇˇˇ )
Ei.x/ denotes the exponential integral defined as Ei.x/ D   R1 x t 1e t dt . In the limit x ! 0
we recover the standard SPT kernel 6.92e and 6.92h as given in Eq. 5 in [SS91].
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6.A.2 Cross spectrum between density and velocity divergence
P Nı N;22.k/ D Œ.2/3ıD.0/ 1h Nı2.k/ N2. k/i (6.93a)
D  
Z
d3p1d
3p2d
3 Qp1d3 Qp2
.2/9
ıD.p1 C p2   k /ıD. Qp1 C Qp2 C k /
ıD.0/

 NF .s/2 .p1; p2/ NG.s/2 . Qp1; Qp2/hı1.p1/ı1.p2/ı1. Qp1/ı1. Qp2/i
D   k
3
22
Z 1
0
dr
Z 1
 1
dx
 
10rx2   3r   7x ex2k2.r2 rx/
196 .r2   2rx C 1/2

h
2
 
10rx2   3r   7x ex2k2.r2 rx/ C 7   2rx2 C r C xi
 NPL.kr/ NPL

k
p
1   2rx C r2

Pı;22.k/ D   k
3
22
Z 1
0
dr
Z 1
 1
dx
 
10rx2   3r   7x  6rx2 C r   7x
196 .r2   2rx C 1/2  (6.93b)
 PL.kr/PL

k
p
1   2rx C r2

P Nı N;13.k/ D Œ.2/3ıD.0/ 1
 h Nı1.k/ N3. k/i C hNı3.k/ N1. k/i (6.93c)
D  
Z
d3p1d
3p2d
3p3d
3 Qp1
.2/9
ıD.p1 C p2 C p3   k /ıD. Qp1 C k /
ıD.0/


h NG.s/3 .p1; p2; p3/ NF1. Qp1/C NF .s/3 .p1; p2; p3/ NG1. Qp1/i
 hı1.p1/ı1.p2/ı1.p3/ı1. Qp1/i
D  3PL.k/
Z
d3p
.2/3
h NF1.k/ NG.s/3 .p; p; k/C NF .s/3 .p; p; k/ NG1. k/iPL.p/
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P Nı N;13.k/ D  
k3
42
NPL.k/
Z 1
0
dr NPL.kr/e
 x2k2r
504r3

(
3
 
r2   13 "9r2e 12x2k2.rC1/2
  Ei  1
2
x
2k2.r   1/2   Ei  1
2
x
2k2.r C 1/2 
  2  7r2 C 2 2 log ˇˇˇˇ r   1
r C 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ex
2k2r.rC1/
#
C 108r5ek2rx2   8r  21r6   50r4 C 79r2   6 ex2k2r.rC1/
C 18r
2.r2   1/
.xk/2
h
e2x
2k2r.3r2 C 6r   25/   .3r2   6r   25/
i
C 36r
.xk/4
h
.3r3   12r2   19r   28/   e2x2k2r.3r3 C 12r2   19r C 28/
i
C 144
.xk/6
h
e2x
2k2r.3r2   12r C 7/   .3r2 C 12r C 7/
i
C 1728
.xk/8

e2x
2k2r   1
)
Pı;13.k/ D   k
3
504
 1
22
PL.k/
Z 1
0
dr PL.kr/
(
24
r2
  202C 56r2  (6.93d)
  30r4   3
r3
 
r2   13  5r2 C 4 log ˇˇˇˇ r   1
r C 1
ˇˇˇˇ )
In the limit x ! 0 the kernels reduce to the standard SPT results 6.93b and 6.93d given in
Eqs. (A25)-(A26) in [CWP09], note however that our convention for n is different compared to
[CWP09] such that the cross spectra have flipped signs.
6.B Lagrangian correlators
In addition to the definitions made in 6.3.2 it is useful to define the following mixed polyspectra
of the linear density field and the displacement field in the same way as done in [Mat08]D
ıL.k1/    ıL.kl/	 .n1/i1 .p1/   	 .nm/im .pm/
E
c
D
.2/3ıD.k1 C : : :C kl C p1 C : : :C pm/. i/mC .n1nm/i1im .k1; : : : ; kl I p1; : : : ; pm/ ; (6.94)
where an angle bracket with index c denote cumulants (connected correlators). For computations
up to one-loop level we only have to consider terms up toO.P 2L/which implies lCn1Cn2Cn3 
4 since due the properties of the cumulants only terms with l Cm  3 are relevant. Furthermore
only even l C n1 C n2 C n3 2 2N contribute because the initial density field is assumed to be a
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random Gaussian field. For l Cm D 2 we adopt the simplified notation
C.k/ WD C.k; k/ ; Ci.k/ WD Ci.kI  k/ ; Cij .k/ WD Cij .k; k/ : (6.95)
The C as defined in (6.94) should not be confused with cumulants of the phase space distribution
function. We will also encounter mixed polyspectra with some Ψ replaced by xΨ or by time
derivatives. For the correlators involving time derivatives of Ψ we simply use that PΨ .n/ D
nfHΨ .n/ and similarly for xΨ . The specific index structure enforced by translation symmetry
allows to describe Lagrangian correlators in real space entirely in terms of scalar functions of
q D jqj D jq2   q1j, since any tensor can be decomposed in terms of ıij and Oqi . For example,
any rank-1 tensor can be written as Ti.q/ D T .q/ Oqi and similarly any rank-2 tensor can be
decomposed according to Tij .q/ D Tıq.q/ıij C Tqq.q/ Oqi Oqj . The q-dependence of the functions
can be expressed using spherical Bessel functions, namely
Z 1
 1
d cos.x/ D 2j0.x/ ;
Z 1
 1
d 2 cos.x/ D 2

j0.x/   2j1.x/
x

: (6.96)
We maintain the notation used in [Mat08] and [CRW13], in which the R and Q-functions, de-
fined as
Qn.k/ D k
3
42
Z 1
0
drPL.kr/
Z 1
 1
dx PL.k
p
1   2rx C r2/ QQn.k; r; x/ ; (6.97)
Rn.k/ D k
3
42
PL.k/
Z 1
0
drPL.kr/ QRn.k; r/ ; (6.98)
have been computed for the standard fluid case. We state the corresponding results obtained via
our cgCLPT approach.
Note that for the CLPT computation, see Eqs. (B20-30) and (B41-46) in [CRW13] only
Q1;2;5;8 are relevant such that they are the only ones which will be listed here. In addition to the
usual QNRnD1;2 we had to define another kernel QNR0 which takes account of the fact, that in our case
the quantities C .3/i and C
.13/
ij cannot be expressed in terms of
QNR1. This is due to the different
smoothing structure of C .3/i and C
.13/
ij , which both contain two quantities, compared to C
.2/
i and
C
.12/
ij , which both contain three parts. As explained in [Mat08] any transverse part of C
.n1nm/
i1im
is irrelevant such that we only obtain longitudinal parts for C .n1nm/i1im for which, however, the
transverse kernels T.n/ have to be taken into account.
xC .3/i .k/ D
5
21
ki
k2
NR0.k/ ; xC .13/ij .k/ D xC .31/ij .k/ D  
5
21
kikj
k4
NR0.k/ : (6.99)
This manifests itself in the following kernels which are instead of Eqs. (B26,43,46) in [CRW13]
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then given by
xU .3/.q/ D 1
22
Z 1
0
dk k

  5
21

NR0.k/j1.kq/ (6.100)
xX .13/.q/ D 1
22
Z 1
0
dk
5
21
NR0.k/

2
3
  2j1.kq/
kq

(6.101)
xY .13/.q/ D 1
22
Z 1
0
dk
5
21
NR0.k/

 2j0.kq/C 6j1.kq/
kq

: (6.102)
Furthermore all quantities which contain the linear power spectrum, more precisely Eqs. (B20,25,41,44)
in [CRW13], have to be computed with the smoothed linear power spectrum, such that PL.k/!NPL.k/ D exp
  x2k2PL.k/.
QNR0.k; r/ D e
 x2k2.r2C1/
480r3
(
3
 
r2   13 "51  r2 C 1 e 12x2k2.r2C1/ (6.103a)
  Ei  1
2
x
2k2.r   1/2   Ei  1
2
x
2k2.r C 1/2
  4 log
ˇˇˇˇ
r   1
r C 1
ˇˇˇˇ  
7r2 C 2 ex2k2r2 C 21  r2 C 1 #
  168r  3r6   5r4 C 9r2   3   8r  21r6   50r4 C 79r2   6 ex2k2r2
  18e x2k2r

1
.xk/2
.r C 1/. 17C 51r C 44r2 C 68r3   51r4 C 17r5/
C 2
.xk/4
.17C 44r C 88r2 C 68r3   17r4/
C 8
.xk/6
.17r2 C 24r C 11/C 192
.xk/8

C 18ex2k2r

1
.xk/2
.r   1/.17C 51r   44r2 C 68r3 C 51r4 C 17r5/
  2
.xk/4
. 17C 44r   88r2 C 68r3 C 17r4/
C 8
.xk/6
.17r2   24r C 11/C 192
.xk/8
)
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QNR1.k; r/ D e
 x2k2.r2C1/
288r3
(
3
 
r2   14 h28 log ˇˇˇˇ r   1
r C 1
ˇˇˇˇ
  17e 12x2k2.r2C1/ (6.103b)
  Ei  1
2
x
2k2.r   1/2   Ei  1
2
x
2k2.r C 1/2 i
  56r   3r6 C 11r4 C 11r2   3
  12

2r
.xk/2
 
17r4 C 22r2 C 17C 32r
.xk/4
 
r2 C 1 cosh  x2k2r
  12
h 1
.xk/2
 
r2 C 1  17r4   90r2 C 17 
  2
.xk/4
 
17r4 C 22r2 C 17   32
.xk/6
 
r2 C 1 i sinh  x2k2r )
QR1.k; r/ D lim
x!0
QNR1.k; r/ D lim
x!0
QNR0.k; r/ D (6.103c)
 6r7 C 22r5 C 22r3   6r   3  r2   14 log ˇˇ r 1
rC1
ˇˇ
48r3
QNR2.k; r/ D
 
r2   1 e x2k2.r2C1/
288r3
(
3
 
r2   12  r2 C 1  28 log ˇˇˇˇ r   1
r C 1
ˇˇˇˇ
  (6.103d)
  17e 12P 2.r2C1/R2  Ei  1
2
x
2k2.r   1/2   Ei  1
2
x
2k2.r C 1/2 !
C 56r  3r4   2r2 C 3
  12

34r
.xk/2
 
r2 C 1C 32r
.xk/4

cosh
 
x
2k2r

  12

1
.xk/2
 
17r4   22r2 C 17   34
.xk/4
 
r2 C 1   32
.xk/6

sinh
 
x
2k2r
 )
QR2.k; r/ D lim
x!0
QNR2.k; r/ D
 
1   r2 h6r5   4r3 C 6r C 3  r2   12  r2 C 1 log ˇˇ r 1
rC1
ˇˇi
48r3
(6.103e)
Note that, in the limit x ! 0 we correctly recover the result of [Mat08].
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QxQ1.k; r; x/ D e
 x2k2.2r2 2rxC1/
36 .r2   2rx C 1/2
(
49

1C 3x2 C 4   rx C r2x2   rx3 (6.104a)
  14 7.1C 3x2/C 4   4rx C 4r2x2   10rx3 C 3r2x4 ex2k2.r2 rx/
C 49.1C 3x2/C 36r2 C 4   7rx   11r2x2   91rx3 C 51r2x4 e2x2k2.r2 rx/)
QQ1.k; r; x/ D lim
x!0
QxQ1.k; r; x/ D
r2
 
x2   12
.r2   2rx C 1/2 (6.104b)
QxQ2.k; r; x/ D r.rx   1/e
 x2k2.2r2 2rxC1/
6 .r2   2rx C 1/2
h  
7r   21rx2 C 34x3   20x ex2k2.r2 rx/ 
   7r   21rx2 C 28x3   14x ex2k2.r2 1/i (6.104c)
QQ2.k; r; x/ D lim
x!0
QxQ2.k; r; x/ D
rx
 
x2   1 .rx   1/
.r2   2rx C 1/2 (6.104d)
QxQ5.k; r; x/ D re
x
2k2. 4r2C2rx 3/
6 .r2   2rx C 1/2
h  
13r C 14x C 34r2x3   20r2x   41rx2 ex2k2r2 
   7r C 14x C 28r2x3   14r2x   35rx2 ex2k2rxi (6.104e)
QQ5.k; r; x/ D lim
x!0
QxQ5.k; r; x/ D
r2
 
x2   1 .rx   1/
.r2   2rx C 1/2 (6.104f)
QxQ8.k; r; x/ D re
 x2k2.2r2 2rxC1/
3 .r2   2rx C 1/
h 
7rx2   7x    10rx2   3r   7x ex2k2.r2 rx/i
(6.104g)
QQ8.k; r; x/ D lim
x!0
QxQ8.k; r; x/ D
r2
 
1   x2
r2   2rx C 1 (6.104h)
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6.C.1 Calculation of 1C X
First we expand the exponent which arises from the cumulant expansion theorem applied to hei zXi
up to second order in the linear power spectrum PL
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1X
ND1
iN
NŠ
D zXNJD0E
c
D 1   1
2
.21 C 22/ N2R   12 NL   .1 C 2/ xUiki  
1
2
NAijkikj (6.105)
  i
2
.21 C 22/ xU 20.2/i ki   i12 xU 11.2/i ki  
i
2
.1 C 2/ NA10ij kikj 
  i
6
xWijkkikjkk CO.P 3L/ ;
where the Lagrangian correlators are defined as
2R WD hı21ic D hı22ic ; N2R WD hNı21ic D hNı22ic ;
L WD hı1ı2ic ; NL WD hNı1 Nı2ic ;
U
mn.k/
i WD hım1 ın2.k/i ic ; xUmn.k/i WD hNım1 Nın2 N.k/i ic ; (6.106)
Amnij WD hım1 ın2ij ic ; NAmnij WD hNım1 Nın2 Ni Nj ic ;
W mnijk WD hım1 ın2ijkic xW mnijk WD hNım1 Nın2 Ni Nj Nkic
and we adopt the shorthand notation Ui D U 10.1/i , Aij D A00ij and Wijk D W 00ijk introduced in
[CRW13] also for the barred quantities. In the following calculation we will keep this notation,
such that whenever A, U orW occur they refer to the usual kernels given in [CRW13, WRW14].
In contrast, we will use NA, xU or xW for correlators arising from smoothed quantities. Plugging
this expression into the exponential and keeping only the two terms which are linear in the power
spectrum and have non-zero limits as jqj ! 1 exponentiated gives, see [CRW13, WRW14]
NK0 D hei zXi D exp
" 1X
ND1
iN
NŠ
h zXNJD0ic
#
(6.107)
D e 12 NAijkikj e 12 .21C22/ N2R 
(
1   12 NL   .1 C 2/ xUiki C 1
2
21
2
2
N2LC (6.108)
C 1
2
.1 C 2/2 xUiki xUjkj C 12.1 C 2/ NL xUiki
  i
2
.21 C 22/ xU 20.2/i ki   i12 xU 11.2/i ki  
i
2
.1 C 2/ NA10ij kikj 
  i
6
xWijkkikjkk CO.P 3L/
o
:
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6.C.2 Calculation of v12
NK1;i D exp
" 1X
ND1
iN
NŠ
h zXNJD0ic
#" 1X
ND0
iN
NŠ
*
PNi zXN
+
c
#
(6.109a)
D e 12 NAijkikj e 12 .21C22/ N2R 
n
i.1 C 2/ PxUi C ikj PNAj i   1
2
.21 C 22/ PxU 20i   12 PxU 11i  
  1
2
kjkk
PxWjki   .1 C 2/kj PNA10ji
  i12.1 C 2/ NL PxUi   i.1 C 2/2kj xUj PxUi 
  i12 NLkj PNAj i   i.1 C 2/kjkk xUj PNAki CO.P 3L/
o
;
where in addition to (6.106) we defined
PxUmn.k/i WD hNım1 Nın2 PN.k/i ic ; PNAmnij WD hNım1 Nın2 Ni PNj ic ; PxW mnijk WD hNım1 Nın2 Ni Nj PNkic : (6.109b)
6.C.3 Calculation of  2
12
In the following we evaluate K2;ij defined in Eq. (6.5.3) in order to obtain an expression for Q12
as given in Eq. (6.48c). This is done up to one-loop order such that Eq. (6.5.3) reduces to
K2;ij WD NK2;ij CKp2;ij CKx2;ij CO.P 3L/ (6.110)
where the different parts are
NK2;ij WD exp
" 1X
ND1
iN
NŠ
h zXNJD0ic
#" 1X
ND0
iN
NŠ
D PNi PNj zXNJD0E
c
C (6.111a)
C
1X
ND0
iN
NŠ
D PNi zXNJD0E
c
1X
MD0
iM
MŠ
D PNj zXMJD0E
c
#
;
K
p
2;ij WD 22p exp
" 1X
ND1
iN
NŠ
h zXNJD0ic
# 1X
ND0
iN
NŠ
D zXNJD0E
c
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
O.P 2L/
 ıij ; (6.111b)
K
x
2;ij WD Kx ;12;ij  Kx ;22;ij (6.111c)
K
x ;1
2;ij WD exp
" 1X
ND1
iN
NŠ
h zXNJD0ic
# 1X
ND0
iN
NŠ
*"
.1C ı/vivj
1C Nı .x1.q1//C (6.111d)
C .1C ı/vivj
1C Nı .x2.q2//
#
zXNJD0
+
c
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
O.P 2L/
;
K
x ;2
2;ij WD exp
" 1X
ND1
iN
NŠ
h zXNJD0ic
# 1X
ND0
iN
NŠ
D  Nvi Nvj .x1.q1//C Nvi Nvj .x2.q2// zXNJD0E
c
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
O.P 2L/
;
(6.111e)
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and zX is given by Eq. (6.59). Note that we used the notation vi D ;i=a for the microscopic
velocity which yield the ordinary kernels for CLPT as given in [CRW13], [WRW14]. In contrast,
we use Nvi D exp
 
1
2
2x

Œ.1C ı/vi =.1C Nı/ for the mass-weighted velocity which correspond
to our modified CLPT kernels (called cgCLPT) computed for Nv.x.q// D a PxΨ.q/. Since some
of the extra terms encoded in Eqs. (6.111) are given in Eulerian space we first have to perform
a mapping to Lagrangian coordinates. This can be done according to Eq. (6.13) by using the
corresponding relations (6.14) in the subsequent calculation.
6.C.3.1  2p -part (6.111b) of (6.110)
The correction term which is due to the coarse-graining with respect to momentum is easily
obtained by combining (6.105) and (6.107)
K
p
2;ij D 22p ıij exp
" 1X
ND1
iN
NŠ
h zXNJD0ic
# 1X
ND0
iN
NŠ
D zXNJD0E
c
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
O.P 2L/
(6.112a)
D 22p ıij e 
1
2
NAijkikj e 
1
2
.21C22/ N2R 
(
1   212 NL   2.1 C 2/ xUiki   1
2
.21 C 22/ N2R 
  1
2
NAijkikj C 3
2
21
2
2
N2L C
1
2
12.
2
1 C 22/ NL N2R C 312.1 C 2/ NL xUikiC
C 1
2
12 NL NAijkikj C 3
2
.1 C 2/2 xUiki xUjkjC
C 1
2
.1 C 2/.21 C 22/ N2R xUiki C
1
2
.1 C 2/ NAijkikj xUkkk
  i.21 C 22/ xU 20.2/i ki   2i12 xU 11.2/i ki   i.1 C 2/ NA10ij kikj  
i
3
xWijkkikjkk
)
:
6.C.3.2  2x Part (6.111c) of (6.110)
The corrections to the pairwise velocity dispersion 12;ij which are connected with the spatial
coarse-graining x have to be calculated by explicitly evaluating the corresponding correlators.
We perform a similar calculation to the one presented as pedagogical example B4 in [CRW13]
and rely on results given in [Mat08]. For convenience, the derivation was carried out by com-
puting mixed correlators between coarse-grained density and displacements, NıL and xΨ , and mi-
croscopic quantities, ıL and Ψ . Since the computation is a little bit cumbersome due to the
coarse-graining, we present it for the interested reader in some detail here.
First  2x part (6.111d) in (6.110) We define that A.iBj / D AiBj CAjBi . Because of the delta
functions with respect to momentum in the kernels any overall smoothing factor drops out such
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This result for the contribution coming from x1.q1/ can be easily translated to the result for
x2.q2/ by interchanging q1 $ q2 as well as 1 $ 2.
Second  2x part (6.111e) in (6.110)
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xCi1in refer to the same correlators as Ci1in defined in (6.94) but which are computed using x	
and NıL instead of	 and ıL. Then we write NL.n/ D NS.n/CxT.n/ for the kernels of the coarse-grained
displacement according to (6.17) and (6.18). Again, we can easily translate this calculation
carried out for x1.q1/ to x2.q2/ by interchanging q1 $ q2 and 1 $ 2.
Both  2x parts (6.111c) in (6.110) Result for the extra terms due to 2x , in the second step we
collected the terms and used NL1.p/ D exp
  1
2
2xp
2

L1.p/. Furthermore we regroup the terms
and keep only terms up to O.P 2L/.
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The R and Q terms are the usual CLPT kernels from [Mat08] whereas NR and xQ are our
corresponding cgCLPT kernels given in (6.104) and (6.103). The additional kernels, Q 1 4 andQQ1 4, appearing in (6.117a) and (6.117b) were introduced in order to keep notation short. They
define two other classes of functionsQ1 4 and Q1 4, besides R and Q, according to
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